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15. Abstract 

There cm be no doubt that noise exposures of durations greater than eight hours present a 
hazard to the hearing of air uews Hying noisy aircraft and, particularly, for those more 
susceptible crew members.   We were shown today that there are wide individual dil.erences 
in human response to high-level, long-duration noise.   The effects of long-duration exposures 
on performance and health are less clear.   Monitoring audiometry and ear protection is 
certainly indicated for preservation of hearing and perhaps, for insuring adequate performance 
and ultimate health of air crews Hying long-duration missions.   It is of additional importance 
that noise reduction at the source be accomplished wherever possible for safeguarding the 
hearing and health of those who live around NATO airports. 

Collection of data on incidence of stress-induced pathologies such as ulcers or emotional dis- 
orders for those exposed to long-duration noise, as compared to non-noise exposed might be 
worthwhile in order to resolve- the question of whether or not health is affected.   It is there- 
fore recommended first that flight crews exposed to such long durations of noise be monitored 
both audiometrically and for abnormal incidence of cardiovascular disease, ulcers, and other 
psychosomatic complaints and that secondly, if possible, a study of an appropriate laboratory 
animal might be instituted over the next several years which could resolve perhaps the 
impoitant problem of whether or not pathology can be ind.iced because of long-duration noise 
exposure to the moderate levels of noise that occur in aircraft cockpits. 
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SUMMARY 

There can be no doubt thut nuibc exposures of durations greater than eight hours 
present a hazard to the hearing of air crews flying noisy arcraft and, particularly, for those 
more susceptible crew members.   We were shown today that there are wide individual 
differences in human response to high-level long-duration noise.   The effects of long- 
duration exposures on performance and health are less clear.   Monitoring audiometn and 
ear protection is certainly indicated for preservation of hearing and, perhaps, for insuring 
adequate performance and ultimate health of air crews Hying long-duration missions.   It is 
of additional importance that noise reduction at the source be accomplished wherever 
possible for safeguarding the hearing and health of those who live around NATO airports. 

Collection of data on incidence of stress-induced pathologies such as ulcers or emotional 
disorders for those exposed to long-duration noise, as compared to non-noise exposed might 
be worthwhile in order to resolve the question of whether or n^t health is affected.   It is 
therefore recommended firs! that flight crews exposed to such long durations of noise be 
monitored both audiometrically and for abnormal incidence of cardiovascular disease, ulcers, 
and other psychosomatic complaints and that secondly, if possible, a study of an appropriate 
laboratory animal might be instituted over the next several years which could resolve perhaps 
the important problem of whether or not pathology can be induced because of long-duration 
noise exposure to the moderate levels of noise that occur in aircraft cockpits. 
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

An otilstanding group uf scientist? IKIS aCLcptcil tlu' invitation ol the Aerosiwcc Mi'tlical I'anol ol tlu' Advisory 

(ironp tor Aerospace Research and DeveUvpinent ot the N'orlh Atlantic  I reals Organization to present papers con- 

cerning a topic of great interest to the panel,    it would be well, first of all. to discuss the title.   One could cither 

delinc a long-duration noise exposure as one that persists for more than eight hours per day and. therefore, permits 

less than a sixteen hour recovery period, or as those exposures that extend over sears of lime, or as some combina- 

tion of each.   The first of these, exposures of more than eight hours, is perhaps the most interesting and the one on 

which we will have data presented in this report.   As exposure, extend toward twelve hours, recovery  periods are 

similarly reduced toward twelve hours.   It ma\ be that the recovers  period is a critical (actor for the auditors system, 

not onls m terms ol the effect on hearing, but also the elleci on performance, on health, or on ans  ot a hosi ol 

other parameters    One could define the cited ol noise exposure on hearing as one thai produces ;i temporai >  insensi- 

tivits to smmd (temporary threshold shift), ur as a pernuineni mseiisiivits  u. sound i perni.nient threshold shift). 

Finally, one could define health as does the eonslilulion ol the World Health Olgani/ation. in sshieh it is stated 

"Health is a stale ol complete phssical. menial and social well-being and not nierels   the absence of disease or 

infirmity".    Phis is a laudable definition of health since all loo long health has been couched in negative terms onls 

such as .ibsence of pathology.   It is refreshing to see health defined positively in terms ol a need to feel good.   Vet 

one should be careful to be sets  c'.eai sshen one talks about the effects of noise on health in these proceedings to 

state whether or not one is dKcMssiiig pathology and tissue damage or svhelher one is talking about the absence ol 

a slate   if mental ssell-bcing.    I or example, annosanee could be considered a health cl'fecl in that noise does annos 

us and tlierelore affects our health.    \s lone .is the reader ol these proceedings knows that this is what is meant, 

there is no problem     However, it would be of grave concern if an uninformed person would believe that moderate 

levels of noise damage tissue when all the author intended was that moderate levels of noise cause annoyance.   One 

could become unduls  alarmed.   ( erl.nnls   this is not desirable 

; 

The outline for the papers contained in this publication very   briells   is as follows     first there ssill be a set of 

papers dealing ssilh the effects of long-duration noise exposure on the hearing of man as ssell as animals.   These 

effects svill he both those which are Irailsienl in thai the ellects are recoverable to initial base line audiograms ol 

either man or animals and secondly, those sshieh are pennanenl in thai the effects do not reeoser to initial base line 

audiograms. escn after seseral dass IblUnsing exposure of man or animals to such noise     Another sei of papers will 

deal with the effects of long duration noise exposure upon the physiology of man or animals and. again, there will 

be papers toncerned with transient plnviological effects on man and animals followed bs  papers concerned svith 

permanent physiological el'fecls on man or animals.   I malls. there will be a set ol  papers concerned ssilh the ellects 

of long-duration noise exposure upon perlomuinee and upon health in general. 

There can be no doubt that hearing is affected bs  long-dtiratiuli noise exposure for some pilots, namely  those 

who are most susceptible:   flying some airplanes, namels  those sshieh are the noisiest,   lor some durations, namely 

those extending beyond eight hours per das   lor seseral sears, and for some number ol sears ol exposure,  al some 

criterion lesel ol hearing loss.    I or example, il the eritenon level of hearing loss is zero andioraetric change, esen at 

4.00(1 11/. there is no double that some hiss will occur    Whether loss occurs at other criterion leseis such as 25 dll 

averaged across 500.  11)00 and 2000 11/ audiomeliK.dls . or siill others set to be named, is less certain     llowesei. it 

is still likels  that lor I he \ \ I O situation, some pilots. Hs nig some ail planes, for some durations per d.is . for some 

number of sears, ssill exceed esen these lenient criteria lor hearing loss     I lie i|uestion to be laced in this ss mposium 

is     How bad is the pioblem tods  as judged from research data applied to \\|() missions'   || there is a problem, 

what can be done about il     Can it be resolsed bs scheduling "I personnel'   ( an it be resobed bs  wealing of 

personal proteelive eipnpnieiit such as ear plugs and eai mulls'   (an it be resolsed onls  bs  the control o| the noise 

at the source'   Is health affected in terms ol palholom  thai would occur over a long period ol time and not simpls 

transient cardiovascular changes that occur during the duration ol Ihe noise exposure itsell '    lliis is. ol course, an 

open question, bul one that canno; be ignored because il there are long term pathological effects, one is obliged to 

understand their etiologs  ami attempt to do everything one can to ehminaU  them.    1 in,ills, is performance al levied ' 

If so. it could effect the efficiency ol NATO pilots. 

It svüiild be important during the discussion periods to relate questions and answers to Aerospace Medical I'aiu 

concerns. 

I)r Milton   \ Whileomb 

Committee on Hearing. Hioacousties 

and Hiomeclianics 

National Academy ol Sciences 

Washmuton. IM .. I ISA 
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M3DE OF COCHLEAR DAlttGE BY EXCESSIVE NOISE 
—AI) OVEKVIEW— 

David J. Lim, M.D., and William Melnick, Ph.D. 
Otological Research Laboratories and Auditory Research Laboratories 

Department of Otolaryngology 
The Ohio State University College of Medicine 

I456 Clinic Drive 
Columbus, Ohio 1*3210, U.S.A. 

Summary 

The mode of conhlear damage caused by excessive noise is generally believed to be 
physical or metabolic stress e'.erted on the sensory cells. Evidence to support both mechan- 
iams is overwhelming. Injury to the sensory cells may be direct physical or metabolic 
effects.  Subsequent added injury can be brought about by the chemical or metabolic altera- 
tion in the surrounding medium. Besides apparent mechanical damage inflicted on the organ of 
Corti by the acoustic hyperatlmulation, the evidence of metabolic damage to the sensory cells 
is subtle. The ä subtle changes Include: l) proliferation and vacuollzation of tndoplasmlc 
retlculum in sensory cells, 2) swelling of mitochondria in both sensory cells and afferent 
nerve endings, 3) morphological alteration of stereocilia, and k)  swelling and degeneration 
of stria vascularis. These findings would imply that the high-energy-yielding enzyme systems 
are rendered inoperative in these cells, resulting in cell degeneration. 

it 

: 

Introduction 

It is well established that damage of the cochlea is produced by various types of noise, such as 
impulsive noise, intermittent or continuous noise, and low frequency or high frequency noise. Regardless 
of the type of noise, the basic mechanism involved in acoustic trauma is due to physical and/or physlcho- 
chemicol (metabolic) stress exerted on the maximally stimuleted sensory organ. The end result is sensory 
cell damage or even cell destruction which accounts for the resultant hearing loss, which can be either 
temporary (TTS) or permanent (PTS) depending on the extent of injury. The purpose of this paper is to 
review various proposed modes of cochlear damage resulting from excessive noise. 

Relevant Anatomy and Physiology 

The cochlea in mammals resembles a snail shell and is divided by membranes into three major fluid- 
filled compartments, known as scalae vestlbuli, tympani and media. The former two spaces contain perilymph 
and are Interconnected \ ith each other and also open to the cerebrosplnal fluid via the cochlear aqueduct. 
The «cola media is filled with endolymph In the self-contained cochlear duct. The perilymph is high in 
Na+ (150 mEq/l) but low in K* {h .8  mEq/l), whereas the endolymph is low in Na+ (2.5 mEq/l) but high in K+ 
(150 mEq/l). Besides these fluids, cortilymph, vhich bathes the Corti's lacunae (Corti's tunnel and Nuel's 
space), is now accepted as a third lymph.  The chemical characteristics of cortilymph are thought to be 
almilar to perilymph, according to Rauch.3 There are several studies^ using tracer particles which support 
the concept that this cortilymph communicates freely with perilymph (Fig l). These findings would imply 
that the sensory cells ere  bathed with fluids high in sodium ions (cortilymph) and that the oxygen and 
supply may come from the perilymph of the scola tympani rather than endolymph.5 They further Inferred that 
the spiral vessel is directly responsible for viability of the organ of Cortl, and that the cortilymph 
receives its oxygen supply from the spiral vessels. 

Fig 1. Artist's conception of communicating routes between cortilymph and perilymph in the scala tympani. 
Arrows indicate flow of inner ear fluid. Reproduced from Lim. 
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Fig 2. 

A echematic diagram of blood supply to the 
cochlea. Modified from Pearlman and 
Kimura.  (Ann Otol Rhlnol Laryng, 6lt:1179, 
1955) 

The Mood supply to the cochlea Is well eatahlisheä, as Illustrated in the schematic drawing (FIR 2). 
It can tie divided into five major parts: l) spiral vessels underneath the organ of Corti, 2) llmbus 
vessel, 3) arterlo-venous arcade in spiral ligament, U)  strial network, 5) spiral prominence vessel. Due 
to their proximity to the organ of Corti, and on the basis of his experiments, Lawrence considers the 
spiral vessels to be the primary source of nutrients and oxygen supply to the organ of Corti. Autonomie 
(adrenergic) nerve fibers are known to accompany the labyrinthine arteries in the modiolus and are sugcested 
to originate in the stellate ganglion.' It is generally agreed that adrenergic fibers have not been found 
in the atria vascularis. Wersall reported the presence of pericapillary adrenergic nerve fibers In spiral 
vessels; however, Spoendlln' maintains that unmyelinated nerve fibers do not accompany spiral vessels. He 
also reported the presence of adrenergic nerve fibers unrelated to the spiral vessel in the osseous spiral 
lamina, which is thought to originate in the superior cervical ganglion.  It is conceivable that the former 
pericapillary autonomic nerve fibers may play a role in normal homeostasis of inner ear fluid. However, 
it Is not clear whether the latter Independent adrenergic fllsrs are involved with the mechanism of 
acoustic trauma. 

The endoplasmic reticular system of the outer 
hair cells is formed by subsurface cistern, Hensen's 
body, and subsynaptic cistern (Fig 3). Although its 
specific function Is not yet wholly understood, Llm 
and Melnlck^ postulated a specialized function of 
the EP system in sensory excitation of the cell simi- 
lar to the sarcoplasmic retlculum. They further 
showed the alteration of the ER system by excessive 
auditory stimulation. 

Sensory 
Hair* 

Smooth 
Endoplatmic 
Boticulum 

Fig 3. 

A schematic diagram of endoplaamic reticular system 
of outer hair cells.    Reproduced from Llm and 
Melnlck.9 
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Mode of Mechanical Damage 

Retssnor 3 membrnne 
rupture 

It is well estatllehed that excesalve noise can cause a detachment of the organ of Cortl and a tear 
In the basllor and Relssner's memhranes, as shovm In Fig It. According to Schuknecht and Tonndorf, " the 

stresses developed vlthln the cochlear partition by 
sound waves produce direct mechanical damage to the 
sensory cells. The baallar membrane has a width and 
stiffness gradient along the length of the cochlea. 
It Is wider at the apex but narrower and stlffer at 
the base. These physical differences provide a 
mechanical basis for frequency analysis In the 
cochlea. Thus, low frequency sound produces maximum 
cochlear effects in the apical .regions, while high 
frequencies affect only those structures in the base 
of the cochlea. Since the low frequency sound creates 
involvement of a greater portion of the basilar mem- 
brane than the high frequency sound, the extent of 
sensory organ damage may be widespread as a conse- 
quence of low frequency sound stimulation. 

How the sensory cells, particulariy the outer 
hair cells, are preferentially damaged by acoustic 
over-stimulation is not clearly understood. Several 
hypotheses as to how mechanical force can cause sen- 
sory cell injury have been proposed:  l) Violent 
fluid motion In the cochlea partition can rupture 

Fig I4. A diagram of the cochlea indicates area      Relssner's membrane, mixing endoJymph with perilymph. 
This contaminated endolymph can cause damage to the 
sensory cells, as shown in Llm's studjr4 with trace 
substance. 2) Violent basilar membrane mtion can 

also cause disruption of the reticular membrane of the organ of Corti, as reported by Beagley  and 
Bohne.   This disruption can cause mixing of endolymph with cortllymph, resulting in the poisoning of the 
sensory cells.  Bohne noted that the damaged sensory cells created small lesions in the reticular membrane 
as a result of accustic trauma. These openings would permit intermixing cortllymph with endolymph and 
vould cause sprpRi'.lnp: of damage to the sensory cells that were not initially injured by mechanical force. 
3) Violent flui ; -.otlon in the cochlear partition can directly damage the sensory cells by detaching the 
organ of Corti frrr the basilar membrane or tearing up the basilar membrane.  U) Separation of the 
tectorial nwlrare fro-", the sensory cilia as the result of violent fluid motion can cause threshold shift. 

A diagram of the cochlea indicates area 
most commonly damaged by mechanical force 
created by acoustic stimulus. 

Ilode of Metabolic Damage 

Besides the otvin-.is rpi-':ircilcal darape Just mentioned, there are more subtle forms of morphologic 
change or äar    e in the :■ ■ ■■ r   "T-•; or stria vascularls . This injiiry Is considered to be the result of 
metabolic changes occurrir..- 'ur'nr- h.-'oprr.timulntion.  The mechanisn involved in metabolic stress by acoustic 
overstlmulatlon is not whollv uiderstooä.  However, it has been suggested that the sensory cell damage is 
due to metabolic exhaustion, which Includes enzyme and energy reserve depletion and reduction of oxygen and 
nutrient supply. Since the sensory cells are thought to be more metabolically active than the supporting 
cells, Lim and Melnick? suggested that the sensory cells are more vulnerable under stress.  The damage 
caused by metabolic stress in the cochlea is subtle and often obscured by coexisting mechanical damage. 

First, Hawkins  has shown that acoustic hyperstimulatlon causes disruption of blood circulation in 
the spiral vessel and the strial vessels by the swelling of endothelial cells.  He further suggested that 
the sensory cell degeneration is secondary to the strial degeneration. Our own morphological data show 
marked capillary vasoconstrlctlon in the stria vascularls, but in the spiral vessels the constriction was 
not so remarkable. Extensive pathological changes in the stria vascularls, particularly involving the 
intermediate cells, are considered to be the results of metpbollc changes caused by capillary injury due 
to noise {Fig 5). According to Duvall et al^ these changes are confined to the Intermediary cells, and 
are reversible, meaning the degenerated intermediate cells have reappeared as hearing was recovered. The 
mechanism involved in this vasoconstrlctlon by the sound la not yet known.  Remarkable endothellal cell 
swelling can be caused by direct physical stimuli, but also it can be speculated that the unmyelinated 
nerve fibers accompanying the cochlear vessels are autonomic fibers which are responsible for this 
vasoconstrlctlon. 

Fig 5. 

A phase contrast photomicrograph shows extensive 
swelling of the stria vascularls and degenerated two 
outer hair cells Indicated with X.  The third outer 
hair cell and inner hair cell appear Intact (arrows). 
Animal, was exposed with l'tO dB wide band noise 
exposure for 5 minutes and sacrificed ?h  hours later. 
(1M1X) 
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Second, acoustic hyperstliaulation caused a proliferation and eventual vesiculation of the endoplRsmlc 
retlcular (ER) System, as veil aa th« svelllng of the mitochondria that are attached to the ER in the 
sensory cells. As pathology prograa^ed, the vesiculation extended not only in ER membranes, hut also In 
the nuclear memhrane and subsynaptic cistern (Fig 6-A). The efferent nerve endings which are attached to 
degenerating sensory cells appear still Intact, vhll? the afferent nerve endings of the same sensory cells 
shoved distinct mltochondrial swelling. These findings appear to support the concept that acoustic trauma 
causes disruption of enzyme systems which are essential for protein, glucose and llpld synthesis, and 
these enzyme systems reside in ER end mitochondria. How this alleged disruption comes about Is not wholly 
understood, but It is suspected to be the result of anoxia in the cells caused by acoustic hyperstlmula- 
tlon. Mlsrahy et al1^ found that endolymph oxygen tension inl-clally Increases following sound exposure and 
then decreases rapidly and markedly. The original level Is restored only after .a prolonged period of time, 
which is in proportion to the intensity and the duration of exposure. Vosteen  showed that a respiratory 
enzyme (succinic dehydrogenase) was greatly reduced in the outer sensory cells but not in the inner hair 
cells by acoustic over-stimulation and hypoxidosis. He further speculated that the concommltant oxygen 
deficit within the hair cells la made worse by Increased oxygen demand, due to the heavy load upon the 
sensory receptors. Consequently, after an acoustic overload, the sensory cells ought to show the same 
structural changes aa occur in other cells in hypoxia. Indeed, our earlier report showed that some sen- 
sory cells had signs of degeneration while adjacent cells did not (Fig 6-A), supporting Vosteen'a notion. 
The cells that are degenerated are in a greater active metabolic state tnan the ones that are not degener 
ated by the same stimulus. Furthermore, Ishil et al ' demonstrated the glycogen in the outer hair oella 
diminished appreciably by prolonged sound exposure. This finding would imply that the energy needed lor 
sensory cell function is obtained from glycolysis. Therefore, when the main source of energy is depleted, 
the sensory cells can no longer function, implicating mstabollc depletion as a cause of hearing loaa from 
noise exposure. 
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Pig 6 A. Electron micrograph shows vacuolated and veslculated outer hair cells at the second turn. SH - 
sensory hairs, ER - endoplasmlc reticulum, M - mitochondria, N - nucleus. Numbered areas are 
examined vitb X-ray analyzer. (300-600 Hz, 117 dB SPL, ^-hour exposure, 10 days recovery.) 
Reproduced from Mm and Melnlck.9 

B. X-ray anrlysis of dark bodies (l) and nucleus (2) are shown. Remarkable calcium peak is seen 
in lysosomal bodies, but not in nucleus. Modified from Llm's original data. 

Llm10 earlier demonstrated elevated calcium in the dark granules (lysosomes) in the sensory cells 
that were subjected to acoustic hyperstlmulation (Fig 6-B). This finding may support the possibility that 
calcium ions in the cytoplasm can be bound to and released from the ER as a function of sensory cells, and 
when the ER system becomes injured by acoustic trauma, the unbound surplus calcium can be accumulated in 
the lysosomes. However, this concept is highly speculative. 

Third, there have been reports that fusion of sensory hairs Is often noted in animals that were 
exposed to intense UOIEJ. Similar changes were also noted in cochlea sensory hairs damaged by lasers, aa 
well aa vestlbular sensory hairs damaged by ototjxic drugs. The mechanism by which these cilia fuse is 
not known, but it has been suggested that the membrane electrostatic properties1" or permeability of the 
stereocilla have changed.2° Whatever the reason nay be for this fusion, it can be suggested that this 
fusion ID not specific for acoustic trauma. Perhaps this pathology represents general degenerative 
changes involving sensory rella, moat likely due to protein and/or lipid denaturation. Perhaps the 
deformed cutlcular plate In the sensory cell which results from acoustic trauma observed by Lim and 
Melnick" can alao be Interpreted as caused by the disruption of protein metabolism, aa suggested earlier 
by Vlnnikov and Titova21 and others. 

Fourth, an unexpected observation was the apparent diaplacement of the basal body (rudimentary 
kinoclllum) In both inner and outer hair cells, following acoustic stimulation (Fig 7). Whether this dis- 
placement can cause functional impairment of the sensory cells, or they can be restored spontaneously as 
hearing recovers, cannot be determined. If one subscribes to the concept that the basal body has func- 
tional significance in sensorineural excitation, then one can speculate that the displacement of the basal 
body would impair the function of senaory cells, causing TTS. On the other hand, similar observations 
have been made in a few presumably normal senaory cells, which ralBvi « question of validity of this specu- 
lation. Furthermore, these findings raise questions regarding the assumption that the basal body is a 
fixed structure. The possibility that the displaced basal body is a wandering centrlole, which has 
aimiler morphologic features to a basal body, cannot be ruled cut. 
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Fig 7 A. 

B. 

Inner hair cell in apical turn shows 
a displaced basal body or wandering 
centrlole (O).  (300-600 Hz, 85 dB, 
72-hour exposure, no recovery) 
(Moox) 
Outer hair cell in apical turn of 
the cochlea shows a displaced basal 
body (arrow) following acoustic 
stimulation.  (300-600 Hz, 85 dB, 
It-hour exposure, no recovery) 
{8,000X) 

Concluding Kemaiks 

While the mode of mechanical damage inflicted on the hearing organ by excessive acoustic stimuli is 
better understood, the concoramitant t^vd subsequent (progressive) node of metabolic injury to the sensory 
cells Is poorly understood. Understanding of the latter mechanism is further retarded by our lack of 
knowledge concerning energy metabolism related to the hearing organ and concerning the biochemical events 
in the sensory cells Involved in neural excitation. Several investigators attempted to avert these meta- 
bolic changes in the inner ear by giving vitamin A22 or hydroxyzine hydrochloride,2^ but without much suc- 
cess. Faltynek and Vesely,2^ claimed that ATP and AMP were useful in restoring cochlear mlcrophonics after 
acoustic trauma and hypoxla. They even used ATP for the treatment of sudden deafness and reported an 
improvement of hearing in most of their patients,25 However, the value of this therapy has to be further 
documented. 

It is hoped that when we understand the biochemical events leading to the acoustic trauma more 
clearly, then we may be able to prevent or avert further progressive damage of the inner sor by medical 
means. 
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TTS IN MAN FROM A 24-1IOUR EXPOSURE TO AN OCTAVE BAND OF NOISE CENTEREP AT 4 KHZ 

William Melnick, Ph.D. 
The Ohio State University 

Department of Otolaryn^oJo^y 
456 Clinic Drive 

Columbus, Ohio 43210 

Seven men were exposed to 24 hours of continuous noise in a sound field. The noise was 
an octave band centered at 4 kHz at two octave band levels, R0 and 85 dB. Ilearinp thresholds 
were measured in one -ar at 11 test frequencies ranginR from 250 to 10,000 Hz prior to expo- 
sure and at selected intervals durinp and after exposure. Temporary threshold shift (TTS) 
readied asymptotic levels between 8 and 12 hours of exposure. Maximum TTS occurred at 4 and 
6 kHz. Asymptotic levels at the 80 dB exposure level were 9.7 dB for 4 kHz and 7.7 dB for 
6 kHz. With the 85 dB noise level, these levels were 18.4 dB and 16.5 dB, respectively. 
Asymptotic threshold shift (ATS) could be predicted by the equation ATS =1.75 (OBL - 75). 
Threshold shift for this subject group was less than would be expected from results of 
previous investigations. 

Introduction 

Information about the effects of duration of exposure to noise on the hea ing sensitivity of man and 
lower animals has come chiefly from investigations that have used exposures i.-.sting eifht hours or less. 
Investigations using longer exposure times have used subhuman experimental animals, mainly the chinchilla, 
because of the nature of the experiment. (1,2,3,4,5) The major finding of these investigations was that 
threshold shifts increased for the first 24 hours and then reached a plateau, or asymptote.  Asymptotic 
threshold shift (ATS) in the frequency region of maximum change of sensitivity increased at a rate of about 
1.6 to 1.9 dB for every dB increase in the octave hand level of the exposure noise above some minimum value. 
This minimum value was found to be 47 dB for noise centered at 4 kHz and about 65 dB for noise centered at 
500 Hz. (2,3)  In chinchillas, recovery from ATS is slow.  Recovery could take anywhere from 3 to 30 days, 
depending upon the characteristics of the noise exposure. (6) 

Relatively few investigations have used exposures of sufficient duration to produce asymptotic 
threshold shift in humans. (7,8,9,10)  From these investigations, it appears that TTS grows faster fjr 
humans than for chinchillas. Asymptotic levels were achieved after 8 to 12 hou.s of noise exposure. 
Human subjects seemed less sensitive to noise than were chinchillas. Comparatively high levels wen re- 
quired to produce noticeable shifts in threshold sensitivity. For an octave band of noise in the region 
of 500 Hz, threshold shifts at asymptote in the frequency of ma)imum effect increased about 1.7 dB lor 
every dB increase in level of noise above 75 dB octave band level. As with the chinchilla, recovery from 
asymptotic threshold shift is slow, requiring anywhere from 1 to 6 days. (6) 

Since 1971, a series of experiments have been run in our laboratory which have investigated the growth 
of and recovery from TTS in humans as a result of prolonged exposure.  The first series of experiments used 
16 hours of exposure to an octave band 300 to 600 Hz at hand levels of 80, 85, 90, and 95 dB. (9) The 16- 
hour exposure period was not long enough to establish clearly that asymptotic levels of threshold shift 
had been reached.  ^ subsequent experiment increased the exposure duration to 24 hours, using a 90 dB 
octave band level. (10)  Asymptotic levels were achieved by 12 hours of exposure. The growth pattern of 
TTS was tri-phasic:  slow development during the first two hours of exposure, a rapid increase from two to 
eight hours of exposure, and then plateauing by the twelfth hour.  The ATS from these experiments could be 
predicted by the equation ATS =1.7 (OBL - 75). 

The present series of experiments have continued to use a 24-hour exposure, hut have shifted the 
spectrum of the exposure noise to an octave band centered at 4 kHz.  The hunan auditory system appears to 
be most susceptible to noise exposures in this frequency range. (11) 

Procedure 

Subjects:  Seven men served as subjects.  These men were recruited from the male inmate population of 
a penal institution.  To be eligible for the study, a subject's hearing threshold level for both ears could 
not jxceed 15 dB IITL at any frequency (ANSI-1969). (12) 

One ear was selected arbitrarily as the test ear for each subject. Air conduction thresholds were 
measured at 10 test frequencies ranging from 250 to 10,000 Hz using a Bekesy-type procedure.  The test signal 
was pulsed with a period of 500 msec, a duty cycle of 50%, and a rise-decay time of 25 msec. 

Subjects tracked their own threshold for 40 seconds at each frequency. Test tones were presentc 1 in 
an ascending order, starting with 250 Hz.  Estimates of pre-exposure threshold levels were based on the 
mean of ten threshold measurements made prior to the exposure period. Three separate measurements were 
made on three successive days with each subject.  The tenth measurenent was made immediately prior to the 
onset of the 24-hour exposure period. 

Hearing threshold levels were measured at nominal intervals 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24 hours 
during the exposure. The noise was interrupted one minute before the actual measurement began, and the 
noise resumed immediately upon completion of !he measurement at all test frequencies.  Threshold measure- 
ment was made following the same procedure used to obtain pre-exposure thresholds.  The subject himself 
placed and removed earphones on signal from the experimenter. 
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The noise was interrupted for 8 minutes and 20 seconds for each measuring period. To offset the 
effects of this interruption, exposure time was increased 3 1/2 minutes for each interruption period. 
After the measurement made one hour into the noise exposure, each subsequent exposure period was in-reastd 
by this correction factor. The correction was based on the assumption that an increase in exposure dura- 
tion of 3 minutes offsets recovery which would occur during an interruption of seven minutes, and is simi- 
lar to that used by Mills et^ aK (7) 

In measuring recovery of sensitivity, subjects were tested at selected intervals following the expo- 
sure, approximately 2, 4, 8, 24, 48, am.' 72 hours  A subject's activity was not under experimenter control 
during the 72-hour recovery period, but he was »iked to avoid exposure to any loud sound.  These subjects 
worked in relatively quiet job environments or were in their dormitory rooms in intervals between experi- 
mental sessions.  Because of lack of total control, however, it is possible that pre-exposure levels could 
have been inflated, and recovery of hearing sensitivity following noise exposure could have been delayed. 

Threshold measurements and noise exposure to>k place in the same sound isolated test room. The 
subject was exposed to a sound field generated by laud speakers. The noise was nominally an octave band 
centered at 4000 Hz. Two octave band Itvels were ei.) loyed, 80 and 85 dB. An analysis of the exposure 
noise using 1/3 octave band intervals is shown in Figui.. '.. These measurements were taken in a standard 
mirrophone position.  Since the room was not highly reverbeiant, the sound field could not be described as 
diffuse. Variations of 5 to 6 dB were measured at particular third octave bands as the microphone was 
moved around the room. 
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Figure 1 
Spectra of exposure noises for two exposure levels as measured in one third octave bands at a 
standard microphone location. Measures using the A and linear weighting networks are indicated. 

The pure tone test frequencies were produced by a beat-frequency oscillator which was manipulated 
manually by the experimenter. The test frequency was monitored by an electronic counter and was set within 
one per cent of the nominal frequency. A decade attenuator and a line amplifier were used to set the over- 
all signal level.  The signal was directed to a recording attenuator throng1! nn inpedance matching trans- 
former and finally to the test earphone. The attenuation rate of the recording attenuator was 4 dB p .-r 
second. 

Results and Discussion 

The mean pre-exposure hearing threshold levels (ANSI-1%9) for the seven subjects are shown in Figure 
2. The bars at each test frequency indicate ♦_ one standard deviation.  These subjects showed an average 
of 5 dB or less hearing loss at frequencies above 1000 Hz, the frequencies important in this investigation. 
Showing standard deviations may be inappropriate and misleading, since the distribution of hearing levels 
for the subjects would not be symmetrical because of the imposed maximum of 15 dB hearing loss.  Since the 
subjects in this experiment were males in the third, fourth, and fifth decades of life, these thre ''.o'nl : 
indicate rather good sensitivity in the experimental group. 
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Figure 2 
Mean pre-exposure hearing threshold levels (ANSI-1969) for sever, subjects.  Bars represent + 
one standard deviation. — 

Temporary threshold shift was calculated by subtracting the pre-exposure hearing level for a given test 
frequency from threshold levels measured for the same frequency during and after the noise exposure. The 
threshold shifts reported have not been converted to a common time following exposure. Threshold shifts 
represent estimates at the times following noise interruption dictated by tha experimental procedure. 
ITS at 3.0 kHz then would be an estimate made at 5 minutes 40 seconds or TTS 5:40- 4.0 kHz is TTS 6-00- 
6 kHz, TTS 6:40; 8 kHz, TTS 7:20, etc. "  ' 

The pattern of threshold shift by frequency is indicated in Figure 3. These data points represent 
asymptotic levels, and were derived by averaging the measures made at 8, 16, 20, and 24 hours of exposure 
for each of the exposure levels 80 and 85 dB.  Maximum threshold shift was seen at the frequencies 4000 
and 6000 Hz. There were measureable threshold changes at 3000 and 8000 Hz, but no measureable effects at 
the other test frequencies. 

80 and 85 dB noise exposures.  Left graph 
exposure to a 300-600 Hz octave band of 

tudy. ATS was calculated from average thresholds 
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measured over 8 to 24 hours of exposure for present experiment and 8 to 16 hours in the 
earlier study. 

The left hand graph in Figure 3 gives comparative data obtained from our earlier experiments using a 
300 to 600 Hz octave band of noise at 80 and 85 dB levels. (9)  In the earlier studies, however, the expo- 
sure was terminated at 16 hours, so the asymptote represents an average of the measurements made at 8, 12, 
and 16 hours of exposure. From these data, it would seem that we obtained less ri^ximum threshold shift 
using the lower frequency exposure, and the effect seemed broader than with the higher frequency noise. 
A direct comparison of these results is not possible, however, since tha same subjects were not used in 
both series of experiments. As a matter of fact, the subjects who were exposed to the lower frequency 
noise showed threshold hearing l»vols of about 10 dB in the frequency range of importance, 250, 500 and 
750 Hz.  If this hearing loss were taken into account, then the magnitude of the peak asymptotic threshold 
shift for the two different exposure noises would be in the same -ange. 

The development of and the recovery from TTS produced by the 80 dB octave band level is shewn in 
Figure 4. TTS is graphed for the four frequencies which showed any appreciable threshold shift. The 
asymptote for these frequencies apparently was reached sometime between 8 and 12 hours of exposure. The 
maximum threshold shift occurred at 4000 cycles, and when the threshold shift is averaged over the 3 to 
24 hour measurement periods, the magnitude of the group ATS for 4 kHz was 9.7 dB with a range of 5 to 21 dB. 
For 6 kHz, the asymptote was 7.7 dB with a range of 4 to 13 dB.  Looking at these results, it would be 
difficult to say if any significant threshold shift occurred at 8000 Hz. The pattern of recovery indicates 
that even though the magnitude of TTS w .s not great, it took 24 hours before threshold approximated ) re- 
exposure levels. 
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Figure 4 
Development of TTS (left graph) and recovery from TTS vright graph) for test frequencies 3, 4, 
6 and 8 kHz, resulting from exposure to an oct?ve band of noise centered it 4 kHz at 80 dB 
octave band level. Data points are the mean for seven subjects. 

Figure 5 displays the development and recovery of threshold shift from the 85 dB exposure level. The 
asymptotic levels were calculated in the same fashion as for the 80 dB exposure, and were 18.4 dB for 4000 
Hz and 16.5 dB for 6 kHz for the group. The asymptotic threshold for individual subjects ranged from 
8 to 30 dB at 4 kHz and 7 to 33 dB for 6 kHz. The separation in the magnitude of TTS for these frequencies 
showing maximum shift is much greater at this exposure level, indicating a more rapid growth of T""^ with 
increase of intensity at the most affected frequencies 4 and 6 kHz, with relatively slow growth in the 
fringe frequencies, 3 and 8 kHz. The asymptote for 3 kHz was calculated to be 7 dB, while the level for 
8 kHz was 5.3 dB. 

Again, recovery is relatively slow when the small magnitude of threshold shift is conjidered.  Although 
threshold recovered to within 5 dB of their pre-exposure levels by 24 hours, there is an obv.ous continua- 
tion of recovery up to 48 hours.  F.ven though there was little more than 5 dB threshold shi't at 3 and 8 
kHz, recovery at these frequencies was not complete before the 24-hour measurement. There was little, if 
any, change in threshold for these frequencies the first 8 hours after exposure. Once more, we have 
evidence that it is not merely the magnitude of the threshold shift that is important for rate of recovery, 
bu«- also how that threshold shift was produced. 

The patterns of development and recovery of TTS for those frequencies at which peak TTS was measured 
using the octave band of noise centered at 4 kHz, was similar to that observed for noise exposure at the 
octave 300 to 600 Hz. This relationship is illustrated in the granh in Figure 6. The development and re- 
covery ITS for 4 kHz at the 80 and 85 dB exposure levels from the present experiment is shovn together with 
the development and recovery for 750 Hz measured in the previous experiment. (10)  In the eirlier experiment, 
the exposure noise was an octave band 300 to 600 Hz at 90 dB octave band level. The development pattern 
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for TTS at 750 Hz is almost exactly like that seen at 4000 llz for the present 80 dB exposure level. The 
Jevelopment curve is tri-phasic. The recovery patterns continue to show a decrease in threshold to ore- 
exposure levels up to 48 hours post-exposure. 
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Fipure 5 
Development  of TT ;  (left  Rrapli)   and  recovery from TTS   (ri!;ht  praph)   for test  frequencies  ^,4 
6,  and 8 kHz  from exposure to an octave ba..d of noise centered at 4 kHz at 85 dB octa.e hard 
level.    Data poin'.s are the mean for seven subjects. 
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Fißure 6 
Development of TTS (left) and recovery from TTS (right) for 4 kll?. for noise levels 80 and 85 
dB.  Shown for comparison (as a broken line) are similar temporal patterns obtained for 750 llz 
using a 300-600 Hz octave band of noise at 90 dB from an earlier experiment (10) which used 
ten subjects. 

As can be seen from Figures 4 and 5, TTS seems to approach a neak level at somewhere between 8 and 12 
hours and then begins to decrease.  This decrease in magnitude of threshold shift following a peak level 
was observed also for frequencies in the earlier experiments with the lower frequency noise. (9,10) The 
downturn was observed at both the 80 and 85 dB exposure levels for 6 kHz and is observed only at the 85 dB 
exposure level for the test frequency 4 kHz. 

The tri-phasic development curve is more obvious at the lower exposure levels wh"!re maximum TTS is not 
very great.  When the magnitude of TTS increases, the early slow component become;: much less obvious.  It 
is concewähle for higher levels of threshold shift that the early component would be entirely obscured. 
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The data tJlsplayeü in the previous fiirures were, of course, proup data. Tliere was considerahle 
variation in the growth pattern and the magnitude of threstioM shi^t hy  individual.  I'orhans an indication 
of the individual variation can he aiipreciatcd hy "ranhinq tlir standard deviation of thros'iold shift as a 
function of the Icunti: of exposure or recovery period. These data are displayed in ^i^ure 7 ror the test 
frer-|iicncy .1 Uli at both the GO ami SS ill! exposure levels.  There was a slinht, hut syste'iatic increase in 
tlio masnltudc of varia :on as the exposure duration increased. Variation in threshold shift amonp t'iese 
subjects was related also to exposure level, with the average standard deviation bein^ sliirhtly more for 
the 35 dl'. level than for the lowereexposure level. This observation is not surprising, in view of the 
snail amount of threshold shift produced hy the .'!() dli exposure level in this subject sanple. '"onsidorin" 
the snail nannitude of threshold shift observed in this study, the variable effect of the noise exposure 
on hearing sensitivity of individual subjects is pronounced. 
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Standard deviation of  threshold shifts at I k!Iz 
followinj; the exposure period. 

measured for seven subjects duriii" and. 

I'urin," t!ie recovery interval, variation anonn tliese subjects ilccrcased as the tine followin" exposure 
was increased.  It approached the level of "re-exposure intra-subject vriation, «• ■? d! ( 1-y 21 hours of 

recovery.  Individual variation continues to ronain a pronincn'" feature op the data fron noise-exposure 
exnerinents. 

Parlier exnerinents with chinchillas 

In a report prepared for the 1 rvi ronnenta 1 ''rotoction ^"ency in 1^71 bv ''iller (11), hvnothetical 
growth and rerov(;ry curves were plotted for threshold shirt "easureJ at 2 nintitcs arter exposure at a test 
frenuency of 4nnn Hz when the noise spectrun was centered in that frenuency re"ion.  These are exactly the 
conditions of the present experinent, with the exception that IT'", for 1 111?, was -easured at f> ninutes 
followin" noise interruption.  Hccovery data indicate that this difference should have ■-ini-'al e'"rert op 
the ano.int or threshold shift.  Usin" the hypothetical "rowth curves that "'iller calculated for that 
report, VPi was plotted as a finiction of the octave hand level for conparison with our own data.  This plot 
is ronrpsented as the dotted line in ri"ure 3.  The slope of the hypothetical "rowth rate or "'iller i-as 
I.f>, essential Iv that ncasured liere.  However, "'iller would have predicted a  "reater rm^nitude of threshold 
shift at SO an! "T. !". octavo band levels than we observed with our sanpl" nf subjects.  His nrowth curve 
intersects the n dl line at aonroxinately fill dl, while ours intersects the line at approx inatel v 7r' dR. 

■liir data indicate that ^ v.'ould be predicted bv the equation  \TS at 1 Id': = 1,7 C1'1'. - 7r*) .     ^uitc 
frankly, the relatively snail na"intude of TTS observe! in these cxperinents was surprisin". The ex'ieri- 
nents with chinchillas and previous hunan experi-ents with shorter tern, Mr.Vy level exfosures wouli' lead 
one to expect that the •"wnitudo or TTS should have been nuch "reater than wa-- oliserve-' here f.I""). 

f'ertainlv, there are s'.fficient nu-ber of procedural variaMes that Mffer n^on" r'T  various ex^erinop'-s. 
"'ost hunan TTS experiments wre arco-:pl i shed usin", earphone"; and not a soipr' fiel'.  T'ns of ronrse would 
pemit "reater control over the exposure level-; at the ear or tbe su'«iect than was possible in the present 

experiment. However, probe tube measurements at the entrance of the ear canal for varyip" positions 
Bssit'-ed by the subjects within our sound fiel I indicated t'...'it the ".a'iu t'i.'e o'" t'-e a"is<> M 1 nnt ^rci'tlv 
diff.r fro" that 'leasured usin; the nicropb.one in t'u; SOUP! I'iel' wit1 i'-r  subject's '"M ' a'-sfjit.  !:■ fact, 
because of the diffraction and reflection effects, the i.v.n i ttide or f'-'e sonn! levels at t'u   crtriwci- or 

the car canal o'" a subject ■vas, in ,:ost instances, ;'rcat<,r t ;ar' "e."sure.! in an e-mty sound fiel!. 
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A more likely reason for the low magnitude of threshold shift in the present experiment is subject 
sampling bias.  Recall that in order to be included in the experiment the subjects had to have thresholds 
which indicated hearing losses of 10 dB or less at the frequencies above 1000 Hz.  In the population 
available for this experiment, subjects meeting thesecriteria were difficult to find. Most of the people 
interviewed and tested as possible participants were found to have hearing losses of varying magnitude 
which exceeded our acceptance level.  It i? very possible that by using our criteria, we selected men 
who are less susceptible to the effects of noise.  All of the men who served as subjects were in the 20, 
30, and some in the 40-year-old age group. These subjects indicated that they had previous experience 
with noisy working conditions. However, there did not seem to be any residual effects from these 
previous noise exposures.  If susceptibility is distributed normally within a human population, then 
perhaps we have sampled from the low-susceptibility tail of the distribution. 
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PROTECTIVE EFFECTS IN MEN OF BRAIN CORTEX GANOLIOSIDES ON 

THE HEARING LOSS INDUCED BY HIGH LEVELS OF NOISE. 

Major Dr. G. MANIERO, IAF, MC 
Sanitary Group - Ist Aerobrigade - Italy 

Prof. O.A. MOLINARI, MC 
Department of Otolaryngology 
University of Padua - Italy 

SUMMARY 
It is known that the prolonged exposure to noise of Intensity superior to 70-80 

decibels determines a temporary raise of the acustic threshold (TTS). 
Since Gangliosides are glycolipids which seem to interfere with the transmission 

of nervous impulse, we attempted, as outlined in the present note, to observe, by means 
of ganglioside administration, a possible interference on the traumatfzing effect of 
noise on the cochlea. 

Following otologic and audiometric examination, 20 healthy subjects were chosen. 
tie  calculated, in these subjects, the TTS^ both in basal conditions and after gangliosi- 
de administration. 

From our results, the gangliosides, administered in opportune doses and modalities, 
were capable of preventing in all subjects the physiological rise in the hearing thres- 
hold after exposure to noise. 

In contrast, the non-treated subjects in the same experimental conditions had 
either the same TTSo or showed a large shift. Therefore, the positive failure in shift, 
occuring in the treated patients, is most probably due to ganglioside effect. 

INTRODUCTION 
Exposure to noise of high intensity for a sufficient period of time is known to be 

capable of determining a temporary, reversible rise of the hearing threshold. Such a 
rise varies, in a more or less degree, depending on the stimulus parameters and on the 
cochlea receptor sensibility. 

The physiopathological mechanisms responsible for the temporary rise in the hearing 
threshold are, until now, unknown. Various hypothesis were made to explain such pheno- 
mena such as the occurence of fatigue at the level cf the nuclei and central cochlea 
pathways, reduction in activity of the primary afferent neurons, and depletion of the 
synaptic transmitters between the hair cells and nervous terminations. 

Some Authors have demonstrated a decrease of oxygen tension in the erdolymph and 
a modification of the ionic concentration.(1 ). Other Authors reported a decrease in 
glycogen, glucose, and enzymes such as succinic dehydrogenase and similar (2-3-4). 

The purpose of the present research was to observe if the administration of cerebral 
cortical gangliosides was capable of reducing in normal subjects the temporary rise in 
hearing threshold occuring after exposure to high intensity nonse. The various data ac- 
cumulated on gangliosides activity demonstrated that they are capable of returninc to 
normal the nervous conduction altered by pharnacological and traumatic means. 

METHOD 
The experiment was carried out on ..'0 volunteer subjects of ages between 19 and 50. 

The subjects, whose hearing was within normal limits, wore completely exempt from 
otopathies both present or old. 

A tonal audiogram was performed on each subject at the frequencies of 0,5 - 1 - 2 - 
4-8 KHZ. 

The deafening acustic stimulus employed was characterized by a noise of low bands 
centered on 2 KHZ, of intensity equal to 100 db which lasted for an uninterrupted period 
of 30 minutes. The temporay increase in the hearing threshold (TTSj) was measured in 
each subject two minutes after the termination of the noise. 

The subjects were divided into two groups. The first group or control group (5 
subjects) was submitted to the deafening noise and the TTX, was calculated for the two 
consecutive days without administration of any drug. 

The second group (15 subjects) underwent deafening in the morning and successively 
were administered 2 phials of gangliosides, one 12 hours and a second 1 hour before the 
repetition of the deafening experiment. 
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RESULTS 

The results obtained are summarized in the following tabl 
es and graphs. 
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TABLE 1: Table relative to graph, no 1. Values in decibels of the TTS2 observed in five 
subjects of ages between 28 and 33 on the 2 days following exposure to noise. (Noise of 
low bands on 2KH2 at 100 db for 30 minutes), (a = age). 

GRAPH 1: Temporary rise of the hearing threshold after exposure to noise. Conventionally 
zero was used to indicate the basal audiogram. The curves of the shift in the hearing 
threshold after deafening represent the average values expressed in decibels. 

Curve A = TTS observed on the ist day of deafening. 
Curve B = TTS^ observed on the 2nd day of deafening. 
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TABLE _': Table relative to graph no.2. 
TTS2 before and after administration of 
2 phials of gangliosides in 15 subjects 
of ages between 19 and 52. (a = age). 

GRAPH 2: TTS., in the subjects treated with .. phials of gangliosides. .'.ero was conventio- 
nally used to indicate the basal audiogramm: the curves of shift in tho hearing thres- 
hold after deafening represent the average values expressed in decibels, "oreover, the 
maximums and minirmu:;;. relative to each average value are reported. 

Curve A = TTS') observed on the 1st day of deafening. 
Curve B = TTSt, observed on the .m! day of deafening after administration of 

two phials of gangliosides. 
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Upon examination of these tables, the following considerations may be drawn. The 
results of this research confirm that the exposure to noise of low bands on 2  KHZ of 
intensity of TOO db for a time period of 30 minutes determines a rise in the hearing 
threshold. Such rise is insignificant at frequencies of 0,5 - 1 KHZ, well-evident at 
frequencies of 2-4-6 KHZ with a maximum rise occuring at the frequency of 4 KHZ. (see 
fig. 1,2, and table A and B). 

No substantial modifications occur between the TTSj observed in the normal subjects 
on the first day and that observed on the second day. The injection of 2 phials of gan- 
gliosides reduced in a well-evident manner the TTS2 in the second deafening phase. 

DISCUSSION 
According to the research data of many Authors, the temporary shift of the hearing 

threshold may be due to a temporary decrease in the capacity of norvous impulse conduc- 
tion consequent to exposure of intense noist. (Bibliography concerning the modifications 
in conductance following acustic injury, 5-6-7-8-9-10). 

On the other hand, various experiments performed on in vitro models have demonstra 
ted the connection between the transmission of the impulse and the presence of ganglio- 
sides in the nervous structures (11-12-13-14). 

Such research demonstrated that the functionality of the nervous system, blocked 
by various means, may be reactivated by the introduction of gangliosides, isolated from 
the CNS, in the incubation medium. 

Experiments done in vivo on models where the stimulus conductance was artificially 
altered confirmed the pharmacological intervention of gangliosides in the normalization 
of the conduction phenomenon. 

It was also observed that, in man, gangliosides administered intramuscularly were 
capable of normalizing the various pathological conditions caused by insufficient ner- 
vous conduction both at the central and peripheral level. 

Our research attempted to demonstrate, in man, the effect of ganglioside admini- 
stration which is readily observable, in an acute manner, even in an ear-'ly analizable 
experimental pathology. 
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DISCUSSION 

Q. (Nicholson) Could you explain the mode of action of this drug and the manner in which its 
transmitters affect the physiology of the human body? 

A. its mode of action is not clear. We do know that there are glycc'.'pids which are involved 
in the neurotransmission but do not Know the exact mechanism of action because we do not know 
which is the neurotransmitter in the cochlea. 

Q. Does the administration of this drug impair normal hearing.' 

A. This is a new drug and we do not have wide experience with it.  We have no reason to feei 
that it impairs normal hearing and, in fact, we had good results following its administration 
to patients who had impairment of their cochlea prior to administration of the drug. 

Q. (Whitcomb) Does the drug have any side effects? 

A. No, there are no side effects.  For example, blood pressure is not affected.  There are some 
local effects such as pain. 
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STUDIES OF ASYMPTOTIC TTS 

W. Dlxon Ward, Ph. D. 

Hearing Research Laboratory, University of Minnesota, 2630 University Avenue SE, Minneapolls MN 5541A 

SUMMARY 

Ten young normal-hearing listeners were subjected to a series of exposures to 4000-Hz noise for 
periods ranging from 2 to 24 hours.  The asymptotic TTS (temporary threshold shift) was always reached 
in 8-12 h, with no suggestion of a sharp Increase between 8 and 24 h that has recently been predicted. 
Little difference could be seen in the rate of recovery from the TTSs produced by 8- and 24-h exposures. 
It is concluded that exposures longer than 8 h are not unusually hazardous per se;  if there is an 
increased risk of eventual permanent damage from repeated dally exposures longer than 8 h, it probably 
comes from the fact that as the dally exposure becomes longer than 8 h, the quiet Interval before the 
next exposure—i.e., the recovery period—must perforce become shorter, so that the next day's exposure 
is begun with the auditory system still in a fatigued state.  (Research supported by the National 
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, Public Health Service). 

INTRODUCTION 

When exposed to a steady noise above 70 to 90 dB SPL, depending on its frequency composition, the 
auditory system develops a temporary threshold shift (TTS) that appears to reflect an underlying exponential 
adaptation or fatigue process. That is, if one plots TTS in decibels against the logarithm of time, the 
result Is generally a reasonably straight line, at least for exposures up to 8 hcur? in duration (1,2). 
Recent results using longer exposures have indicated that this growth does not continue Indefinitely, but 
that after 10 to 12 hours the TTS reaches an asymptote (3,A,5), or at least a plateau that will endure 
for exposures as long as 15 days. 

In principle, then, if one wants to predict the TTS produced by an indefinite exposure to noise at 
a particular level, one need only actually expose the test subjects for 2 to 4 h, measuring the TTS at 
various times during the growth process, and then extrapolate this growth to 12 h.  The assumption here 
Is that there will be no sudden increase in the rate of growth of TTS after several hours of exposure. 

The empirical data all appear to support this generalization as long as the noise levels involved 
are high enough to produce a measurable TTS2 (TTS 2 min after cessation of exposure) in an hour or two. 
Such levels, of course.are the ones that have received the most attention; small TTSs were considered 
to b3 of only academic Interest until now, not only because of the difficulty of establishing their 
statistical significance, but also because there was no evidence that such small TTSs could ever lead 
to permanent loss. 

However, In his first study of asymptotic TTS (in himself), Mills (3) reported that the TTS^ at 
750 Hz produced by a 500-Hz octave band of noise at 81.5 dB SPL remained at 3 dB as exposure duration 
Increased from 15 min to 6 h, but then Increased to 10.5 dB at 12 h. 

That one curve, based on one observer, is to 
"hypothetical curves" published by Miller in his 
man (6,7), curves that predict the growth of TTS 
of this graph is shown in Figure 1.  Miller predl 
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my knowledge the only empirical justification for some 
otherwise excellent review of the effects of noise on 
in a 4000-Hz octave band of noise.  The latest version 
cts that a noise level of only 70 dB SPL will produce a 

positively-accelerated growth of TTS that 
will eventuate in a 17.7-dB TTS^ (three 
significant figures are of course not 
justified) after Ik  h, and that even 60 dB 
of noise will lead to 5 dB of TTS.  I 
suspect that a recent decree of the Office 
of Noise Abatement and Control of the 
Environmental Protection Agency, in which 
70 dBA is proclaimed to be the highest 2A-h 
level that will "protect the public health 
and welfare with an adequate margin of 
safety" (8),was based considerably on these 
extrapolations.  In order to test his curves 
directly, some 24-h exposures to steady 
A-kHz (octave band) noise at 75 and 80 dB SPL 
were undertaken in conjunction with an 
ongoing study of TTSs produced by intermittent 
noise. 

500940 HO 

TIME IN NOISE  (MINUTES! 

Fig. 1.  Miller's hypothetical growth contours; TTS2 at 5.6 kHz 
as a function of the level of a 4-kHz octave band fatiguer. 
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PROCEDURE 

Our test aubjects are 10 normal-hearing (within 10 dB of ANSI 1969 normal) college students who are 
paid about $3 per hour for participation; part of their pay is reserved for a lump-sum payment at the 
end of the school quarter; this bonus encourages completion of a series of test in which each subject 
serves as hip own control.  One group of 5 listeners is exposed to noise (usually for 6 h) on Monday 
and Wednesday, the other on Tuesday and Thursday, generally beginning about noon.  Pro-exposure 
audlometric thresholds are determined daily at half-octave intervals from 0.25 to 11.2 kHz by means of an 
interrupted-tone fixed frequency Bekesy procedure (250-msec cone pulses with rise- and fall-times of 
20 msec, separated by 250 msec of silence; Grason-Stadler recording attenuator running at U  dB/sec, 
controlled by the listener; TPH-39 earphones in MX-A1/AR cushions).  Every 60 min after (.he beginning of 
the exposure, each subject leaves the noise for 3 min. Aff.er 1, 2, A and 6 h of exposure this 3 mln is 
spent being tested at three frequencies (termed "on-frequencies") that usually show the most TTS from 
that particular noise; beginning 1 min after leaving the noise (which, in the case of intermittent noise, 
occurs at the end of a noise burst), 20 sec are spent testing each of the ..nree frequencies in the right 
ear with an XYZ order, then in the left ear in reverse order (ZYX).  Thus on average, the TTS at any 
frequency thus measured is TTS2.  If any individual TTS2 exceeds 30 dB, the exposure is terminated. 
During the 3-aln break at 5 h, three other frequencies ("off-frequencies") are tested; at 3 h the 3 mln 
is "free".  Following the end of the exposure, the on-frequencles are again tested after 15 mln of 
recovery (thus leading to TTS17), and also at 30, 60, 90 and 120 mln. The off-frequencies are tested at 
A5 and 105 mln.  Finally, 16 h after exposure (i.e. on the morning of the following day), each listener 
is once again given a complete audlogram.  For louger exposures than 6 h, the only modification of the 
above procudure is to test on-frequenclea also after 8, 12, 16 and 24 h of exposure, off-frequencies 
at 7, 11, 15 and 23 h, and to get a complete audlogram 8 h after the end of the exposure as well as after 

16 h. 

Noises are generated by a system consisting of a Grason-Stadler white-noise generator, two Allison 
passive filters, attenuators, and 4 Bogen amplifiers that drive a bank of 64 5-in speakers. The speakers 
are mounted, 16 to a panel, in a 4-panel "shoji-screen" plywood frame that is situated at one end of 
our reverberant room.  This 15'xl8'xl2' room,, patterned after one at the Acoustics Laboratory In 
Düsseldorf, Germany, has hard non-parallel surfaces in order to minimize standing waves while retaining 
a high reverberation time. 

During these long exposures, listeners are allowed to sit in comfortable -hairs anywhere they like 
so long as they stay more than a foot away from the walls and at least 3 ft from the loudspeakers 
(the latter condition is essentially guaranteed by a "novable" concrete pyramid rhat Is placed Just in 
front of the speaker system). Dozing is permitted, as long as the ears remain unprotected. For the 
24-h experiments, during which most of the subjects slept from the 16- to the 23-h test, plastic chaise 
lounges were available.  The free 3-min period each hour (free, that is, except when testing was done) 
was maintained in these long exposures, except of course whili the subject was asleep. 

The exposures of main interest here were to a nominal 2800-5600-Hz noise. However, because of the 
rapid drop in response of the speaker system above 4000 Hz, the actual 3-dB-down frequencies of the noi3e 
were 2800 and 4600 Hz.  Levels were measured and monitored with a 1/2-inch condenser microphone (Bruel 
and KJaer Sound Level Meter Type 2203); the variability of the noise field from place to p]ace in the 
listening area was +1 dB.  A continuous record of the exposure was made using an Altec 150BR microphone 
feeding a Bruel and KJaer Level Recorder. 

One group of 5 listeners was exposed to this noise at 75 dB SPL, the other at 80 dB SPL.  Temporary 
threshold shifts were calculated relative to a mean pre-exposure threshold that was determined by 
averaging the values obtained over a period of 2 to 3 months (i.e., based on at least 10 different 

pre-expoeure audiograms) . 
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RESULTS 

The filled circles in Fig. 2 Indicate the results of the exposure at 75 dB SPL, expressed in terms 
of the average of the TTS in right and left ears at 4 and 5.6 kHz, the two frequencies most affected 

(and equally affected) by this noise. 
It Is clear that the drastic increase 

"l ' -     of TTS predicted by Miller (long-dashed 
Unas) after 8 h does not occur.  Indeed, 
in this case, asymptotic TTS is 

•'" ' "" " ' * essentially achieved in the first hour 
of exposure. 

4- kHi NOISE 
AT   75 dB SPL 

I I II I        I I 1_L. 1 1 

Fig. 
4-kHz 

16   24] 2U ISM     50U 60M    120 M                SH       <6H 

EXPOSURE TIME (H)  ' RECOVERY TIME 
2.  Growth of TTS2 with time for 70- and 75-dB levels of a 
octave band fatiguer. 

Also plotted in Fig. 2 is another 
exposure to this 75-dB-SPL noise.  The 
crosses show the TTS2 (again, averaged 
over right and left ears and over 4 and 
5.6 kHz) produced by an 8-h exposure in 
a different group of 10 subjects 2 years 
earlier (the 1972-3 listening crew). 
Finally, the dotted curve at the bottom 
shows the TTS2 produced by a 6-h exposure 
at 70 dB SPL to yet another group of 10 
different listeners (the 1973-4 listeners). 
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The process of recovery Is shown on the right. 

The lower sets of curves In Fig. 3 represent the results of exposure to 80 dB. Again, the filled 
circles indicate TTS from the present 2A-h exposure, the long-dashed line Miller's "prediction", and 
the crosses t'^o different 8-h exposures (separated by 7 months) of the 1972-3 group. Also shown are two 
6-h exposures; open circles for the present group (1974-5), triangles for the 1973-4 group.  The results 
speak for themselves:  the asymptotic TTS2 produced by 4-kHz noise increases from about 6 dB for 75 dB 
SPL to around 12 dB for 80 dB SPL, with no sign of any increase after 8 h of exposure.  Furthermore, 
recovery is complete after 16 h of quiet. 

EXPOSURE TIME(H) 

I5H     30M    60M      I20M 

RECOVERY TIME 

What happens at  5 dB must be left 
partly to conjecture.  In the only attempt 
to test continuous exposure at this level, 
one of the subjects in the 1972-3 group 
developed a TTS2 after 6 h that exceeded 
the 30-dB ceiling placed on n^, so the 
exposure was terminated after 7 h.  However, 
extrapolation Implies that the asymptotic 
average value should be aoout 25 aB. 
A 2-h exposure of five of the 1972-3 
listeners was also run a few months later. 
These results, together with Miller's 
prediction, are shown in the top left 
part of Fig. 3.  Recovery curves on the 
right Indicate that the 7-h exposure 
produced a TTS that lasted more than 
16 h; this was due to three ears that 
still showed 12 to 18 IB of TTS at this 
(recovery was complete at the test 24 h 
later.) 

Fig. 3.  Growth of TTS2 with time for 80- and 85-dB levels of 
a 4-kHz octave band fatiguer. 

It will be noted that there is, in 
many of tie curves, a drop in the TTST 
at the termination of exposure, whether 
this is at the end of 6, 8, 12 or 24 h. 
In the 24-h exposures this may be due 

partly to a decrease in the effective level of the noise during the sleep period from 16 to 23 h (we 
could have tried to make them sleep only on their backs so that both cars would be continually uncovered, 
but this was thought to be neither reasonable nor realistic).  However, for other durations of exposure, 
this decrease in TTS2 at the end of ex) )8ure is what one might call a "thank God that' s over!" artifact. 
Apparently these subjects listen a bit more carefully when they know that they do not have to return to 
the noise. Although such an effect was not apparent in some 8-h exposures done in Germany (2), it can 
be seen in other American long-term exposures (4,5).  Differences in motivation are no doubt involved here. 

DISCUSSION 

Figure 4 represents a revised prediction, based on the 
tc octave-band noise centered in the 3- to 4-kHz region, one 
between 8 « 4 24 h postulated by Mlllt .. No attempt is made 
TTS2S of m', '. Jiaii 40 dB, since they would be alnost univers 
of Fig. 4 with Fig. 1 indicates that, for levels OL 85 dB or 
Miller's estimates of what SPL will just produce a specified 
inconsiderable magnitude, considering that, as mentioned ear 
as providing support for the proposition that 24-h exposures 
so-cal'.ed "equal energy" principle, 8-h exposures to 75-dBA 

present data, of prowth of TTS2 after exposure 
without the bizarre acceleration of effect 
to predict exposures that would lead to average 

ally thought to be hazardous.  A comparison 
less, there is essentially a 10-dB errtr in 
asymptotic TTS2. This is an error of not 
Her, Miller's curves have been interpreted 
to 70-dBA noise—and hence, applying the 
noise—can lead to permanent posses (8). 
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4.  Revised idealized growth curves for TTS2 at 
kHz following exposure to 4-kHz octave-band noise 

various levels. 
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Let us fherefor.3 first discuss the situation 
in which exposure is 8 h of continuous noise 
followed by 16 h of quiet.  The present data 
Indicate that even if there were such an 
Industrial noise as one with all its energy In 
the 4-kHz legion, exposure to 75 dun (ca. 74 dR 
SPL) will lead only to an averse TTS2 of less 
than 15 dB, with full recove 'v aiter 16 h of 
quiet.  If we accept as a crittelon for a "safe" 
exposure the production of no more than 30 dB 
of TTS2, and if we can assume a standard 
deviation no higher than 6 dB among individuals 
when the mean TTS Is 12 dB (9), then about one 
person in 1000 could be considered "at risk" in 
an 80-dB-SPL noise. As a matter of fact, the 
highest asymptotic TTS? (the average of TTS2S 
after 8, 12 and 16 h of exposure) at any frequency 
in any ear in this group of 5 listeners was 19 dB. 
Furthermore, the foregoing is for the worst 
condition in terms of spectrum; more commonly 
an industrial noise with a 4-kHz octave-band 
level of 80 dB SPL will have an overall 
A-welghted level of 86 or 87 dBA. 
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The implication of the foregoing line of argument is that habitual 8-h exposures to an Industrial 
noise whose A-weighted level is 86 dBA should produce no permanent hearing loss, if it is true el ".her 
that disappearance of ITS indicates that no residual damage exists or that daily production of up ".o 
30 dE of TTS2 is never hazardous, the latter provided that no additional noise exposure outside tht work 
situation occurs to reduce the 16 h of normal recovery time. 

But now let us consider the recovery process at greater length.  Figure 4 shows essentially that the 
course of recovery from 24-h exposure to steady noise Is not significantly (importantly) different from 
a 6- or 8-h exposure:  that is, a 16-h period is sufficient for full recovery, provided that the initial 
TTS2 does not exceed 25 or 30 dB, a conclLslon already reached for 2-h exposures some time ago (10). 
The trouble with industrial exposures longer than 8 h, therefore, is apparently not so much that the 
overtime produces any measurable increase In TTS, but rather the unavoidable fact that if one works a 12-h 
shift, then only 12 h instead of 16 are available for the ear to recover before the worker enters the 
noise again. 

The extension of the noise exposure beyond 8 h need not, of course, be because of overtime work. 
Commuting by motorcycle, subway or noisy car, mowing one's lawn, listening to music, using powered hand 
tools, etc., are all activities that develop levels that can interfere with the recovery process and 
reduce the time available for recovery, even though the additional exposure Itself might be innocuous in 
isolation.  Such noise exposures are commonly termed "soclacuslc". 

The role of recovery tine is minimized in the "equal-energy" theory that is being assiduously 
promoted li: the USA and abroad by those who so earnestly wish it were true, because it would make 
prediction and measurement of hazard very simple.  The most extreme form of this hypothesis, as advocated 
by Robinson (11), simply integrates A-weighted energy over all time, so that presumably one 8-h exposure 
at 100 dBA poses the same hazard as 100 days of 8-h exposure to 80 dBA or 40 years (10,000 working days) 
of habitual exposure at 60 dBA.  There is, in this scheme, no room for the concept of a "critical level" 
of stimulation for a given ear, a level below which no hazard exists no mattei' how long the exposure. 
No account is taken of the recuperative powers of the normal auditory system, which seems as silly to me 
as assuming that the eye integrates visual energy over all time—if this were the case, we would all be 
blind by adolescence. 

The position taken by ONAC is the "Levels" Document (8) is not quite so extreme, probably limiting 
equality of exposures to an Integration over a single day*, which allows one to ignore 8-h exposures to 
levels below a critical value.  Unfortunately, however, this critical value has been set at 75 dBA instead 
of the 86 or 87 dBA implied by the present data, due in part to the use of a safety factor in  order to try 
to protect "everyone", and in part to acceptance of dubious evidence that 8 h of a 80-dBA noise can 
produce a measurable hearing loss (12).  I have argued elsewhere (13,14) that the extant data imply that 
a level of 80 dBA is completely innocuous, and that habitual exposure, 8 h/day, to 85 dBA will produce 
only a permanent loss of 10 dB at 3000, 4000 and 6000 Hz jfter many years, on average. When one considers 
that the relevant audlometric data were gathered on workers most of whom, if not all, often "extended" 
their daily exposure through soclacuslc influences. It is not unreasonable to suggest that even these 
minor (and Insignificant in a practical sense) hearing losses are not due to either the industrial or the 
soclacuslc exposures alone, but to their combination, so that 90 dBA may well be the point at which an 
8-hr industrial exposure alone would become just barely hazardous. 

f 

Let me bt more explicit.  At the risk of being shot down in flames for my extrapolations by actual 
data, just as the present evidence has done for Miller's, I am willing to predict that if 1000 
normal-hearing workers were exposed for 10 years to a 90-dBA typical industrial noise (i.e. one in which 
the SPL of the 4000-Hz octave band did not exceed about 83 dB) for 8 h daily from Monday through Friday, 
but with no soclacuslc noise exposure above and beyond that involved in the process of ordinary comersatlon, 
the average hearing levels at even 4000 Hz would be no more than 10 dB higher than in a control group, 
and that no more than one Individual of the 1000 would have a loss judged to be handicapping. 

On the other hand, I would certainly not predict that the same would be true of a group exposed for 
16 h each workday to 87-dBA noise (I.e. the same dally total energy).  In going from 8-h to longer daily 
exposures, even the total-energy concept might be under-conpervative because of the shortening of 
recovery time.  Certainly I would not be so brash as to argue that 85 dBA could be tolerated without 
risk 24 h/day for an indefinite period, although the total-energy principle would imply this (provided 
that 90 dBA for 8 h is safe, of course), Although most of the results of prolonged exposures of 
chinchillas imply that the recovery process, once quiet is available, is little affected by how long the 
asymptotic level was held (15) , some data indicate that this may not be true if the asymptotic TTS is 
maintained for three months (16). 

In man. Hills (3) showed a delayed recovery after only 2 days In low-frequency noise, as did the 
prisoner-subjects exposed by Melnlck and Haves (5).  Finally, in a study reported only very sketchily, 
Yuganov et al. (17) Indicated that when men were kept for up to 30 days in "a high-frequency noise" of 
75 dB, the TTSs at high frequencies after 24 h were 10 to 20 dB, but after 10 days were 20 to 25 dB, and 
after 30 days were 25 to 30 dB, and required 50 h for full recovery.  No effects, however, were produced 
by similar exposures at 65 dB.  It may well be that 70 dBA l£ the correct limit for an indefinitely long 
exposure. Just as ONAC avers, even though their 8-h proposed limit of 75 dBA is off by at least 10 dBA, 
if not 15. 

It is unlikely that these predictions will ever be tested, no,: only for obvious practical reasons, 
but also because It is no Icnger permitted to expose people to 90 dBA for 8 h at work.  It is hoped, 
however, that analogous exreriments can at least be performed on experimental animals. 

I say 'probably" here, because the Levels Document has some ambiguous references to an "annual average 
L ", which would imply that for some unspecified purposes one might measure the total A-welghted energy 

entering the ear over an entire year. 
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CONCLUSION 

In summary, evidence has been adduced showing that asymptotic TTS Is reached after 8-12 h of exposure 
to continuous noise, so that, in an Industrial situation, the hazard associated with longer exposures Is 
probably due to the shortening of the available recovery time before the next exposure. A corollary 
to this conclusion is that the noises of everyday life (soclacusic noises) contribute more than a 
negligible amount to the growth of permanent hearing losses in workers whose industrial exposures are 
just at the borderline of hazard.  If industrial 8-h noise exposures were held to 85 dBA or below, and 
workers were prevented from listening to loud sounds outside the work situation, then It appears highly 
likely that no measurable permanent losses would appear.  Even at 90 d3A, the Increase In permanent loss 
might well be unimportant. 

This analysis, of course, does not settle the issue of what exposure levels industry "should" be 
required to adopt.  Even tnough it Is not reasonable to blame Industry for all the hearing losses that 
orcur in 90-dBA noise, it Is Just as unreasonable to allow the Industrial exposure to be so great that 
any additional exposure to high levels In ordinary life would tip the scales to permanent loss. How 
much allowance for soclacusic noises—which are, more often than not, desirable in the eyes of the worker— 
should be made in establishing maximum industrial exposures? 

Industry predictably takes the view that the maximum permitted 8-h exposure should be one that will 
Just not be hazardous in the complete absence of soclacusic influences; the more fanatic representatives 
of the so-called "public interest" groups (including the framers of the Noise Control Act of 1972) will 
no doubt continue to try to make It 10 or 15 dB lower, so that any losses that do occur could unequivocally 
be ascribed to socacusls.  A reasonable compromise, it seems to me. would be available If we only had the 
ability to determine the level that, If maintained for 1J6 hours, 5 days per week, would Just produce the 
criterion hearing loss.  The permitted industrial 8^-hour exposure would be set at this level.  Under this 
system, employees would use up only 50% of their noise dose limit at work; limiting their cc-lacuslc 
exposure to the remaining 50% would be their responsibility. 

Unfortunately, we do not have any significant data on men who work at two noisy full-time Jobs, so 
we must use experiments with laboratory arlmals to infer what this limiting 16-h dally exposure might be. 
It appears, however, that it would be well worth the effort. 
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DISCUSSION 

Q. (Lim) I recall Dr. Ward brought up a question concerning one of my figurPS wherein animals 
who develop temporary threshold shifts but not permanent threshold shifts nonetheless had evi- 
dence of sensory cell degeneration.  Behavioral studies with humans and animals fail to show 
evidence that the cumulative effect of temporary threshold shift leads to permanent threshold 
shift.  I didn't intend to show th!: figure to emphasize sensory cell degeneration by acoustic 
stimulation and furthermore I th^nk it is erroneous to try to interpret animal data with human 
data because animals function at one level and humans at another and we cannot directly inter- 
pret one from the other.  Secondly, there are some studies on humans performed in other labora- 
tories where it is shown that evtn a very young individual who does not have any history of 
acoustic overexposjre still shows sensi v cell degeneration.  This brings us close to a 
question.  DOPS the human ear start to  leriorate at the time of birth, ahd  continue? Some 
people think it does.  Then a second question evolves.  That is, we are given a certain number 
of sensory cells and we keep losing these cells, but they have never been replaced.  And the 
total number of sensory cells we have in the hearing of one person maybe are not all needed 
for normal hearing and there might be enough sensory cells that one is allowed to lose some 
without developing any hearing loss.  So the question that we still have to answer is:  How 
can sensory cell losses be shown behaviora1ly? Also, do we really have adequate behavioral 
tests, or do the physiological tests th^. we have today really measure the spectrum of sensory 
CPII function?  I don't know that this is an answerable question. 

A. (Ward) Well, actually I am not sure that it's an answerable question either.  We would like 
to find the answers to these questions of how much hair cell loss leads to an audiometric change. 
There is no question that a few missing hair cells will not lead to behavioral deficit.  This 
has been established in many laboratories.  Perhaps, we are being unduly risky in waiting until 
we get a permanent threshold shift before we say that hearing damage has been done.  This really 
isn't the nuestion that I hope we address in our experiments.  What we want to do is to deter- 

mine the exposure that will produce a measurable hair cell loss.  The only trouble is that this 
isn't the correct criterion either because, as Dr. Lim I am sure knows, there are experiments 
in which moderately severe (^0 - 50 dB) hearing losses have been developed at ^,000 Hz in 
monkeys and in cats; and yet when they inspect the cochleas, the hair cells are apparently 
intact.  So it is even worse than Dr. Lim makes it out because the hair cells may be there but 
still not functioning properly.  I am not sure there is any solution.  If we can't find a criterion 
for the beginning of uamage that we can agree on then of course we can't determine what the physi- 
cal  correlates are of the noise exposure that produces that criterion damage.  I don't mean to 
imply that I don't believe in the microtrauma theory of hearing at all.  I just always want to 

emphasize that the auditory mechanism is designed to accommodate to a certain extent and, 
therefore, it is not necessarily true that merely because the noise exposure produces a 5 dB 
temporary threshold shift one should expect to find a 5 d3 (in a manner of speaking) 

permanent threshold shift after many years of exposure.  This point was established on the 
basis of measurements at 3 industries.  One was a can manufacturing operation, one was a 
glass manufacturing plant that involved noise of compressed air, and the third was a sewage 
disposal plant.  On the basis of temporary and permanent threshold shifts at ^OOO Hz which 
amounted to 20 dB or greater, there was a congruence in this case in these three industries. 
The approximate permanent threshold shift after ten years or more of exposure was approximately 
equal to the temporary threshold shift produced by a single day's exposure to young normal 
ears.  Now this finding has been extrapolated to conclude that if any temporary threshold shift 
is produced then one can expect permanent threshold shift eventually.  I think that this is an 
unjustified extrapolation, and this is the point I was trying tj make,  that when you are 

trying to determine the lowest possible safe level, it becomes very difficult because, as ! 
say, I cannot bring myself to believe that even a 10 dB temporary threshold shiic, repeated 
day after day, will necessarily lead to any permanent damage.  Now that's different, though, 
from saying that a noise level that on the average produces only a 10 dB temporary threshold 
shift will never lead to permanent hearing loss in anyone.  We have got to consider individual 
differences.  In a situation where the average temporary threshold shift is 10 dB, there will 
be the occasional person who gets a 20 or even a 30 dB temporary threshold shift.  If this 
person, in addition, happens to be one who likes to run a chain saw, or a power mower, or 
has power tools at home, then he is going to get a permanent hearing loss; so the distribution 
is, I guess, the problem here.  It would be nice if we could establish that if the temporary 
threshold shift in the individual ear did not exceed "X" dB, then this would not lead to 
permanent changes that would be measurable either behaviorally or histologically. 

Q. (Henderson) I have a question for both Drs. Ward and Melnick.  Both of your sets uf data had 
a great deal of variability in them and this is different from the chinchilla data. Would your 
data look different if you plotted them in terms of dB sound pressure level rather than 
decibels of threshold shift? (ref. C-2 Melnick) 
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A, (Ward) I've plotted my data both of these ways and it doesn't make any difference in terms 
of the amount of variability shown.  In other words, it is not the case, that among those 
people who are regarded as normal, that the people with the highest threshold get the least 

shift so that they all come together after exposure. 

A. (Melnick) I have found the very same thing, 

Q. (Money) It seems that most people who have a social hearing loss are in their sixties and 
seventies.  This gives rise to two questions which perhaps any of the speakers can answer.  Is 

it possible that noise exposure early in life leads to hearing loss later? Are old people more 
susceptible to hearing loss from noise than young people? 

A. (Melnick) Presbycusis has received a great deal of attention lately.  Several factors are 
involved.  You have probably hit upon one of them.  Some people feel, and quite rightly, that 
presbycusis is an accumulation of noise exposures throughout a lifetime and that it is almost 
impossible to separate the long term repeated noise exposure of these people from their aging 
process alone.  There must be an aging process which occurs just as one's skin becomes less 
resilient, and one can't run 100 yards in 10 seconds when one is older.  The same thing happens 
with the auditory system.  It is probablv related to such things as the aging of the vascular 
system.  There is a general gradual deterioration from many causes.  Sociocusis is the term 
Dr. Ward mentioned today regarding non-occupational noise exposure.  It is important for us 
to define what we mean.  If we mean that hearing loss occurs only from noise during employment, 
we are wrong.  The hunter, the skeet shooter, the military exposure which everyone in this 
room has certainly had, and the aging process all add together.  At age 60 or 70 it is almost 

impossible to say which one caused hearing loss.  In ariwer to your second question, apparently 
older people are less resilient to the effects of noise exposure. 

A. (Ward) I am not sure that there is any evidence for that last statement that older people 
are less resilient to the effects of noise exposure.  It is quite often assumed that very young 
ears are more susceptible, or it is sometimes assumed that old people are resistant, or 
sometimes that old people are more susreptible.  How do you do the experiment to prove it one 
way or the othe1"?  That is the problem.  Some years ago John Dougherty had a group of old 
veterans who still had normal hearing.  He wanted to do an experiment on them to compare them 
to younger people.  He divided his population into normal old people and normal young people. 
He planned to see if the two groups got different amounts of temporary thresl.old shift when 
exposed to the same noise.  The trouble was, how could the experiment possibly come out to 
prove once and for all whether or not the old or the younger are more susceptible to noise? 
If the older group showed less effects you could either say that they were less susceptible or 
that they had tougher ears and they proved that because they had gotten that old without having 
a hearing loss.  This is the problem that one has if one tries to decide how one could go about 
showing whether an old ear is more or less resistant to further damage.  Now to consider Dr. 

Money's first question.  As far as anyone knows, there are no latent effects   I think that's 
what he was asking.  That something that happens today, if it has no effect now, will it have 
an effect later?  There is no good evidence that latent effects exist.  We have been looking 
for them for a long tine.  It appears that once a person is taken out of a noise environment 
there is no further progression of the damage that has already occurred. 
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Summary 

Exposure to a constant noise level for more than 16 hrs has been shown 
by many investigators to cause a Temporary Threshold Shift (TTS) in hearing 
that remains constant.  This behavior, which is Independent of exposure 
duration, is called Asymptotic TTS. Data is given which show that although 
TTS may remain constant, the recovery of hearing back to normalcy does 
depend on the duration of the exposure.  Significant differences in recovery 
between a 24 hr exposure and a   .8 hr exposure were observed.  It is believed 
that for hearing conservatlou purposes, ;he time personnel should be allowed 
to recover from long duration noise exposures in quiet depends on the expo- 
sure duration.  Suggested guidelines for assuring recovery of Asymptotic TTS 
are given and the current research program aimed at improving these guide- 
lines is discussed. 

Foreword 

Currently, personnel of the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory are attempting to clarify some of 
the effects of long duration noise exposures on hearing.  This research is being performed both to satisfy 
Air Force requirements, and to support the needs of the Environmental Protection Agency.  Such research is 
directly applicable to many Air Force long duration missions as well as to environmental problems associated 
with the civilian populace as a whole. 

This paper will address three main Items.  First, some of the essential elements that are known about 
long duration exposures will be summarized.  Second, our current research program that Is aimed at some 
critical factors that are not understood about long duration exposures will be discussed.  Included will 
be some yet unpublished results that bear directly on one of these problems.  Finally, a proposal is 
offered as to how long duration exposures should be treated in the hearing conservation program at the 
operational level. 

Long Duration Exposures, the Asymptotic Behavior of TTS 

In the past few years, researchers have begun to focus on long duration noise exposure studies in which 
both animal and adult humans have been used as subjects.  The human experiments that use Temporary Thresh- 
old Shift (TTS) In hearing indued by noise as a measure of the damage causing potentialities of the noise 
have shown one very Important fact.  This fact is that during the first 8 hrs of continuous noise exposure 
at a constant level, Noise Induced TTS (NITTS) Increases up to a point with Increasing exposure duration. 
At some time, between 8 to 16 hrs of the exposure, NITTS for a constant exposure level does not Increase 
further. This aspect of TTS from long duration exposures has been commonly referred to as Asymptotic TTS, 
This behavior pattern is seen in Fig 1 as the plateaus in the growth curves between 8 and 16 hrs. 
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Figure 1. Growth and recovery of Noise Induced Temporary Threshold Shift from 1/3 octave band of noise 

centered on 1000 Hz. NITTS is an average of the levels at 1000 Hz, 1500 Hz and 2000 Hz test 
frequencies measured at times marked on abscissa (from ref 11). 
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Asymptotic TTS behavior has been observed,  In both humans  and  animals,   in all  the many studies 
reported  (1-11).     Such behavior  leads  to  the speculation that   there may be a natural protective action in 
the auditory system that  limits  the effect  that any one exposure level can produce.     Carder and Miller 
proposed  that  "For a wide  range of  conditions,  Asymptotic TTS probably  represents  an equilibrium between 
fatiguing and restorative processes   (^)."     If  this is  true,   then  the implications  are obvious.    Exposures 
longer than 24 hrs would not be any more harmful  than exposures  of 8 or 16 hrs.     Thus  the criteria for an 
80 hr mission in a noisy  aircraft would be  the same as the  criteria for an  8 hr one.     This  proposition 
requires us to look more closely at  the hypothesis  that Asymptotic TTS behavior is  a protective action. 

There are  two aspects  of  this  behavior which warrant  further discussion.     First,  behavioral responses 
and hlstologlcal studies  can be made of  the ears of animals  exposed to long duration noises  and second, 
the  recovery patterns  following such exposures  can be studied.     Hlstologlcal studies  of animals have shown 
that after long duration exposures physiological Injury sometimes occurs even Chough  the behavorial auditory 
thresholds  are normal.     This  damage  includes  hair cell loss,  decrease in cochlear mlcrophonics,  and decrease 
In vhole nerve action potentials   (13,   14).     Ona of  the problems with hlstologlcal  studies  is  that  there is 
not yet enough data to obtain good correlation between graded exposure level and physiological changes. 
Then  to  complicate matters,   the significance of small physiological  changes  is not  always  clear.     Perhaps 
behavioral auditory threshold may not be  the perfect measure of auditory  function,  but as yet a more 
meaningful measure has not  been defined.     The physiological  changes  do indicate  the  caution and concern 
with which  long duration exporures  should be viewed. 

The other measure with which  the  effects  of  long duration exposure  can be  Investigated is  the  recovery 
pattern.     Based on animal studies,   the  recovery pattern is  clearly dependent  on the duration of the exposure 
when  the Asymptotic TTS  Is  above  55 dB  (8).     In  fact,  some  animals  showing  this  amount  of  loss  received a 
permanent  threshold shift  as  recovery was  never complete.     On  the other hand,   there was no difference  in 
recovery patterns between exposures  of 2 days,   7 days or 21 days, when Asymptotic TTS  level was a more 
reasonable  30 dB  (4).     Somewhere between ATS's  of  55 dB and of  30  dB  is  a point  at which duration of 
exposure becomes  important  for that  experimenta]   animal.     It  is   reasonably well known that  one tlue noise 
exposures which cause  large values  of TTS  are dangerous.    Therefore,   it  is  not  at  all surprising  to see 

permanent  injury  for some ears  that had ATS  above 40 dB.    The more important  part  of  this experiment was 
that   for moderate  amounts  of TTS,  which we will  consider to be  30 dB or less,   recovery was  independent  of 
exposure duration.     The biggest  reservation of  this  study was   that  it did use animals   (specifically 
chinchillas)  and  the question  that  invariably arises  is how well  does  this  apply  to humans,  especially  in 
light   of  the decrepancles  between hair cell  damage  and behavioral  auditory  thresholds.    Therefore,   the 
verification of the behavioral response phase of this result  on humans become  ':he  top priority of the 
research  in progress  at  our  laboratory       Some  results of this  program will be  reported  in the next section. 

Current Research Program at AMRL 

Current  research at AMRL is directed  to answer three main questions  about  ATS,   (1)  is durt:ion of 
moderate exposures  important  once  the  asymptotic value is  reached,   (2)  what  is   the  threshold of any 
Asymptotic TTS and  (3)  what  does  interruptions  of  the noise exposure do with  respect   to Asymptotic TTS 
behavior? 

The  first question has been answered by  the studies  recently  completed.     Unfortunately,  the answer to 
this  question is yes.     Using the procedure  outlined  in Ref  1,   a significant  difference was  found between 
the  recovery patterns   following a 24 hr exposure of  11 college males  and a 48 hr exposure of the same  11 
subjects.    Figures  2 and  3 best Illustrate  these differences  for the 4000 Hz audlometrlc frequency.    Table 
1,   summarizes  the differences between corresponding 24 and 48 hr data  for each  test  period as  analyzed 
with  the  t-test  for  related measures. 

TTS, TTS 
A 

u 
« 
in 

4.5 
TTS     + TTS 

V 

D T D T T 

1 -3.1 -2.3 <.05 .4 .4 NS -1.6 NS 

2 -5.2 -2.8 <.05 -1.3 -.8 NS -2.6 <.05 

U -3.6 -1.4 NS -1.2 -.5 NS -1.4 NS 

8 1.3 .7 NS 1.0 + .6 NS 1.0 NS 

16 2.4 1 NS -0.7 -.3 NS 0.5 NS 

24/148 2.9 1.4 NS 1.2 .5 NS 1.3 NS 

1 2.1 .9 NS 2.2 1.4 NS 1.6 NS 

2 2.8 1.7 NS 3.9 2.4 <.05 3.0 <.01 

4 3.5 2.5 <.05 4.t 4.4 <.01 4.7 <.01 

7 3.1 2.4 <.05 3.7 3.2 <.05 4.0 <.01 

8 1.6 1.6 NS 1.6 1.3 NS 2.0 NS 

24 2.5 2.3 <.05 2.2 1.3 NS 2.4 <.05 

Table 1.  Summary of Results Using T-Test For 24 Hr and 48 Hr Data 

D - TTS of 48 hr study - TTS of 24 hr study 

D - ED/ll 
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Note that TTS «as oeasured both 2 minutes and A 1/2 minutes after the end of the exposure.  It appears 
that either measurement provides un adequate description of the TTS, although TTS 4.5 was found to be less 
variable.  The implication of this difference is that for exposures in the range of 85 dBA, longer recovery 
times are indicated for longer exposure durations.  It can be surmised from Figures 2 and 3, that Che TTS 
from the 48 hr exposure is approximately the same after 24 hrs of recovery as the TTS from the 24 hr 
exposure after 8-16 hrs of recovery.  Thus the 48 hr exposure is causing the TTS to take approximately 
twice as long to recover as the 24 hr exposure. 

Observation of the individual data of the 24-48 hr experiment, reveals considerable variability among 
subjects. The actual ATS values for 12 subjects varied for the 85 dBA exposure from no TTS to as much as 
a TTS, of 30 dB.  Figure 4 is the average of the 4 subjects showing the greatest TTS at 4000 Hz.  From 
this figure we observe that there is not much difference between the behavior of the growth and recovery 
patterns from TTS for these i->ost susceptible subjects and the average growth and recovery patterns of the 
entire 11 subjects shown in Figures 2 and 3.  The problem of the more susceptible Individual appears to be 
one of larger aagnltude of TTS, and not that such a person falls to recover from such TTS. 
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TTS. at 4000 Hz  from 24 hr and 48 hr exposures of pink noise at 85 dBA  (average of  11 subjects). 
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Figure 3.  TTS^ ,. at 4000 Hz from 24 hr and 48 hr exposures of pink noise at 85 ^BA (average of 11 subjects). 
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Figure 4.  1/2 (TTS + ITS  ) at 4000 Hz of the 4 subjects with the most TTS from ft  hr and 48 hr exposure 

of pink noise at 85 dBA. 

The noise used In the 24-48 hr exposures was pink noise (the octave band Sound Pressure Levels were 
equal from 125 Hz to 4000 Hz). This noise was chosen to better approximate many typical environmental 
no''«i. The noises from Jet aircraft, for Instance, are reasonably well approximated by pink noise. For 
plu: noise. Fig 5 shows the results of looking at the various audiometric frequencies. The greatest 
effect is at 4000 Hz while below 2000 Hz not much TTS occurs. The growth and recovery at 2000 Hz from 
the 85 dBA pink noise exposure i.i very consistent with the growth and recovery of TTS from an 1/3 octave 
band of noise centered at 1000 Hz as indicated In Fig 1. 
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Recovery of Asymptotic TTS from a 48 hr noise exposure of pink noise at 85 dBA. 

There are several questions still unresolved at this time. One of these is the location of the thresh- 
old of Asymptotic TTS for typical noises, such as pink noise. Such a threshold should serve as the lower 
bound at which noise can damage the ear at all.  We say this rather positively because if a noise does 
not cause a TTS, it certainly cannot cause a PTS.  Mills has proposed that such a point might be below 65 
dB for an octave band centered at 4000 Hz (1, 12).  This would mean for pink noise that approximately 72 
dBA should be such a threshold.  From our 24-48 hr studies, the Asymptotic TTS. for 85 dBA pink noise was 
12 dB.  Using the fomulation proposed by Carder and Miller (4) and supported by Mills (12) that ATS - 
1.7(0Bl,-C), the threshold level (C) would be estimated as 78 dBA.  However, the results that we obtained in 
Figure 1 do not completely support the fact that average ATS grows 1.7 dB for each dB the noise is above 
some critical level C.  In fact, the average ATS is 7 dB for the 0BL of 80 dB, 10 dB for 85 dB, and 13 dB 
for 90 dB.  This growth of ATS Is better predicted by a formula ATS - .6(0BL-69).  This slope of .6 Is 
significantly different than the 1.7 reported by Carder and Miller.  Now the slope of 1.7 dB is based on 
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chinchilla daca except  for Che one individual human subject of Hllla.     If we look at  Individuals,  the 12 
subjects   (of the study referenced In Fig 1)  had slopes that varied from 0.2  to 2.     In Mclnlck's studies 
(5) ,  such variability was  also apparent  for 16 hr exposures of 85 dB,  90 dB and 95 dB of a noise spectrum 
predominately between 300 Hz to 800 Hz.    Average growth of ITS for 5 subjects of Melnlck varied from a 
slope of approximately 1 for TTS.  ,  at  750 Hz  to a slope of 1.3 for TTS    for  1500 Hz.     What  this  conflicting 
data indicates  is  that more  research is needed if  the threshold value or C in  the above  formulas is to be 
found.     Furthermore,  this  threshold value should be  found experimentally by  lowering the  levels  of 24 hr 
exposures  until no TTS occurs.    The estimation of  this  threshold level by use of ATS ■ B(OBL-C)  does not 
seem warranted because of  the difference In  the values of the slope B reported by various  researchers. 
This  is why we are currently planning co perform 24 hr studies  for exposure  levels of  65  to  80 dB within 
the next  year. 

Another question of practical Interest  is  at what  level sho>ild any long duration exposure be avoided, 
regardless  of  the amount of  recovery  time  that  can be  allowed.    This maximum level should be below where 
a person can  receive a Permanent Threshold Shift  from a single noise exposure.     This  level  cannot be found 
experimentally,   for obvious  reasons.     Therefore,   it  is estimated  that  this  is  the noise  level  that will 
cause more  than a 40 dB Asymptotic TTS.     From the data we have from the 85 dBA exposures and by assuming 
that  the amount of ATS is normally distributed, we  con predict,  using either  the 24 hr data or the 48 hr 
data,   that  less  than 1 person in 200 will have more  than 30 dB ATS.    Considering the growth of ATS versus 
level as  10  dB  for a 5 dB increase  in level  (B»2) ,  which was  the greatest  rate of any subject,   then 90 dB 
would cause  an ATS more than 40 dB in well less  than 1 person In 200.     It should be emphasized here that we 
expect  most ATS over 40 dB to recover even though described as potentially dangerous.     At  any  rate, 90 dB 
is visualized as being acceptable given adequate recovery time.    Somewhat higher levels may also be safe, 
but  a conservative approach  is  to  treat  them as potentially dangerous. 

One  final  problem with research  in Asymptotic TTS  is  the effect of  interruptions  of  the noise exposure 
on  the  growth of TTS.    Since  in  the practical world,   interruptions of noise exposure are hard  to avoid, 
this  study  is  needed Co better apply  long duration studies  to real life situations.    Therefore,  our current 
research effort will also be directed  to determine  the effect on Asymptotic TTS  of various  interrupcion 
paCCems.     To illuscrate Che problem of prevenCing InCerrupCions,  in  Che studies we perform,  we have found 
it  necessary  to have a person  constantly watch sleeping subjeccs so chac  Chey do noc   lie on  the ear which 
is  receiving the exposure.     Thus  even in our controlled experiments,  uninterrupced  long duration exposures 
are difficult  to provide. 

Guidelines   for Long Duration Exposures 

As  seated  in the foreword,  our proposal  follows  as  to how long duration exposure m.iy best be viewed 
for hearing conservation purposes  from an operational standpoint,  taking into consideration whac we do noc 
know abouc such exposures.     Firsc,   long duration exposures should be defined  as  noise exposures  above 65 
dB ChaC  lasc  for more than 16 hrs.     Second,  long duration exposure to nolt-     levels above 90 dB should be 
avoided.     Asymptotic TTS values  in excess of 40 dB may be such  that permanent  changes   for some  individuals 
may occur  from a single exposure.     Third,   long duration exposures  to levels between 80 and 90 dBA should 
be  treated  as  potentially hazardous.     The suggested  rule of  thumb  is  to provide  a  recovery  in  relative 
quiet   (<65 dBA)   that  is  at  least  as  long as  the exposure duration.    Thus  a person who experiences a 3 day 
mission at  85 dBA should be allowed at  least  3 days  of quiet before  the next  mission.     Fourth,  exposures 
between  70 and 80 dBA are in a transition zone in which it is probably safe  ti   allow  rest  for  1/2 of  ehe 
exposure duration.     Fifth,  exposures  less  than  70 dBA are probably safe  for all  individuals,   resardless 
of availability of  recovery in levels   less  than  65 dB.     There are no sharp breaks between  the effects of 
exposure  levels  such as  79 dB and  JO  dB,  so some  interpolation might be suggested. 
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DISCUSSION 

Q. (Melnick) One of your figures showed that the growth of noise induced temporary threshold 
shift starts after one hour. 

A. (Johnson) We find that we get a growth of noise induced temporary threshold shift rather 
rap idly. 

Q. (Melnick) Do you get any growth between 0 and I hour? 

A. (Johnson) We do not test during the first hour so we have no way of knowing. 

Q. (Melnick) This figure implies that there is no threshold shift during the first hour of 
exposure. 

A. (Johnson) It is an idealized figure.  The curve should not have been exteiided down to 0 
hours. 
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THE   INCIDENCE  OF  TEMPORARY  AND  PERMANENT  HEARING  LOSS  AMONG 
AIRCREWS   EXPOSED TO   LONG-DURATION  NOISE   IN  MARITIME  PATROL  AIRCRAFT* 

S.E.   FORSHAW 
Behavioural Sciences Division 

Defence and Civil Institute of Environmental Medicine 
P.O. Box 2000 

Downsview, Ontario, M3M 3B9 
Canada 

SUMMARY 

The CP-107 Argus has been in operation with the Canadian Forces since 1957 as a 
long-range maritime patrol aircraft.  The endurance capability of the aircraft is at 
least 24 hours at reconnaissance altitudes and speeds. 

Flight durations from 12 to 20 hours occur routinely, during which ambient noise 
levels at various crew and rest stations range from 90 to 99 dBA.  An assessment of 
crew and operational problems arising from long-duration flights in tne Argus has shown 
that about half of the crew sustain temporary threshold shifts in excess of levels 
considered to be acceptable for long-term exposure. 

A study of the hearing levels of 223 pilots, navigators and flight engineers 
with career flying times in the Argus ranging from 2500 to 10,000 hours suggests, how- 
ever, that repeated long-duration noise exposure, as experienced in the aircraft, is 
not any more deleterious to hearing thresholds than is repeated exposure, at approx- 
imately equivalent intensity levels, in short- and medium-range aircraft. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although there is almost no published information on the effects of long-duration exposures to 
noise upon the human auditory system, it is clear that the resulting temporary threshold shifts (TTS) 
become asymptotic with time beyond certain duration limits.  The study of Mills et al (1)** suggests 
that for man, the time required for a TTS to reach Its asymptote is somewhere between four and 12 hours, 
and the subsequent return to the pre-exposure threshold takes from three to  six days. 

The long-term consequences of repeated noise exposures that produce asymptotic levels of TTS are 
not known.  Their Investigation is vital, however, to our understanding of the mechanisms occuring in 
the cochlea during intense stimulations that produce temporary and permanent threshold shifts (PTS). 

It has been demonstrated that a lack of PTS after exposure to noise does not assure an absence of 
damage in the inner ear.  Audiometric and histological examinations of chinchillae, by Bohne et al (2), 
for example, have shown considerable outer hair cell depletion from exposure to long-duration steady- 
state noise, even though pre-=xposure thresholds returned after cessation of the exposure.  Henderson 
et al (3) report the occurence of even larger lesions of the outer hair cells with small losses of the 
inner cells in the chinchilla exposed to Impulse noise, without accompanying elevations in pure-tone 
threshold levels. 

This raises a question of experimental ethics, for surely an investigator should limit the magnitude 
of induced TTS in human subjects, (and thereby perhaps the usefulness of an experiment) if he is to 
minimize the risk of permanent damage to the chochlea.  If so, the study of hearing-loss incidence in 
certain populations, who by the nature of their occupations sustain intense or long duration noise expo- 
sure!,, may be an alternative method of research. 

NOISE EXPOSURE IN CANADIAN FORCES LONG-RANGE MARITIME PATROL AIRCRAFT 

The CP-107 Argus, a modified Bristol Britannia built by Canadalr Limited of Montreal, has been in 
operation with the Canadian Forces (CF) since 1957 as a long-range maritime patrol aircraft.  It is powered 
by four Wright R-3350 turbo-compound piston engines that provide an endurance capability of at least 24 
hours at reconnaissance altitudes and speeds***. 

Flight durations from 12 to 20 hours occur routinely, during which periods ambient noise levels at 
various cr !W and rest stations range from 90 to 99 dBA at normal cruise (see Figure 1 and Table I).  It is 
difficult, however, to ascertain actual noise exposures in such an environment. 

One is never certain, for example, of the effectiveness of a flight helmet or headset in attenuating 
noise, particularly when the noise (as In the Argus) is predominantly low frequency.  The noise reduction 

DC1EM Research Paper 75-RP-1073. 

One subject was exposed on tw.- occasions to octave-band noise centered at 500 Hz.  The first exposure 
lasted for 48 hours to a sound pressure level of 81.5 dB, the second for 29.5 hours to 92.5 dB.  The 
as^-mptotic levels of the resulting TTS were 10.5 and 27.5 dB respectively. 

*** The aircraft's endurance record is 31 hours. 
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attributed to the CF sta.idard-lssue flight helmet* is valid only if it is correctly sized for the wearer 
and optimally adjusted (a condition not always realized), and is worn with its chin strap reasonably tight. 
If the helmet is fitted with the smallest of the three sizes of earcups available, its attenuation will be 
further reduced by 5 to 7 dB at low frequenclej.  It has been shown, moreover, that the low-frequency noise 
protection of an otherwise effective helmet or headset is reduced by 3 to 8 dB with standard rim glasses 
(A), and by 3 to 5 dB with standard pattern aviation spectacles (5). 

Estimating noise exposures in this aircraft is further complicated by the fact that Argus crews can 
spend up to one-third of the flight time in the galley and rest areas during long-range reconnaissance 
patrols.  They do not always wear hearing protection during these periods. 

SHORT-TERM EFFECTS OF LONG-DURATION ARGUS NOISE EXPOSURE 

As part of a study (6) carried out to assess crew and operational problems resulting from long- 
duration flight in the Argus, the author measured the TTS sustained by a 15-man crew during a 16-hour 
flight in the aircraft.  Pre-flight hearing thresholds were obtained at the crew's home base prior to 
take-off on the first flight of the mission**, and within 90 minutes of landing after the second flight 
(see Table II). 

Since the pre- and post-flight hearing thresholds had to be measured at two bases using different 
audiometers, differences of ± 10 dB between the two are not considered significant.  Three of the crew, 
one (No. 5, Table II) with a pre-flight bilateral loss of 20 dB at the four test frequencies, and two 
(Nos. 2 and 8) with pre-flight unilateral losses of at least 25 dB at A and 6 kHz, were considered to 
have sufficiently high levels of PTS to preclude significant TTS in the affected ears.  A fourth crew- 
man (No. 4) developed serous otltis media in his left ear, thus preventing meaningful post-flight 
audlometry. 

Of the remaining 25 ears, 13 were observed with significant TTS: nine with TTS up to 20 dB at one 
of the four test frequencies, two with up to 20 dB at two of the four test frequencies, and two with TTS 
greater than 20 dB at at least two of the four test frequencies. 

Alternately, 12 of the 25 previously defined 'susceptible' ears were observed with post-flight 
thresholds in excess of the levels of PTS considered by CHABA (7) to be acceptable after many years of 
noise exposure***.  It is interesting to note that four of the six crewmen (Nos. 4, 6, 8, 12, 14 and 15) 
who spent at least thr^e of the last four hours of the second flight in the most intense noise areas of 
the aircraft (in the plane of the aircraft's propellers), exhihited post-flight hearing thresholds (three 
bilateral, one unilateral****) exceeding the CHABA acceptable criterion. 

At the time of this study, the author was not concerned whether or not the observed TTSs were 
asymptotic.  Hence, the rate of recovery of pre-exposure thresholds was not monitored.  All that can be 
said regarding this point is that crew thresholds had returned to their pre-flight levels within 120 
hours of completion of the third flight of the mission. 

LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF ARGUS NOISE EXPOSURE 

More conclusive Information on the consequences of repeated long-duration noise exposure may perhaps 
be obtained by examining the incidence of hearing loss in individuals who sustain such exposure. 

Accordingly, two populations of CF aircrew (pilots, navigators, flight engineers) are considered: 
those whose career flying experience has been tnaJnly in the Argus (individuals whose occupational noise 
exposure has been typically long duration), and as a control group, those whose career flying experience 
has been entirely in short- or medium-range piston-engine and/or turbo-prop aircraft. These aircraft, 
and their octave-band noise levels at normal cruise (8, 9, 10, 11), are shown in Table III. 

The hearing levels of CF personnel are classified for the purposes of enlistment, career assignment, 
and medical reassessment by the categories listed in Table IV.  The percentages of personnel in the two 
aircrew populations, having career flying times from 2500 to 4000 hours, 4000 to 5500 hours, and greater 
than 5500 hours, are shown in Table V.  The respective population-group sizes are n = 109, 61 and 53, and 
86, 47 and 57 as shown. 

The effect of accumulative flying time upon hearing loss, defined herein by hearing category H2, 
H3 or H4, can be seen more clearly in Figure 2 where the percentage occurance of HI category in the two 

*   The calculated sound pressure levels at the entrance to the ear canals of the pilot, flight engineer, 
and routine navigator wearing CF standard-issue flight helmets, based on (1) the noise levels given for 
these crew positions in Table 1 and (2) the attenuation provided by the flight helmet (optimally fitted) 
for the 83rd percentile of the population, are 79, 81 and 92 dBA respectively. 

**  The crew of one Argus aircraft was observed during a routine northern patrol totalling 49.3 hours, 
divided Into three flights of approximately equal duration, over a 104-hour period. 

*** The CHABA damage-risk criterion for steady-state noise (7) considers a permanent hearing loss to be 
acceptable, after many years of noise exposure, if it does not exceed 10 dB at or below 1000 Hz, 15 
dB at 2000 Hz, and 20 dB at or above 3000 Hz. 

**** Post-flight audiometry was not conducted in the left ear of crewman No. 4 because of serous otltis 
media. 
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aircrew populations is shown as a function of career flying time.  Differences in the proportions of HI 
category among Argus and short- and medium-range crews are not significant (p>.05)*.  Hence, although a 
real difference in the Incidence of hearing loss in the two populations mav indeed exist, a difference is 
not evident from these data. 

There ere a number of factors, of course, (e.g., presbycusis, non-occupational noise exposure 
certain Illnesses and medications) that can Interact with effects that may result from occupational 
noise exposure.  Moreover, such interactions are likely to affect population hearing levels more signif- 
icantly with Increased age. 

On the other hand, Pierson and Barren (12) suggest that experienced patrol aircraft crews may in 
fact represent a select population of 'noise-resistant' ears, and that hearing loss eliminates the overly 
susceptible individuals before they can accrue many flying hours.  Whether or not this has been a significant 
factor in the above CF aircrew population survey has not been established. 

It is, nevertheless, possible that any extraordinary effect that repeated long-duration noise 
exp-jsure may have upon the hearing levels of maritime patrol aircraft crews, particularly when career 
fl/ing time exceeds 5500 hours, may be masked by other contributing factors. 

It Is acknowledged, moreover, that the difficulty encountered herein in defining more precisely 
the operational noise exposure levels and durations of the two aircrew populations (a problem perhaps 
Inherent in most epidemlological studies of noise), and the manner in which hearing losses were necessarily 
categorized, probably precludes the detection of any subtle difference in hearing deterioration in the two 
populations. 

Given these limitations, one may state simply that there is no evidence in these data to suggest 
that repeated long-duration noise exposure, as experienced in long-range maritime patrol aircraft, is any 
more deleterious to healing Threshold levels than is repeated exposure, at approximately equivalent intensity 
levels, in short- and medium range aircraft. 
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TABLES  AND   FIGURES 

TABLE I 

THE ARGUS AIRCRAFT 

OCTAVE HAND SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 

OCTAVE-BAND CENTRE Elll-QUENCY 
SPUdl) 

OVERALL 
SI'ls 

MEASUREMENT LOCATION, 
tNOINIi SPbUD, ETC. 

31.5 
IU 

63 
11/. 

125 
Hi 

250 
11/. 

500 
Hi 

1000 
IU 

2000 
Hi 

4000 
11/ 

8000 
11/ 

HHC .IDA 

NOSEOBSERVrR, 
FAN ON, 2100 RM. 

98 96 93 97 93 86 84 72 67 104 <).! 

PILOT, 
A/C ON, 2200 RPM. 

94 101 102 93 92 90 82 82 71 106 95 

FLIGHT ENGINEER, 
2320 RPM. 

92 102 104 96 90 85 74 68 62 107 42 

ROUTINE NAVIGATOR. 
2320 RPM. 

99 106 105 111 97 88 77 69 58 113 99 

RADIO OPERATOR. 
2320 RPM. 

96 110 108 104 93 82 73 65 58 113 98 

GALLEY, AFT SEAT, CENTRE 
OF TABLE. 2200 RPM. 

101 107 105 100 87 77 68 60 53 HI 94 

BUNK AREA, AFT STBD, 
2320 RPM. 

97 102 99 97 86 76 67 60 52 106 88 

TACTICAL NAVIGATOR. 
2320 RPM. 

94 100 101 96 88 75 65 57 50 106 93 

MAD OPERATOR. 
2320 RPM. 

92 100 98 99 86 76 66 60 52 105 90 

BEAM SEARCH STATION 
PORT, 2320 RPM. 

96 104 95 92 86 82 73 68 60 106 99 

HdU    MdB* BSdBA 93<BA eUB* 

MdBA     UdB* 

Figure 1:    Plan view of the Argue aircraft showing the crew work and rest 
and r.-terail A-weighted oound pressure levels. 
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TADLE II 

ARGUS - CREW i.'OISE EXPOSURE HISTORIES AND HEARING THRESHOLD DATA 

mnt- 
BE« CHEW rosmoN AUDIOHETU«. 

TEST TIME 

HEARINO THR15HOLD 
LEFT EAR 

HEARING TIIRESHOLC 
RIGHT FAR ACt 1 AREtR FLYINC, HOURS 

(SEE FOOTNOTE    FOR LEGEND) 
2KHZ 1KHZ4KIU6KMZ ilCHZ)KHZ4KHZ6KHZ 

. PILOT PREFUCHT 
POST-FLIGHT 

s 
IS 

0 
20 

20 

20 

10 
25 

0 
5 

0 
5 

0 
5 

10 
10 

37 
2SCI(HAR),75(NOR). 
4500(DAK). IJOOaAN), 
2200(BEE), I700(ARG). 

2 PILOT PREFUCHT 
POST FLIGHT 

0 
s 

10 
20 

3S 

25 

25 
25 

0 
0 

10 
IS 

5 
10 

10 
25 

37 S200<NEP,ORN). ISOO(ARG) 

3 PILOT PREFLI.,irr 
POST FLIGHT 

0 
10 

s 
10 

10 

IS 
1! 
25 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
10 

26 350(EXP,TLrT). II00(DAK), 
2000(ARC). 

4 NAVIGATOR PREFLIGHT 
POSTFLICHT 

10 10 25 15 5 
20 

10 
30 

25 
35 

25 
35 

39 
I800(NEP). 20(XH44).100(OrU 
300(DAK), 200(EXr). 600(LAN) 
1000(ALB). 1200(ARC) 

5 NAVIGATOR PREFLIGHT 
POSTFLICHT 

20 
20 

20 

25 

2" 
20 

20 
25 

20 
20 

20 
20 

20 
20 

20 
25 

30 300(EXP.DAK.NEP). 
3100(ARC) 

6 NAVIGATOR PREFLIGHT 
POSTFUGHT 

10 
10 

15 

IS 

5 
:o 

5 
20 

0 
0 

5 
5 

10 
5 

10 
15 

38 
2200(BOX), 1000(DAK). 
2200(YUK). 270O(NOR), 
1200(ARG) 

7 NAVIGATOR PREFLIGHT 
POSTFUGHT 

0 
0 

Ü 

0 

0 
10 

0 
10 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

23 200<DAK). SOCXARG). 

8 OBSERVER PREFUCHT 
POSTFLICHT 

0 
0 

10 

IS 

40 
30 

50 
40 

0 
0 

0 
5 

10 
10 

10 
IS 

25 1I0(DAX), 1690(ARG) 

9 OBSERVER PREFl 11.111 
POST-F1ICHI 

s 
s ID 

10 
IS 

10 
25 

0 
0 

0 
0 

10 
5 

20 
25 

26 1000(TRA).900(ARG), 

10 OBSERVER PREFLIGHT 
POST FIICHT 

0 
ID 

0 
20 

3 
40 

5 
20 

5 
10 

p 
5 

10 
20 IS 

15 40(DAK). I200(ARG) 

11 OBSERVER PRE FLIGHT 
POSTFUGHT 

0 
s 

0 
IS 

0 

10 

0 
10 

3 
20 

0 
5 

0 
5 

10 
10 20 

27 50(DAK). I400(ARC). 

12 OBSERVER PREFUCHT 
POSTFUGHT 

IS 

40 

25 
4 5 

IS 
35 

0 
0 

5 
35 

0 
30 

3l 
40 

29 400(ARC) 

13 OBSERVER PREFLIGHT 
POSTFLICHT 

5 
10 

0 

0 

10 

10 

10 
5 

0 
0 

0 
5 

10 
IS 20 

39 20(XXNEP.S1U).2500(ARC) 

14 FLIGHT 
ENGINEER 

PREFUCHT 
POSTFLICHT 

0 
0 

10 

2S 

IS 
25 

10 
10 

0 
0 

10 
20 

20 
30 

25 
2S 

33 600(DAK.EXP) 100(H34). 
««(NEP), 3400(ARr- 

IS FLIGHT 
ENGINEER 

PREFLIGHT 
POSTFLICHT 

0 
0 

5 

10 

25 
25 

IS 
10 ; 

10 
IS 

20 
35 

IS 
20 

39 4390(NOR). 4300 ilit), 
800(ARG) 
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ALB - ALBATROS. 

ARO - ARGUS, 

BKK     BF.KCIICRAFT, 

DAK     DAKOTA, 

FXP     FXPFDITKR. 

MAR - HARVARD. 

1134-H34, 

1144     1144, 

IAN     I ANCASTFR, 

NEP - NFPTUNF. 

NOR - NORTHSTAR. 

ORN     ORION. 

OTT     OTTFR. 

siiA - SHACKL; TON, 

TRA     TRACKER, 

Till     TUTOR, 

YUK     YUKON. 

TABLE III 

NOISE LEVELS IN VARIOUS AIRCRAFT, NORMAL CRUISE CONDITIONS, FLOWN BY THE 
CANADIAN FORCES DURING THE LAST 25 YEARS 

OfTAVl   HAND 'T Nllti   1 RFQUI.NCY 

SIM* (III 

OVI HALL 
SI'Ls 

AIRCRAFT 31.5 63 

III 

125 

Hz 

25(1 

Ik 

5011 

11/ 

1000 

11/ 

2000 

11/. 

4 0110 

11/ 

8000 
11/ 

dMC IIIA 

C47  DAKOTA   -   Pilot 

- Navigator 

103 
 1 

103 95 •»o 83 79 72 65 107 93 

103 106 107 

88 f,9 

82 

86 

76 111 

108 

102 

94 

93 

89 

C-119     PACKET-    Pilot 

-  Navigator 

107 100 91 84 83 

104 103 91 88 87 84 81 82 107 

P2V-7   N E PT U N E- Pilot 

-Navigator 

06 96 95 85 81 76 72 101 

90 97 91 86 79 75 

85 

72 

83 

69 100 88 

CC-115 BUFFALO  -Pilot 

- Navigator 

92 95 97 95 92 90 81 102 95 

105 108 104 

90 

94 96 92 85 81 74 111 97 

CC-109   COSMOPOLITAN-Plt 83 105 91 90 aa 84 76 66 106 92 

98 C-45  EXPEDITOH- Pilot 106 107 100 96 90 79 74 no 

CS2F   TRACKER- Pilot 91 93 89 82 80 78 77 97 88 

HARVARD    -   Pilot 104 108 109 102 94 88 86 90 i 13 104 
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TABLE rv 

CANADIAN FORCES HEARING STANDARDS 

CATEGORY HEARING STANDARD*') 

HI Hearing level not jreibr tb&n 30 dB between 500 and 6000 Hz in both can. 

H2 Hearing level not greater than 30 dB between 500 and 3000 Hz in both can. 

H3 Hearing level not greater than 30 dB between 500 and 2000 Hz in the 
better ear. 

H4 Hearing level not greater than SO dB between 500 and 2000 Hz in the 
better ear. 

("Heuing lereii an relativ« to ISO reforenco threshold Imta (1964). 

TABLE V 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF HEARING CATEGORIES 
AMONG CERTAIN   CF FLIGHT PERSONNEL 

ARGUS       CREWS SHORT-   AND   MEDIUM -RANGE  CREWS 

CAREER   FLYING TIME 

2500-4000 

MRS 

4O0O-S800 

HRS 

>5500 

HRS 

25OO-4O00 

HRS 

40OO- 5500 

HRS 

>5500 

HRS 

HI 

H2 

H3 

H4 

n 

8B.I 

11.0 

0.9 

10S 

82.0 

16.4 

I.S 

62.3 

26.4 

11.3 

»3 

86.1 

I2.S 

1.0 

se 

70.2 

14 9 

t 1.8 

2.1 
47 

70.2 

21.1 

7.2 

I.S 
S7 

100 

90 

80 

70 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 
2500-4000 HRS 

D- 

O- 

Uai OL O 

JL 

-D LONG-ITANGE CREWS 

-O SHORT- AND MEDIUM-RANGE CREWS 

-L 
4000-5500 MRS > 5500 HRS 

Figure  S:    Percentage distribution of long-rarige   (Argua)  and short- and medium- 
range crews w'thin CF hearing category HI, as a function of career 
flying hours. 
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DISCUSSION 

Q. (von Gierke) In your next to last figure you showed the percentage of air crews within hea'- 
ing category H-i distributed over the accumulated flying hours and showed that this function Is 
the same for the crews of long range aircraft as it is for the crews '.lying short range air- 
craft.  I wonder, does it take the same time to accumulate 5,000 hours flying experience for 
both these crews in terms of the number of years of exposure? 

A. (Forshaw) As of this moment I don't have the precise answer to your question.  We are 
checking into this problem currently.  We do know that in the last two or three years Argus 
crews had been flying between 60 and 80 hours a month.  It is very difficult to put such a 
number on the other population because they include many different kinds of aircraft. 
Personally, I doubt very much if the flying time per month is grossly different between the 
two groups but this is oil that I can say for now. 

Q. (Johnson) ThaL last figure shows that the hearing of the normal population is actually a 
little bit worse than the hearing of your pilots in either group.  One mighv conclude from 
this that the noise exposure from flying has no effect on hearing.  In fact, though, don't 
you have a screening effect in that you pick people with good hearing li become pilots? This 

is what we uo in the united States. 

A. (forshaw) This is correct.  The flight populations are a selected group whereas our so- 
called normals in that last figure had no prior screening at all for their hearing. 

Q. (Johnson) .'here is the figure published? 

A. (Forshaw) This figure will be published in the proceedings of a symposium held in Canberra, 

Austral ia this year. 
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PSYCHO-PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE OP  AIR FORCE TECHNICIANS AFTER LONG DURATION  NOISE  EXPOSURE 

by 

Col.   Coaare A.   Ramacci,   IAP MC 
Lt.   Col.   Paolo  Rota,   IAP MC 

Contro  di  Studi e Ricerche di Medicine Aeronautica 
e  Spaziale 

via P.   Gobetti   2A 
Roaa,  00185,   Italy 

I 

SUMMARY 

A few psychological and psycho-phyeiological teats were carried out ( Toulouse Tii- 
ron teat, flicker fusion test, reaction tiae) in 20 Air Force technicians, on duty at 
aircraft aaintenance and flight line, exposed to high level noise. 

Work conditions considered were: (i) continuoua exposition to noise of about 120 
db, for 1 hour and half;(ii)continuous exposition for 5 hours to 60-80 db noise, with 
transient increases up to 90-115 db. The technicians used,when neceasary, individual 
or collective protection. 

The testa, carried out before and after noise exposure, did not show significant 
changes of performance. 

PREFACE 

Extended exposure to high levels noise is a relevant problea for the Air Force 
personnel, and its dangerous effecta were atudied by a large number of reseachera. 
Apart from the effects on hearing, that we will not consider in thia paper, a few stu- 
dies have ahown, yet with contraating evaluationa, possible non acoustic effects ( bio- 
chemical, functional and psychological ) in subjects exposed to intenae noise, mainly 
when combined with vibration (1,2,3,4). 

In order to demonstrate theae effecta in the actual operational situations of the 
Air Force, wo have examined the psycho-phyaiological behaviour of technicians, at the 
fltart and the end of their work ehifta, in an Air Force baae, where they were expoaed 
to noiae of different intenaities. 

; 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS AND TESTS RESULTS 

The atudy has been carried out in summertime, on the personnel of an Air Force base, 
o« duty at jet aircraft maintenance and flight lino, in occasion of the morning shifts, 
07.30 to 13.00, with normal work schedule. 

Twenty aubjecta were studied, all experienced in their service, divided into three 
groups,  each of them being charged with apecific taaks. The subjects were exposed,both 
due to the work itaelf and the proximity of the runway, to noise of different levels 
( sound levels, measured with Elit 905 phonocieter, are reported below). 

A first group of 10 individuala, on duty at the flight line, was expoaed to basic 
noise of 80db, C filter, with transient increases between 90 and 110 db, and for some 
apecific taak up to 115 db, alwaya with C filter. 

The aecond group, of 5 individuals, waa in service in a workshop for aircraft main- 
tenance and repair, and exposed to basic noise of 60db,C filter, with peaks of 100-110 
db, C filter. 

The third group,of 5 subjects , besides working in the shop, aa the second group, 
was also in charge at the engine teat station, being expoaed to noiae between 100 and 
135 db, C filter, for 1 hour and half. 

Aa far as the work environment ie concerned, we noticed also the contemporary pr«- 
ainco of vibration, that were not meaaured. During the atudy, aky waa clear, air tempe- 
rature between 20 and 25 C, wind of about 10 knota. All the pereonnel donned, when n<9ces- 
aary, the anti-noiae head aet, or accomplished  hie task in protective booths. 

All the aubjecta, at the start and the end of their ahift, were aubmitted to flicker 
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fusion test, reaction time determination to visual stimuli, and cancellation test of 
Toulouse Pi^ron. The results of the study, as averages and standard deviations, are 
reported in table I, both for the three groups separately and all the subjects. 

CONSIDERATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The results reported in table I show, for all the subjects, mild increase of reac- 
tion times and fusion .frequencies, and improvement in the cancellation teat, at the 
end of the worlc shix't. Ve found also the same behaviour in ail the three groups, sepa- 
rately considered, with the exception of individuals in service at the flight line, for 
the reaction tine test. 

Yet the changes found in the results of the tests carried out before and after the 
shifts,are always of mild value, and statistically not significant. On the other hand, 
the results of the tests carried out ^fter the work shift, can possibly be affected by 
the learning process, due to the repetition of the tests." 

On the whole, the data obtained in the tests  carried out, don't put into eviden- 
ce any different behaviour of the subjects, before and after their work shift, and are 
consistent with the behaviour of cathecolaainee urinary excretion,studied in the same 
conditions (5). 

In the evaluation of the result«, that would fail to show valuable changes of per- 
formance, we must nevertheless notice that:all the subjects were adapted to their tasks; 
the testa ,exploring only limited aspects of psychophysical activities, can not eviden- 
ce transitory impairments during the work ; the work schedule allowed for some recovery 
periods;the repetition of the test, as above aaid, can affect the results. 

Therefore, without being able to exclude possible performance decrease  and more 
severe fatigue of the Air Force technicians, due to the accomplishment of their pro- 
fessional tasks in noisy environment, we feel that these possible effects should be, at 
least in the conditions we studied, of moderate importance and susceptible of quick re- 
covery. 
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TABLE I.  Reaction time  (hundredtha of second), fusion frequency 

(flashes per minute), and Toulouse Piöron Test 

REACTION     TILli' 

LTIGINE  TEST WORKSHOP FLIGliT    LINE ALL 

X <r X <r X <r X T 

liEFORE 24.9 4.83 26.1 5.34 26.4 5.61 25.9 5.35   j 

1 
AFTER         26.3 6.18 29.0 5.98 25.3 6.46 26.4 6.27 

TOULOUSE    PIERON     TEST 

MARKSD    SIGHS ERRORS     +     OMISSIONS 

ENGINE 
TEST 

.VOHK 
SHOP 

FLIGHT 
LINE 

ALL 
ENGINE 
TEST 

WORX 
SHOP 

FLIGHT 
LINE 

ALL 

X 
PEFORS 110 109 105 107 15 16 20 17 

X 

AFTER 
112 112 115 114 13 13 10 11 

FUSION     FREQUENCY 
ENGINE 
TEST 

V/CRK 
SHOP 

FLIGHT 
LINE 

ALL 

BEFORE 46.8 47.8 52.7 50.2 

X 
AFTER 50.7 47.9 54.6 52.1 
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JHE EFFECTf OF EAR PROTECTORS ON SOME AUTONOMIC RESPONSES 
TO AIRCRAFT- AND IMPULSIVE NOISE 

by 

Q.R. FROEHLICH, Col., GAF, HC 

Gorman Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicln« 

Fürstenfeldbruck 

INTRODUCTION 

After extensivt studies of the aural effect 
creasing interest in the non-auditory physi 
vestig' >ors were primarily concerned with t 
system. Here we encounter as the most relia 
with more variable other carflovascular chan 
orinological changes, all these effects are 
ergotropic mechanisms,, 
Since all these responses depend primarily 
of noise, the wearing of ear protectors mus 
have chosen as acoustical stimuli an impuls 
different types of ear protectors currently 

s of noise, in recert years there has been an in- 
ological effects of noise on men. The first in- 
he effects of intense noise on the circulatory 
ble finding peripheral vasoconstriction together 
ges. In conjunction with respiratory and endo- 
physiological responses within the frame of 

on the intensity, duration and spectral character 
t decrease the physiological responses. He  therefore 
ive noise and jet aircraft noise together with three 
in use in the German  Armed I'orces (Fig. 1). 

Stlectone  K 

Com • Fil 

Fti£. 

The ear protectors 

described in the 

text. 

METHODS 

The SELECTOHE K earplug contains two tiny holes, one connecting the inn<jr cavity of the earplug 
with the outside air, the other with the air volume enclosed in the ear canal. Thus it acts as 
a two-section low-pass filter with low attenuation for the higher frequencies. 

The C0M-F7T earplug is a very efficient ear protector, providing excellent attenuation for all 
frequencies. 

The .VILLSON Sound Barrier Earmuff SB 258 is widely known and provides high attenuation already 
at 1Ö0Ö Hz. The attenuation characteristics are shown in Fig. 2. 

The impulsive noise was produced by discharging a children's pistol at a distance of 30 cm from 
the left ears of the normal hearing subjects, thereby producing IJO + 2 dB(lin). In order to 
avoid permanent hearing damages, we dispensed with firing real pistols in the closed reverberating 
room. All four situations have been equally distributed to avoid habituation effects. 

I 
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dB 

DU  i A. 
Willson ■ Kapseln             ♦♦   .••>, 

4U 

30 

70 

        /                       X#-
# 

10 

1     ,»•''                 ,♦♦" 

Billesholm-Wolle 
( nach PTB Braunschwetg ) 

—             I                  1                  1 1                     1                     1                      1                      1 

Attenuation provided 
by the ear protectors 

As typical aircraft noise we have used a 20 sec F-IO'tfO) jet aircraft noise of 95 dB(lin) = 
95 dB(A), as demonstrated in Fig, 3, Since there is a discrete frequency in the octave band 
centered at 1000 Hz, there is a very annoying, shrieking sound within a broadband noise. 
The noise levels and spectra in the subjects' ear canals were calculated by subtracting from 
the ambient noise level the attenuation values of the three ear protectors. 

dB 
100 

90 

80 

70 

60- 

50- 

40 

30 

20 

_x \ Dossibl« lulon. 
\ N responocs 

"T^T 
>K 

Fifit ? 

Estimated noise rating for 
uutonomic responses as 
propot-id by JANSEN; spectrum 
of F-IÖ't noise and its re- 
duction by ear protectors. 

63 125 250        500       1000      2000      4000     8000 Hz 

The peripheral blood  flow  was  determined by use  of photoelectric  transducers at  the  end-phalanx ofthe 
right  middle  finder.  From  these plethysmographic  traces  we  could also  compute  the pulse 
frequency  (Fig,  4) 
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Original traces 
of plethyamography 
and electrodermal 
response in F-lO't 
noise without and 
with WILLSON ear- 
muff 
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The electrodermal response (EDR) is the blphaslc appearance of a voltage in response to an 
emotional stimulus. It reflects already minor changes in activity of the autonomic nervous 
system.. The total plane of positive and negative phases were computed in mm 
All tests have been conducted in a roou having normal reverberation at 22 - 2'tu Celsius between 
I'* - 16ÖÖ hours» In order to eliminate other aensory stimuli, the subjects had been blindfolded 
and possible random noises had been masked by a continous 50 dB(A) white noise. 

RESULTS 

1. The Effects of Ear Protectors on Peripheral Vasoconstriction Caused by a 20 sec Jet Noise 

Taking the average o- the last 10 amplitudes before the sudden onset of noise as 100^, 
without ear protectors we have an amplitude reduction to 63,3%  + 12,6^ as initial response and 
towards the end of the stimulation a recovery to 8ktk%  + '\3%*  The amplitude reductions are 
considerably lower when ear protectors are used. With COH-FIT the amplitudes are reduced to 
79/15 + 12515 and recover to 99%,  The responses with the WILLSON earmuff are essentially the same: 
initial response 79% ±  1035 and 97%  + 9*  towards the end.  The use of SELECTONE K offers less 
protection as is expressed by the more marked anplitudo reductions to 72% +  12% as initial 
response and a recovery to 9**%  + 9!^ at the end of the 20 sec period. The differences of 
responses with and withou*; the various ear protectors have been significant at the 0,001 level. 

% 
110 

looH 

90 

80 

70 

60 

50 

40 

0 

Peripheral vasocon- 
striction caused by 
95 dB(A) jet noier. 
(a) pre-exposure - 
100%, (b) initial 
response and (c) 
recovery towards the 
end of exposure 

(a) 

—I 1 I— 

(b)        (c)     (a) (b) 

-1 r- 

(c)     (a) 

—I 1 1 1 

(c)     (a) (h) (cl 
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2. Effects of Ear Protectors on Peripheral Vasoconstriction Caused by Impulsive Noise (Fir..6) 

The initial responses after the 130 dB pistol »hots without ear protectors sh'w marked 
amplitude reductions to 62% + 14%. .Vith the use of COH-FIT there is only a small reduction to 
86% + 9%  and with SELECTONE K to 79% + 20%. In every intraindividual comparison, the protective 

7. 
)00 

90 

80 

70H 

60 

50 H 

40 

30 

0 

\   T 
\ 

\ 

(a) (b)   (c) 

Comfit 

(d) U) (b)   (c)    (d) 

5eieclone K 

Fig. 6 

Peripheral vasocon- 
striction caused by 
13 dB impulsive noise. 

(a)pre-expoBure = 10G% 
(b)with ear protectors, 
(c)pre-expoaure and 
(d)without ear protector 
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3.  The Effects of Ear Protectors on the Electrodermal Heeponse (EDR) (.Fir..  7) 

If we take the 
considerable decrea 
external ear canal, 
to 67% + 2h%. Thus, 
that of SELECTONE K 
earplug achieves an 
+ 28%, In this case 
noise achieves the 

EDH evoked by the F-10't noise without ear protectors as 1ÖÖS>, there ia a 
se of these responses when ear protectors are used. With COH-FIT in the 
the EDR is reduced to 53^ + 26^, with WILLSOH to 51^ + 31^ and with SELECTONE 
the effectiveness of the WILLSON earmuff and COM-FIT earplug is the same, 

somewhat less. When the 13Ö dB impulsive noise is presented, the COM-FIT 
EDR reduction to 6CW + 23%,  whereas SELECTONE K shows a reduction to 56% 
, the SELECTONE K especially designed for    protection against impulsive 

same effectiveness as COM-FIT, which otherwise has better protective propertieSi 

Erniedrigung der Galvanischen Hautreaktion bei F-104-Lärm (x) 
und Pistolenschuß (•) bei Tragen von Lärmschutzgeräten, 

0,   bezogen auf Reaktion ohne Lärmschutz =100% 
/o 

100 

90 

80 H 

70 

60- 

50- 

40 

30 H 

20 

0 —1— 
Comfil 

T -T- 

Wilson      Selektone K 

F-W- NülSf 

Comtit      Seleklone K 

1    PISIOUSHOI   ' 

n&i 7 

Reduction of electrodermal 
response by wearing ear 
protectors. Responses without 
ear protection = 1ÖÖ3ä 

h.     Heart Rate 

As already mentioned by several authors, there are no significant changes of the heart rate 
under the stress of noise, as can be seen in the following table: 

TABLE I: Change of Heart Rates in 
%  with 95 dB(A) noise 

COM-FIT 

+ T,8% 
+ 3,7% 

WILLSON SELECTONE K 

+ 2,3% 
± 3,7% 

+ 2tk% 
+ 5,6% 

WITHOUT 

- 1,7% 
+ 5,3% 

TABLE II:  Change of Heart Rate with 
I3Ö dB Impulsive Noise 

COM-FIT 

0,1% 
5,5% 

WITHOUT SELECTONE K 

- 0,k3% 
+ 6,6% 

+ 0,55? 
± 3,3% 

WITHOUT 

1,65% 
'(,2% 

5.  Subjects' Assessment of Ear Protectors Against F-IO'» Noise 

Immediately after the tests, each of the 25 subjects was asked to assess the effectiveness of 
the three different ear protectors and to establish an order of rank: 

ORDER OF   RANK 

EAR PROTECTOR 1. 2. 3. Average 

SELECTONE K 

COM-FIT 

WILLSON 

2 

15 

3 

8 

-Ik 

20 

2 

3 

2,7 

1.5 

1,8 

The COM-FIT ear plup has been assessed as the most effective ear protector, closely followed by 
the 'WILLSON earmuff. In accordance with the results of objective measurements, the SELECTONE K 
earplug is assessed as considerably less effective. 
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DISCUSSION 

Aa shown by the frequency analyeia in Fig. 31 marked autononio reaponaus had to be expected. 
They could be elicited for the peripheral blood flow ae well aa the electrodermal responaca. 
Contrary to thia, the heart rate ahowed no aignificant changes in terma of increase or decreaae. 
The attenuation characteristics of the three ear protectors are quite different, ao that at the 
eardrum o?  the aubjects the intensitiea and qualities of the noise had been different too. By 
calculation, the protective effects of the WILLSON earmuff is best because the preponderant 
frequence s about 1ÖÖÖ Hz are attenuated most effectively. The second best is the COH-FIT earplug, 
whose attenuation at 1ÖÖÖ Hz is not aa effective, but better in the lower frequency range. 
SELECTONE K has the least protective effect of all three in the lower and medium frequency range, 
whereas above 10ÖÖ Hz the attenuation propertiea are close for all three ear protectors. Thua, 
differencies in autonomic responses must be due to the different noise levels in the lower and 
medium frequency range. 
While the exposure to F-1Ö4 noise without ear protectors is within the area of potential noxious 
effects (Fig. 3), the proper use of the ear protectors reduces the exposure to the area of only 
possible autonomic responses. All amplitude reductions as compared to pre-exposure amplitudes are 
significant at the 0,001 level as well as the differences without-with ear protectors. The 
protective effects of COM-FIT and WILLSON are essentially the same and both are significantly 
better than those of SELECTONE K, More important than the ehort-term initial effects are those 
towards the end of the 20 sec noise exposure pariod, since they indicate the constant response 
level for noise exposures of longer duration. Here we can safely state, that with COM-FIT and 
WILLSON the responses return to pre-exposure values during noise exposure, whereas with SELECTONE K 
a small vasoconstriction will still remain. The short-term initial response may be due to a certain 
startling effect at the rapid onset of noise. This opinion might be supported by the appearance 
of marked electrodermal response without ear protectors and a considerable decrease of this 
response by the use of .VILLSON, COM-FIT and finally SELECTONE K, The standard deviations for the 
EDR are much larger, which makes the measurement of finger pulse amplitudes a more reliable 
parameter« 

There was no fixed intraindi'fidual relationship between the two test parameters inasmuch as under 
identical conditions strong responses in one parameter did not necessarily mean strong responses 
in the other one. 
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"INFLUENCE OP THE NOISE ON CATECHOLAMINE EXCRETION" 

by 
Lt.Col.Prof. S. PAOLDCCI, IAJ, MC 

Centre dl Studi e Rlcorcha dl Medicina Aeronautica e Spaziaie 
Via P. Oobetti, 2/a 
00185 ROMA (Italy) 

SUMMARY 

Alia of th« work waa to know whether a few hours exposure to hazardoue noisea could 
act ae a etreaBing factor and so able to givo increase on catechoiaaine excretion. 

The study was carried out on aviation specialists, daily exposed to high noises, 
fully protected against hearing damage by ear plugs; the exposed people were divided 
in two groups of ten subjects, eachone exposed to different noisy conditions: 

- the one was exposed to continuous and steady noise of 120 dB for 1 hour and 1/2; 
- the other to intermittent noise of 60-100 dB for 5 hours, with interval« between im- 
pulsive bursts of 20', lasting eachone only a few seconds. 

The subjective tolerance was good and no disturbance or fatigue reactions appeared 
at the end of the exposure. Urinary catecholamine excretion was assayed the day before 
the test (in noiseless place) and the next one at the end of the exposure. 

Ae the teat values, compared with the blank, showed no changes in catecholamine 
release, it can be argued that, upon trained people, with hearing fully protected, noise 
might not act as a conventional Stressor, at least at the same conditions o:  the pre- 
sent research. 

INTRODUCTION AND AIM OP THE WORK 

The exposLre to high levels of noise for a certain duration, apart the auditory 
effects, can le&C  to a loss of working efficiency. 

The damages of noise upon eardrum and hearing organ are not be taken into consi- 
deration in this paper, in which only endocrinoiogical aspects are to. 

Since the long exposure to noise, in most people can produce headache, drop on 
attention, loss of resistance, we intended to establish whether the noise could act as 
a stressing factor, able to give rise to increased output of catechoiamines from adre- 
nal gland. 

METHOD 

On 20 lAP ground specialists, usually employed in noisy tasks (wearing ear plugs 
during the job), this research was carried out. The people was divided in 2 groups of 
10 persons, unhomogeneous for age and body size, which were exposed for different dura- 
tions to different high noise conditions. 

In particular, the exposure was executed in the following way in two different 
places : 

- "A")- "engine test area": the workers remained exposed for 1 hour and 1/2; the noise 
was continuous and steady at level of about 120 dB; 
- "B")- "take-off runway": the workers' exposure lasted 5 hours, but the noise was in- 
termittent and lower; it arised at every F-104 take-off (one every 20') lasting only a 
few seconds and reaching about 80-100 dB. 

In such people catechoiamines were determined in a day off and after the noise 
exposure; the former was indicated "BLANK" and the latter "TEST". The analyses were 
executed according to BIO-RAD technique and the excretion values are reported in meg/h. 

As the "TEST" urinary specimen was collected at the end of exposure, and corre- 
sponded to the urine flown in bladder during all time of exposure, also urinary specimen 
of "BiiANK" was collected for the same time, in the day before the test, in the same sub- 
jects resting in a noiseless place. 
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RESULTS 

The foiiowing table shows the data obtained: 

Area "A" 
(continuous noise) (in1 

Area  "B" 
;erad.ttent noise) 

NOISE  LEVKL   (dB) 120 60-100 

EXPOSURE DURATION   (h) 1   1/2 5 

BLANK  (mcg/h) 4,82 +  2,91 4,07 1 4,74 

TEST    (mcg/h) 5,36 l 3,03 4,74 + 3,00 

(We recall that noraal catecholamine excretion, in other previous re- 
search determined, is 3-5 mcg/h) 

At the end of the exposure all the subjects didn't feel tired and no fatigue 
symptoms appeared 

CONCLUSIONS 

This research has shown that no change happens on catecholamine excretion after 
a noit^e exposure for a few hours; all this seems to mean that noise can be heard with- 
out any adrenal gland response (perhaps human tolerance can be due to ear protection 
and noise training). 

The catecholamine release was similar in all the workers but one, high duty re- 
eponsabilities charged, whose "TEST" value was 4 times higher than "PLANK", confirming 
what we have already achieved in previous experiences, that psychic loads can cause ca- 
teciolamine increase. 

DISCUSSION 

Q. I believe your method was concerned with the totai measurement of catecholamine excretion. 
Have you obtained no effects by measuring total catecholamine excretion although the results 
were very variable?  Is it possible thac if you had measured differential catecholamine excre- 
tion such as the separate components of it that you would have found some changes? Also, sub- 
cortical -steriods , at least as far as animal experiments are concerned, are very sensitive to 
noise.  Have there been experiments done in man or is it more appropriate to use cortico- 

steriods in these types of estimations? 

A. Catecholamine excretion is different from the cortico or the adreno cortico-steriod 
reaction because the catecholamine excretion is quickly responsive to stress while the cortico 
or 17-cortico-steriods produce a progressive reaction.  Our experiments lasted for a short time 
and in this time no stress reaction was observed. We think that such stress might occur in 

humans to prolonged exposures at approximately 100 dB. 

i 
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EFFECTS   OF   NOISE   EXPOSURE 

Robert  W.   Cantrell 
Captain,   Medical  Corps,   United  States  Navy 

Chairman,   Department  of  Otoiaryngology 
Naval  Regional  Medical  Center 

San  Diego,   California   92134 

SUMMARY 

It is known that noise can damage the inner ear, result 
source of annoyance, disturb sleep, and interfere with speec 
that it may adversely affect mental health, the cardiovascul 
and decrease work performance. This communication reviews 
intensity, duration and frequency composition of noise affec 
sleep and speech interference, psychological and sociologica 
noise levels from ever-increasing sources have resulted in n 
the citizenry and have prompted the passage of various laws 
exposure. Health professionals are being consulted by legis 
for advice on allowable noise levels. It is important for a 
fessions to be aware of the latest knowledge regarding the e 
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INTRODUCTION 

In 50 A.D. Pliney the Elder reported in his Natural History that people living near 
one of the roaring cataracts of the Nile became hard of hearing.  This is one of the 
earliest reports associating noise exposure and deafness.  It has been confirmed many 
times since, that prolonged exposure to noise results in hearimj loss.  Noise is also 
known to be a source of annoyance, sleep disturbance and speech interference.  Noise is 
reported to decrease mental and motor performance and may adversely affect mental health. 
This report will d-.tail some of the effects of noir^ exposure. 

Noise is de 
able, discordant 
Music played dur 
could be conside 
sive and is perc 
subjective exper 
others either be 
because of the i 
which raises the 
tion which is di 
in attempting to 

fined simply as unwanted sound. This means tha 
, or which interferes with the reception of wan 
ing the afternoon may be pleasant, but the same 
red noise. A sound considered pleasant at one 
eived as noise if the intensity is increased ma 
ience with some people being bothered more by a 
ciuse of a different physiological state (e.g. 
nformation the sound conveys (e.g. the sound of 
subjective feeling of a possible crash) .  It i 
fficult to express scientifically and which has 
quantify noise exposure. 

t sound which is disagree- 
ted sound becomes noise. 
music played at 3:00 a.m. 
intensity becomes aver- 
rkedly.  Noise is thus a 
particular sound than 

headache, illness) or 
a low-flying jet plane 

s this subjective varia- 
given rise to many terms 

AUDITORY EFFECTS 

The auditory system is the most sensitive organ system in the body.  Von Bekesy 
has stated that the ear is se'•itive enough to detect air molecules impinging on the 
tympanic membrane.  Sound at 120 decibels (dB) sound pressure level (SPL), which is loud 
enough to cause discomfort, contains a power of only 1/10,000 of a watt (lO-'' watts). 
This level is 1,000,000,000,000 times greater than the normal lower limits of audibility 
(10"16 watts). 

Exposure to noise o*" sufficient intensity for sufficiently long periods of time 
results in a temporary increase of the threshold of audibility (Temporary Threshold 
Shift [TTS]).  This loss usually can be regained in approximately 16 hours after the 
noise exposure terminates.  Repeated noise exposures, very high intensities which cause 
large TTS, or prolonged exposure, can lead to a loss of hearing which is permanent 
(Noise-Induced Permanent Threshold Shift [NIPTS]). 

When the organ of Corti of a patient with hearing loss due to noise exposure is 
examined histologically certain changes are noted.  There is a decrease in the number of 
hair cells present, a decrease in the number of auditory neurons, and as the severity of 
the damage increases, there is complete collapse of the supporting structures of the 
organ of Corti, absence of the hair cells, <:nd  finally, complete degeneration of the 
organ of Corti.  FIG. 1. represents a single cross-section through the organ of Corti 
with (a) normal, (b) partial injury, (c) severe injury and (d) total degeneration being 
represented.  The organ of Corti is about 34 mm in length with an approximate total of 
15,500 hair cells along its length.  Sounds of different frequencies stimulate the 
basilar membrane at different areas, and one would expect the greatest damage at the 
point where activity is greatest.  Essentially, this is true; however, for several 
reasons, sounds between 1000 and 4000 Hertz (Hz) produce the greatest distortion of the 
basilar membrane, and the greatest damage from noise occurs, at a point about 10 mm 
from the cochlear partition. 
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(a)  NORMAL ORGAN OF CORTI 
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(c) SEVERE INJURY (d) TOTAL DEGENERATION 

FIG. 1.  Drawings of the human organ of Corti are shown that illustrate the 
normal state, panel a, and increasing degrees of noise-induced permanent 
injury, panels b, c, and d. (From Miller, J.D.:  Effects of noise on people. 
J.Acoust.Soc.Am.Vol.56 , No.3,September 1974, pp 729-764. (With permission of 
the author and the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America). 

Very intense impulse noise such as gunfire or explosions are thought to vibrate the 
organ of Corti severely enough to disrupt the basilar membrane or shake the hair cells 
loose with resultant destruction.  This is known as acoustic trauma. 

Prolonged exposure to noise of 60-80 dBA (intensity as read on the A-scale of a 
sound level meter) for periods in excess of G hours will cause some temporary threshold 
shift (TTS) in most people, and increasing the intensity or prolonging the exposure will 
cause increased TTS and eventually noise-induced permanent threshold shift (NIPTS) which 
is irreversible. 

It has been known for some time, that some people are more susceptible to damage from 
noise than are others.   This individual susceptibility to noise-induced hearing loss 
further complicates regulation of noise exposure since one person may suffer adverse 
effects from a given noise exposure while another person may suffer little or no effects. 

At any given sound pressure level low frequency noise is less damaging than high fre- 
quency noise.  Noise from 1000-6000 Hz appears to cause the greatest TTS.  Noise-induced 
hearing loss occurs initially at approximately 4000 Hz but can occur anywhere above 
1000 Hz, and maximum impairment is usually at 5000 Hz.2 

After exposure to a pure tone, maximum TTS occurs at frequency approximately one- 
half octave above the exposure tone. If exposure is to octave-band noise the maximum 
TTS occurs at a frequency one-half octave above the mid-point of the octave band noise. 

As information has accumulated regarding the relationship of noise exposure and 
hearing loss, various proposals have been made regarding how long certain sound pressure 
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levels may be permitted without causing significant hearing loss, 
have ranged from as low as 70 dB to as high as 120 dB. 

These proposals 

In 1965 the Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics and Biomechanics of 
Academy of Sciences and National Research Council (CHABA), an advisory g 
United States Armed Forces and other governmental agencies, proposed cer 
risk critera^ (FIG.2).  It was decided that noise levels were accept'ble 
time of daily exposure produced no more than 10 dB of NIPTS at 1000 riz o 
at 2000 Hz, or 20 dB at 3000 Hz and above in the average worker.  It is 
established that the long-term NIPTS from daily exposure to a given nois 
ceed the TTS produced by a single eight-hour exposure, i.e. TTS2 (TTS me 
minutes after leaving the noise) will be approximately equal to the aver 
ring after a lifetime of exposure''.  The equal-energy hypothesis, which 
exposure to a given amount of energy in a given octave band are equally 
time-intensity relationship, was also applied.  If 85 dB SPL is tolerabl 
then 88 dB is permitted for four hours, 91 dB for two hours, etc. 

the National 
roup to the 
tain damage 
if a lifc- 

r below, 15 dB 
fairly well 
e will not ex- 
asured two 
age NIPTS occur- 
assumes that all 
noxious on a 
e for eight hours 
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FIG.   2.     Upper  graph:     Damage-risk  contours   for  one   exposure  per  day   to   full 
octave   (left-hand  ordinate)   and one-third octave or  narrower   (right-hand  Ordi- 
nate) bands  of  noise.   This  graph can   be  applied   to   the   individual  band   levels 
present   in  broadband   noise.   Lower  graph:   Damage-risk   contours   for  one  exposure 
per  day   to  pure   tones. (From  Kryter,   K.D.et  al;   Hazardous   Exposure  to   Intermit- 
tent  and  Steady-State  Noise.   Jour.Acoust.Soc.Amer.,39:451-464,1966.   With   per- 
mission  of   the  authors  and   the  Journal   of   the  Acoustical   Society). 
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MillerS has developed curves showing hypothetical growth and recovery of thres- 
hold shift.  These are shown in FIG. 3 and FIG. 4.  The straight dashed line indicates 
a predicted recovery from a threshold shift induced by exposure to 90 dB for 102 minutes. 
The large dots represent actual measurements, but Miller points out tiiat while this is 
probably true for short exposures and small threshold shifts, the theoretical curves are 
more nearly accurate for TTS induced by exposures of long duration, high intensities, or 
both, which result in shifts in excess of 35-45 dB.  If the exposure were 120 dBA for 
7 days (it is very unlikely that a person could tolerate noise of this intensity for 
7 days) as shovm by the top dashed line, there would be a residual permanent threshold 
shift of approximately 50 dB from which there would be no recovery. 
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FIG. 3.  Hypothetical growth of threshold shift after various single and con- 
tinuous exposure to noise. (Miller, J.D.:  Effects of noise on people.  J. 
Acoust.Soc.Am.,Vol.56, No.3 , September, 1974, p.734.  With permission of the 
author and the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America). 

The effect of noise-induced hearing loss on the individual is 
This is the relation between average hearing threshold level at 500 
and degree of handicap as defined by the Committee on Hearing of th 
Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology.  It is ray personal opinion that t 
liberal, and that a person with an average hearing threshold level 
1000, and 2000 Hz in the better ear has frequent difficulty with no 
hearing amplification, and has more than a mild handicap.  Miller5 
partial deafness from exposure to noise do not live in a world that 
Even those sounds that are heard may be distorted in loudness, pitc 
or clarity.  While a hearing aid can be useful to a person with noi 
loss, the result is not always satisfactory.  The modern hearing ai 
and make it audible, but it cannot correct for the distortions that- 
jury to the organ of Corti."  Anyone who has had to manage a patien 
hearing loss can appreciate and echo these words. 
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FIG.   4.     Hypothetical   rt^overy   from  threshold   shift  after  various   single  and 
continuous   exposures   to   noise.      (Froir  Miller,   J.D.-     Effects  of   noise  on 
people.     J.Acoust.Soc.Am.,Vol.56,No.3,   September   1974,p.735.   With  permission  of 
the  author   and   the  Journal   of   the Acoustical   Society  of  America) . 

ANNOYANCE 

Annoyance is a subjective interpretation of the degree of unwantedn-^ss of a sound. 
Kryter calls this perceived noisiness, and attempted to quantify it by subjective judg- 
ment tests. 

Loudness is that attribute of iuuitory sensation in terms of which sounds may be 
ordered on a scale extending from soft to loud and whose unit is the sono.  Noisiness, 
is that attribute of auditory sensation in terras of which noises may be ordered on a 
scale extending from noticeable to annoying and whoso unit xs the noy.  A sound of 2 noy 
is subjectively twice as noisy as a sound of 1 noy; 3 noy is three times as noisy as a 
sound of 1 noy, etc.  Perceived Noise Decibels (PNdB) is the unit of perceived noise 
level (PNL) and is the translation of the subjective noy scale to a dB-li);e scale. 

■ ;■ 
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DEGREE OF 
HANDICAP 

AVERAGE HEARING 
THRESHOLD LEVEL 
FOR 500,1000 and 
2000 IN THE BETTER 

EAR 

ABILITY TO 
UNDERSTAND SPEECH 

_J 
o MORE 

THAN 
NOT MORE 

THAN 

A NOT SIGNIFICANT 25 dB No significant difficulty 
with faint speech 

B SLIGHT HANDICAP 25 dB 40 dB Difficulty only with 
faint speech 

C MILD HANDICAP 40 dB 55 dB Frequent difficulty with 
normal speech 

D MARKED HANDICAP 55 dB 70 dB Frequent difficulty with 
loud speech 

E SEVERE HANDICAP 70 dB 90 dB Can understand only shouted 
or amplified speech 

F EXTREME HANDICAP 90 dB Usually cannot understand 
even amplified speech 

FIG. 5.  Guideline for the relations between the average hearing threshold 
level for 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz and degree of handicap as defined by the 
Committee on Hearing of the American Academy of Ophthalmology and Otolaryn- 
gology.  (From Davis, H.:  Classification-Evaluation of Hearing Handicap. 
Trans.AAGG 69, July-Aug.1965, p.741.  With permission of the author and the 
Transactions of the American Academy of Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology). 

Most investigators continue to use the A-weighted sound level meter and record noise 
levels for various periods of time.  Measures of annoyance are then related to these time- 
noise relationships.  Some of the commonly used measures are: 

1. Energy Mean Noise Level (L  ) , or equivalent continuous noise level, is an 
A-weighted measure which accounts for duration and magnitude of all sounds 
occurring during a given period. 

2. Composite Noise Rating (CNR)9,10, is generally used in the United States for the 
evaluation of noise environment.  It is based on the concept that behavioral re- 
sponse of people to noise at a particular location is a function of the sum of 
the perceived noise levels occurring regularly during a 24 hour period with a 
10 dB difference at night-time due to increased sensitivity by people from sleep 
interference. 

3. Noise Exposure Forecase (NEF) •'-1 is similar to CNR, but in addition it accounts 
for duration and pure tone content of each single noise event. 

1 ^ 4. Day/Night Average Sound Level (L^n)   the average, A-weighted sound level over a 
24 hour period, with a 10 dB penalty between 10:00 a.m. and 7:00 a.m. 

5. Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL)-1-3 has been adopted by California and is 
essentially an L„q for 24 hours with a 5 dB penalty from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
and a 10 dB penalty from 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. 

6. Noise and Number Index (NNI)   is a measure b^sed on Perceived Noise Level with 
weighting factors added to account for the number of noise events, and used in 
some European countries for rating the noise environments near airports. 

7. Noise Pollution Level (Lfjp or NPL)   is a measure of the total community noise 
applicable to both traffic and aircraft noise.  It is based on the avjrage sound 
level (Leq) and the magnitude of the time-varying noise level. 

These unfortunately are not the only terms use-i but they are presented to provide 
the reader with some of the terms employed to describe noise exposures. 
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FIG. 6.  Percentage of Highly Annoyed Persons in Relation to Noise.  (From 
Public Health and Welfare Criteria for Noise, July 27, 1973, U.S.Environ- 
mental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C. 20460, p.3-3). 

ANNOYANCE AND COMMUNITY RESPONSE 

The degree of annoyance and the community response to noise can be correlated. 
Individual factors related to the annoyance of a noise include, 

1. The intensity level and spectral characteristics of the noise. 
2. The duration of the noise event. 
3. The presence of discrete frequency components. 
4. The presence of impulses. 
5. The abruptness of onset or cessation of the noise event. 
6. Degree of hoarseness or roughness of the noise. 
7. Degree of intermittency in loudness, pitch, or rhythm. 
8. The information content. 
9. The degree of interference with activity.8 

This response is variable and includes: 

1. The background noise against which a particular noise event, such as aircraft 
flying occurs. 

2. The previous experience of the community with the particular noise. 
3. The time of day during which the intruding noise occurs. 
4. Attitude of people toward the noise makers and the contribution of the activities 

associated with the noise source to the general well-being of the community. 
5. Socio-economic status and educational level of the community. 
6. Fear associated with activities of noise sources such as fear of crashes in the 

case of aircraft noise.8 

FIG. 6 shows the percentage of persons highly annoyed by noise as determined by sev- 
eral rating systems.  The significant point to be made here is that no matter hew you 
measure it or what scale is used, when the energy and aversive context of a noise reaches 
a certain level, people will start to complain. 
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Table 1. shows the percentages of persons who are highly annoyed and also register 
complaints.  It is estimated that only 20% of those annoyed actually register a complaint. 16 

Ldn 

PERCENTAGE OF 
HIGHLY ANNOYED 

PERCENTAGE 
OF COMPLAINTS 

50 13 Less than 1 

55 17 1 

60 23 2 

65 33 5 

70 44 10 

75 54 15 

80 62 Over 20 

TABLE 1.  Percentages of Persons Highly Annoyed who Register Complaints as a 
Function of Ldn.  (From Public Health and Welfare Criteria for Noise, July 27, 
1973,  U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C. 20460, p.3-5). 

SLEEP INTERFERENCE 

Studies have shown that sleep is not one continuous pattern but occurs in various 
stages.  They are categorized 1, 2, 3, 4 and REM (for rapid eye movements) based on 
various EEG patterns which occur during the different stages of sleep!-7. 
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Behavior?  American Scientist, Vol. 61, No.3, 
rmission of the author and the American Sclent 
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sleep. 
Stages 
May-June, 
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FIG. 7 shows these various EEG patterns.  From a waking state with high-amplitude 
9-11 Hz alpha activity, a person enters Stage 1 which consists of a low-amplitude mixed- 
frequency EEG activity without sleep spindles, K-complexes, or rapid eye movements (REM). 
In Stage 2 there is a lew-amplitude mixed frequency activity with K-complexes and 12-14 Hz 
sigma rhythms (sleep spindles).  In Stage 3, twenty percent of the EEG is high amplitude 
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slow delta waves and by Stage 4, fifty percent of the tracing shows these delta waves. 
During REM sleep there is low amplitude mixed-frequency EEG activity similar to Stage 1 
but with bursts of REMs and a marked decrease in tonus of certain head and neck muscles. 
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REM 
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FIG. 8.  All-night sleep profiles, illustrating sleep cycles, for two young adult 
male subjects.  (From Johnson, L.C.:  Are Stages of Sleep Related to Waking 
Behavior?  American Scientist, Vol. 61, No.3, May-June 1973, pp.326-338.  With 
permission of the author and American Scientist) . 

FIG. 8 shows a typical sleep profile for two young adults.  As can be seen, from 
waking, one enters Stage 1, remains for a while, then enters Stage 2, and so on until 
Stage 4 is reached.  Then the sleep pattern jumps back to Stage 2, and after a while, 
enters REM sleep without going through Stage 1.   This usually occurs about 90-100 
minutes after sleep onset.  A person then returns to Stage 2, possibly Stage 3 or 4 
then back to REM.  Note also that several waking periods occur during each sleep period. 
The periods of REM sleep continue to occur at 90-100 minute intervals all night with REM 
sleep growing longer as hours of sleep progress while Stages 3 and 4 decrease.  These 
patterns occur regardless of what time of day sleep onset occurs. 

From adolescence to age forty, one spends approximately 6% sleep time in Stage 1, 
50% in Stage 2, 7% in Stage 3, 16% in Stage 4, 20% in Stage REM, and about 1% of sleep 
is occupied by body movements.  With increasing age. Stage 3 and 4 sleep decreases, 
wakings increase but REM sleep remai is t lirly constant.  Stage 4 is completely absent in 
elderly persons. 
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Regardless of whether noise is more deleterious at one stage of sleep than at another 
the fact remains that noise can awaken a sleeping person, and that sleep deprivation 
adversely affects psychological well-being and motor performance. 

FIG. 9 is a composite of studies showing wakings to sounds from various laboratories. 
It is clear that noise louder than 35 dBA can cause arousals in young adults.  Arousals 
occur more frequently with increasing intensity. 

Many factors influence arousal from sleep.  These include:  (a) motivation to awake; 
(b) sex (women awake more easily than men); (c) age (older awake more easily); (d' sleep 
deprivation (more easily awakened if well rested); (e) time in sleep cycle (mo-e oasily 
awakened later in sleep period); (f) stimulus meaning and familiarity; and (g) adaptation 
to noise. 

A recent study^0 on the effects of intermittent noise in the form of high-pitched 
tonal pulses every 22 seconds, 24 hours per day presented at 80, 85 and 90 dBA for 10 days 
each, showed no increa e in time to reach early Stage 2, slight deciease in Stage 4 but 
no decrease in Stage RE. 1.  There was  a significant change in heart rate, finger pulse 
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anplitude  and EEG evoked response during  sleep,   which was not observed during  the day21. 
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.-'G. 9.  Wakings to sound from various laboratory and questionnaire studies are 
t.nown.  The horizontal axis gives the approximate A-weightcd sound level (dBA) 
of the noise.  (From Miller, J.D.:  Effects of noise on people.  J. Acoust.Soc. Am. 
Vol.56,No.3, September 1974.  With permission of the author and Journal of the 
Acoustical Society of America). 

SPEECH INTERFERENCE 

FIG. ll is 'i  recent offering by Webster 2 of the effect of noise on s 
tion. Three nuixn factors are involved: background noise, distance from spe 
and volume of the voice.  Secondary considerations are the degree of artic 
speaker and listener (children hear better but speak with less precision; 
usually true for older age), and visual cues.  Webster has very nicely com 
speech interference effects of noise.  This one chart includes subjective 
the noise, the distance-noise areas with a correction for expected voice 1 
nicating voice levels, and finally a conversion table accounting for low-f 
This allows anyone with a sound level meter and a little training to make 
measurements.  The Speech Interference Level Four (SIL-4) is the average o 
centered at 300, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Ilz.  The C-weight'.ng scale is a noarl 
gives increased weight to low frequency noise which is commonly a source o 
ference.  The C scale matches the response of the ear to high intensity no 
weighted scale discriminates a.'ainst low frequency sounds and supposedly ra 
sponse of tho ear to low intensity noise.  Using the contours included by 
SIL-4 can be calculated by measuring the sound on the C scale, then the A 
the difference, and starting from the A-weighted level, read up until the 
the line (C-A), then read vertically to the SIL-4. 

Another speech interference problem is laryngeal strain caused by try 
a noisy arja. Workers in noisy areas usually learn to substitute visual f 
nals or to go very close to speak to a fellow worker. Occasionally, howev 
chronic vocal strain from speaking in noise are seen. 
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SUBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS OF NOISE 
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FIG. 10.  Permissible distance between a speaker and listeners for specified 
voice levels and ambient noise levels.  Webster, J.C. and Cluff, G.L.: Speech 
Interference by Noise. Inter-Noise 74 Proceedings of the International Confer- 
ence on Noise Control Engineering.  ed. J.C.Snowdon. State College, Pa.ARL-PSU 
1974, pp.553-558.  (With permission of the authors and INCE). 

PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL EFFECTS 

Mental and motor performance in work has been studied.   Broadbent23 found that noise 
must reach approximately 90 dB before it affects non-auditory work performance, with fre- 
quencies above 2000 Hz having more effect than lower frequencies. 

Broadbent23 and Shambaugh24 further showed that, in general, subjects having per- 
sonality traits of "anxious", "introv .rted", and "somatic responsive" were more adversely 
affected by noise on mental tests (I.Q. and arithmetic) and motor tasks {reaction time 
and tracking); however, much of the work in this field is not conclusive, and although 
there is data to support somewhat poorer performance on tests, there is conflicting data 
depending on what performance scores are averaged. 

Helper2^ studied the performance on a complex counting task and measured three phy- 
siological variables (skin conductance, pulse interval and muscle tension), on 24 subjects 
in quiet for one hour, and again when exposed to 110 dB noise for one hour.  He found no 
difference between the performance scores but did repor'. an increased skin conductance. 

Blackwell and Belt26 found no significant difference in performance of vigilance 
tests when subjects worked in 50 dB, 75 dB and 90 dB ambient noise levels. 

Hershman and Lowe27 found that prolonged exposure to intermittent noise in the 3000- 
4000 Hz range at 80, 85,and 90 dBA for 10 days each had no adverse effects on mental or 
motor performance. 

Abey-Wickrome et al28 reported a higher incidence of admissions to mental hospitals 
from areas with high levels of aircraft noise. These authors concluded that noise did not 
actually cause mental illness, but was one additional factor in increasing the admissions 
to psychiatric wards. 
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Janseriz^, Andriukin^O and Shatalov^l, among others, have reported an increased 
incidence of digestive, metabolic, neurological and psychiatric problems among workers 
in industries with high noise levels. 

These studies are by no means conclusive.  No adverse psychological effects were 
noted by Seymour32 in his study of the effects of intermittent noise exposure 24 hours 
daily for 30 days.  More work on the effects of noise on psychological health are indicated. 
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PHYSIOLOGICAL  EFFECTS  OF  NOISE 

Robert W.   Cantrell 
Captain,   Medical  Corps,   United States Navy 

Chairman,   Department of Otolaryngology 
Naval Regional Medical Center 

San Diego,   California  92134 

SUMMARY 

It is well known that noise adversely affects mankind.  Many studies have been per- 
formed which show the effects of noise on hearing, speech reception, sleep, mental health 
and work performance.  Until recently, relatively little had been written on the physio- 
logical effects of noise.  Studies which have been reported are generally retrospective 
on a group of people working in a noisy environment where precise controls over the 
intensity of the noise and the duration of exposure were lacking.  Recent studies show 
that the effect of noise on the biochemistry of the body, the cardiovascular system, and 
the organ systems controlled by the autonomic nervous system are more serious than pre- 
viously suspected. 

Noise serves as a stressful stimulus which provokes the General Adaption Syndrome 
as described by Selye.  Noise is one of the several stressful stimuli which activate this 
syndrome via the hypothalmus to the pituitary which produces ACTH resulting in increased 
adrenocortical activity.  There is considerable evidence to support this concept, and 
this theory along with recently carefully controlled studies, are reviewed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Noise has been recognized as harmful to man for at least 2500 years.  The Sybarites 
of Greece banned metalworK involving hammering within the city limits as early as 600 
B.C.I AS industrialization has increased along with population density, noise levels 
have risen to a point where they have become a serious public health problem. 

The effects of noise on hearing, annoyance, sleep and speech interference, and work 
performance have been studied extensively.  Until recently relatively little has been 
written on the physiological effects of noise.  Most of the work has been done as retro- 
spective analysis on groups of people working in a noisy environment where precise 
measures of the intensity of the noise and the duration of exposure were lacking.  In 
the studies, it was not always possible to separate the effects of heat, light, dust, 
noxious fumes or other environmental pollutants from the effects of noises ^lor.e. 

Recent studies show that the effect of noise on the biochemistry of the body, the 
cardiovascular system, and the organ systems controlled by the autonomic nervous system 
are more serious than previously suspected. 

In Germany, Jansen2, Lehmann^, and Meyer-Delius''; in Russia, Andriukin^, Andruko- 
vitch^ and Shatalov^ among others; and in the U.S. Davis**, Rosen^ and more recently 
Cantrell-'-O, have studied the physiological effects of noise exposure.  A symposium held 
in Boston in 1969 was devoted to this subject, and resulted in a bookll which detailed 
much of the knowledge available at that time. 

PATHWAYS 

A pathway from the 
show a cause-and-effect 
(below 20 Hz) and ultra 
possible physiological e 
There is evidence that v 
mitted through structure 
vibrations (sound) from 
than through the auditor 
since the most damaging 
ear with its central aud 
considered here. 

sound source to the target organ must be established in order to 
relationship.  For the purpose^ of this discussion, infra-sound 
sound (above 20,000 Hz) will not be considered.  Nor will the 
ffects of vibratory energy on the body in general be considered, 
ibratory energy can affect the body; that the vibrations trans- 
s is more significant than airborne transmissions; and that 
20 to 20,000 Hz may exert a physiological effect in ways other 
y mechanism, i.e.through the skin.  These studies are scarce and 
airborne vibratory (noise) effects are transmitted through the 
itory connections, it is those physiological effects which will be 

Once sound enters 
This in turn moves the 
ner ear fluids by the p 
large area of the tympa 
plate (17;l)plus a small 
of sound energy impingi 
on the inner ear fluid, 
the hair cells of the o 
organ of Corti travel a 

the auditory cana 
three ossicles wh 
iston-like action 
nie membrane comp 
lever advantage f 
ng on the tympani 

The fluid wave 
rgan of Corti are 
long the auditory 

1, it causes the tympanic membrane to vibrate, 
ich at the oval window create a wave in the in- 
of the footplate of the stapes. The relatively 

ared with the small area of the stapedial foot- 
rom the ossicles, transforms the small pressure 
c membrane into a 22-fold greater force acting 
thus created distorts the basilar membrane and 
stimulated.  Nervous impulses generated in the 
neurons to the central auditory nuclei. 

Sound is also transmitted through the bones of the skull directly to the inner ear, 
and we measure these two pathways (air conducted and bone conducted sound) to help 
diagnose hearing disorders.  One who cannot hear air conducted sound but can hear by 
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bone conduction has a conductive hearing loss which in most cases can be remedied by 
appropriate medical or surgical treatment.  If one has difficulty hearing both air and 
bone conducted sound, this is kr.ov/n as nerve deafness which is not correctable, and 
sound must be amplified in ordci for the patient to hear. 

After stimulating the auditory nerve, the sound waves, which are now nervous im- 
pulses, travel to the central auditory nuclei in the medulla, where some fibers ascend 
through the midbrain via the lateral lemnisci on the same side, but more cross before 
ascending on the opposite side through the midbrain to reach the inferior colliculus, 
then the medial geniculate body and finally the auditory area of the temporal lobe 
where the sound is interpreted. 

It is probable that after reaching the central auditory nuclei, impulses travel 
through the reticular formation to reach the hypothalamic nuclei. From the hypothalamic 
nuclei which are situated just superior to the pituitary, the products of stimulation 
travel to the pituitary which then produces endocrine effects and completes the auditory- 
hypothalamic-pituitary-endocrine pathway. 

The hypothalamus is not the only part of the brain directing autonomic activity. 
The forebrain, the thalamus and the cerebral cortex are all integrated with the hypo- 
thalamus to utilize behavioral and autonomic adjustments which serve to adapt the indi- 
vidual to changes in both the internal and external environment. 

AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM 

The autonomic nervous system (ANS), also known as the vegetative nervous system, is 
a system of motor lourons whose cell bodies are collected into ganglionated chains in 
the thoracic region near the vertebral column and in isolated ganglions elsewhere in the 
body.  Anatomically the A.N.S. is divided into the thoracolumbar (sympathetic) and cranio- 
sacral (para^ympathetic) division.   This system is generally not under voluntary control. 

Table I lists the functions of the autonomic nervous system, which acts to maintain 
the constancy (homeostasis) of the fluid environment (internal milieu) of the body. Th.' 
autonomic nervous system combats forces which tend to cause variations in this environment. 
It regulates the composition of body fluids, their temperature, quantity and distribution 
by effecting changes in circulatory, respiratory, excretory and glandular organs. 

TABLE I 

AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTION 

SYSTEM PARASYMPATHETIC 
(CHOLINERGIC) 

SYMPATHETIC 
(ADRENERGIC) 

Eye (Pupil) 
Heart Rate 
Blood Vessels 
Coronary 
Skin & Mucosa 
Skeletal Muscle 
Cerebral 
Pulmonary 
Abdominal Viscera 
Bronchi 
Glands 
Sweat 
Salivary 
Gastric 
Adrenal 
Smooth Muscle 
Skin (Pilomotor) 
Stomach 
Small & Large 
Intestine 

Bladder 
General 
Mediator 

Constricted 
Decreased 

Dilated 
Dilated 
Dilated 
Dilated 
Dilated 
Dilated 
Constricted 

Stimulated 
Stimulated (Thick) 
Stimulated 

Increased Tone 

Increased Tone 
Contraction 
Restorative 
Acetylcholine 

Dilated 
Increased 

Dilated 
Constricted;Dilated 
Dilated;Constricted 
Constricted (?) 
Constricted 
Constricted 
Dilated 

Stimulated 
Stimulated (Watery) 
Inhibited 
Stimulated 

Contracted 
Decreased Tone 

Decreased Tone 
Inhibition 
Energizing 
Sympathin 
Epinephrino 
Norepinephrine 

The two divisions are antagonistic:  one slows, the other speeds the cardiac rate;one 
constricts, the other dilates the pupil or the bronchi.  Generally, the sympathetic 
strengthens the defense against such clallenges as enemy attacks, temperature variations, 
and water deprivation.  Animals who have had sympathectomies are incapable of working 
(no sugar is mobilized); cannot withstand exposure to temperature extremes (no sweating 
when hot; no i/asoconstriction when cold) and they are less able than normals to withstand 
oxygen deprivation or hemorrhage.  They can survive in a controlled environment. 

The parasympathotjc system is concerned with restoration of the body processes.  It 
inhibits the heart rate, contracts the pupils and stimulates the digestive tract through 
which the energy stores of the body are replenished.  It is primarily in control while one 
is sleeping. 
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DISCUSSION 

Selye^2 described the General Adaptation Syndrome.  According to this concept, an 
individual exposed to stress - cold, heat, drug reaction, fractures, infections, opera- 
tions, burns or other trauma (NOISE) - responds by: 

1. Stimulation of the hypothalamus which 
2. Stimulates the anterior pituitary to release ACTH which 
3. Stimulates the adrenal cortex to release cortisol which 
4. Stimulates the body to protect against systemic anabolism of tissue. 

This theory is well accepted even if there is not complete agreement as to the 
actual mechanism of action.  Stress is known to be a factor in the development of such 
diseases as peptic ulcers, cardiovascular disease, including hypertension and coronary 
artery disease, and it is implicated in the aging process. 

Noise, especially aversive, intrusive noise, is thought to be merely one of many 
agents which serves as a stress-provoking stimulus.  Noise stimulates the sympathetic 
portion of the A.N.S.  As such it should be minimized just as noxious fumes, excessive 
heat or cold or, indeed, even marked population density, should be diminished and control- 
led where possible in the environment. 

Assuming this to be true, what evidence do we have that noise has any effect on 
these functions? 

Mason13 reported the electrical stimulation of the hypothalamus of conscious Rhesus 
monkeys was associated with an increase in pituitary-adreno-cortical activity, as judged 
by the marked elevation of plasma 17-hydroxycorticosteroid. 
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FIG. 1.  Circulatory reaction during noise exposure in one subject employed in 
a noisy factory.  (From Lehmann and Tamm.  Forsch.-Ber.Wirsch.-u Verkehrsmin, 
NRW 517 (Kohn-Oplader, 1958), Cited by G. Jansen, Transl.Bel.Inst.Hear.Res. 
No.26,1972.  With permission). 
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FIG. 2.  Differences in percentages of occurrence of physiological problems 
in 1,005 German industrial workers.  The differences in peripheral circulation 
and heart problems in the two classes of industry were statistically significant. 
(From G. Jansen, Stahl. Eisen,81,1961, pp.217-220.  With permission of the author 
and Stahl.Eisen.). 

Henkln and Knigge14 exposed rats to 130 dB at 220 riz for 48 hours and measured 
adrenal secretion of corticosterone.  It was found that the output of adrenal corticos- 
terone doubled in 30 minutes and trebled in 60 minutes.  This trebled excretion rate 
was maintained for approximately 12 hours at which time it fell to normal or subnormal 
levels only to rise again to the former high rate where it was maintained for 25 to 
48 hours. 

Friedman, et al1-5, exposed rabbits to 102 dB of white noise for 10 weeks and showed 
a much higher level of blood cholesterol than non-exposed animals despite being on iden- 
tical diets.  The animals exposed to noise developed more aortic atherosclerosis and mort- 
cholesterol deposits in the iris than the control animals. 

Geber16 exposed gravid female rats to noise intensities of 74-94 dB from 20 to J,50C 
Hz for 6 minutes of each hour followed by 54 minutes of quiet (ambient noise level was 
64 dB) and to a flashing light for the same period of time, throughout each day of preg- 
nancy or to some other desired day (i.e. 16-20 days). 

He found: 

1. Total litter resorption occurred in 40-50 percent of the pregnancies. 

2. Increased congenital anomalies, including meningoceles, spinal bifida, 
cranial hematomas, abdominal hernias, and defects of the eye, tail, 
hind- and forefoot. 

Geber and Anderson   studied the effect:.-, of chronic intermittent noise stress on 
the body weight and the weight of the ventnc'.es, adrenal glands, kidneys, and ovaries 
of young and old rats and rabbits.  Significantly hypertrophiod ventricles of both species 
were found at the end of throe weeks' stress.  Body and other organ weights were slightly 
decreased, with the exception of the adrenals and kidneys of the older rats which wore 
increased. 
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FIG. 3.  Incidence of hypertension in male and female workers (in age groups 
under and above 40 years) in noisy workshops:  1.  tool making workshop; 2. sort- 
ing workshop,- 3. workshop with automatic lathes; and 4. workshop producing ball 
bearings.  (From A.A.Andriukin, Cor.Vassa., 1961, pp.285-293.  With permission). 

Similar evidence is available in humans.  Davis, et al^ labeled the following set of 
responses to noise the N-responses: 

1. A vascular response characterized by peripheral vasoconstriction, minor 
changes in heart rate, and increased cerebral blood flow since cerebral 
vessels show no vasoconstriction to such stimuli. 

2. Slow, deep breathing. 

3. A change in the resistance of the skin to electricity (Galvanic skin 
Response [G.S.R.1). 

4.  A brief change in skeletal muscle tension. 

To this set of responses can be added: 

1. Changes in gastrointestinal motility. 

2. Chemical changes in blood and urine from endocrine glandular stimulation. 

A tone of approximately 70 dB SPL at 1,000 Hz will elicit the N-response.  This 
same tone continued for a long enough time may induce TTS or NIPTS and is near the 
level at which broadband noise may become significantly adverse to people ^. 

Davis and Berry  and Stern^ found that humans who could avoid an 80 dB, 10-second 
800 Hz tone by pushing a switch at the correct time, exhibited greater gastro-intestinal 
motility during the tone (i.e. when they failed to press the switch) than did subjects 
who had no means of avoiding the tones.  Kryter1" labeled this a response-contingent 
effect of noise.  The noise thus became an aversive stimulus, primarily because it 
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FIG. 4.  Finger - pulse - amplitude and TTS.  (From Jansen, G.Relation Between 
Temporary Threshold Shift and Peripheral Circulatory Effects of Sound. Physiol. 
Effects of Noise, ed. by Bruce L. and Annemarie S. Welch, Friends of Psychiatric 
Research, Inc., Maryland Psychiatric Research Center and The Johns Hopkins Univ. 
Schl. Med.,Baltimore, Md., Physiol. Effects of Noise, Plenum Press - New York - 
London, 1970,pp. 67-72. With permission of the authors and Plenum Press). 

indicated incorrect responses on the part of the subject; its aversive effect otherwise 
was small. 

Hermann, et al^2 in Q =i.milar study verified the aversive effects of noise with 
three groups of subjects exposed to white noise at 95 dB.  For Group A, the noise sig- 
naled they had made an error in a pseudo-tracking task; for Group B the same noise was 
the signal that they were on target in the pseudo-tracking test; and for Group C the 
noise was heard without any task. 

Measures were: (a) TTS; (b) muscle tension measured by electromyography; and (c) 
subjective scaling of the amount of annoyance and disturbance induced by the noise and 
of the general sensitivity to noise, of the subjects. 

The results showed subjects who invest the noise with positive emotional valence, 
feel themselves less annoyed, less disturbed and, in general, less susceptible to the 
noise than subjects who receive the r-oise with negative valence. 

Muscle tension was highest for Group A, less for Group B, and least for Group C. 

The amount of TTS was dependent upon the valence of the noise: 

1. Negative valence (Group A)TTS=18.1 dB. 
2. Positive valence (Group B)TTS=12.8 dB. 
3. Neutral valence  (Group C)TTS-11.0 dB. 

The response-contingent effect apparently does not hold for all physiological reac- 
tions to noise.  Jansen and Klensch2^ found similar responses in the circulatory system 
(cardiac output, minute flow volume) in subjects exposed to random noise or music of 
equal intensity (about 90 Phon).  Although the cardiac output and minute flow volume in- 
creased in some subjects and decreased in others, indicating an individual difference in 
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FIG. 5.  Mean plasma cortisol levels before, during and after exposure to tonal 
pulses.  A.M. sample.  (From Cantrell, R.W.: Prolonged Exposure to Intermittent 
Noise: Audiometric, Biochemical, Motor, Psychological and Sleep Effects. The 
Laryngoscope, Suppl. 1,Vol.LXXXIV, No.10, Part 2, Oct. 1974. With permission). 

somatic responses to sound, it was the intensity of the sound and not its aversive (noise) 
or pleasurable (music) aspect which controlled somatic responses. 

Levi   measured urinary catecholamines as a method of determining N-responses in 
human subjects.  He found the following: 

1. Pleasant stimuli (motion pictures evoking amusement) were nearly as potent as 
unpleasant stimuli (motion pictures evoking anger) in causing increased excre- 
tion of catecholamines. 

2. Work in industrial noise and office work caused increased excretion of catecho- 
lamines. 

3. Noise, light, or task have less influence on the catecholamine excretion levels 
than does the subject's attitude. 

4. Under experimental stress, emotionally vulnerable people as a group do not ex- 
crete more catecholamines than normal people. 

Lehmann and Tarrnn3 studied circulatory changes in human subjects exposed to noise. 
Peripheral arterial resistance was found to increase under the effect of noise, but pulse 
frequency and blood pressure remained unaffected.  FIG. 1. summarizes the circulatory 
reactions observed by Lehmann and Tamm. 

Meyer-Delius'' relati  the circulatory effects to the duration of noise exposure. 
An exposure of 90 dB(B) tor 20 seconds increased peripheral arterial resistance for 80 
seconds, i.e. the vasoconstrlet ion mediated through the autonomic nervous system in re- 
sponse to noise exposure persists after the exposure. 
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FIG. 6.  Mean blood cholesterol levels.  (From Cantrell, R.W.: Prolonged 
Exposure to Intermittent Noise:  Audiometric, Biochemical, Motor, Physio- 
logical and Sleep effects.  The Laryngoscope, Suppl. 1, Vol.LXXXIV, No.10, 
Part 2, Oct. 1974.  With permission). 

There is a physiological adaptation to sound.  Habituation might be a more correct 
term, but adaptation is used more frequently in the literature when referring to this 
phenomena.  Bartoshuk^S found that acceleration of the heart rate in unborn babies ex- 
posed to bursts of acoustic clicks at 85 dS adapted by the end of 40 trials.  This adap- 
tation is not complete and obviously does not cover all N-responses.  Although man adapts 
to background noise, he will respond when the character or intensity of the noise is 
changed.  Rossi, et al2^, found adaptation of vasoconstriction in subjects exposed to a 
background noise of 70 dB at 500 Hz did not reduce vasoconstriction to superimoosed tones 
of 80 to 105 dB at 2000 Hz. 

Jansen2' plotted the increased numbers of peripheral circulatory problems, heart 
problems and equilibrium disturbances in German industrial workers in very noisy indus- 
tries.  The differences in peripheral circulation and cardiac problems in the two groups 
were statistically significant (FIG.2). 

Andriukin5 showed a greater incidence of    ^rtension in men and women working in 
very noisy areas than their counterparts work^ .   n less noisy areas (FIG.3).  There was 
also a relationship to age with older people appearing to exhibit more hypertension. 

Additional data from Russia '  has shown that among workers in industries with high 
noise levels there is an unusually high incidenc; of circulatory, digestive, metabolic, 
neurologic and psychiatric problems. 

Q 
Rosen and co-workers  studied the Mabaa.is, a primitive tribe living in the Sudan. 

This tribe has no firearms or drums; their diet consists mainly of vegetables and some 
fish; and they live in very quiet surroundings (35-40 dBlC)) with relatively little stress. 
Hearing less, hypertension and cardiovascular disease is virtually unknown even into old age. 
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Once the Mabaans move to noisy Kartoum, where they are exposed to noise, stress 
and a diet similar to city dwellers, they Bra  reported to develop hypertension, coronary 
artery disease and hearing loss. 

physiological effects point 
similarly, nor does the same 
ring at a different time, 
ion of noise effects.  A 
e nor do they respond iden- 
ence effect of noise (i.e. 
an interesting concept, 
to work in a noxious stimu- 
by the same noxious exposure 

Critics of the concept that noise can cause pronounced 
out that a given noise exposure does not affect all persons 
individual respond similarly to a given noise exposure occur 
These are valid observations which complicate the investigat 
partially satisfactory answer is that no two humans are alik 
tically to any stress-stimuli.  Hermann's study22 of the val 
a desired sound is less damaging than an unwanted sound) is 
This may give some insight into why some people are content 
lus and show little or no effects, whereas others are upset 
and respond with the symptoms of stress. 

A very interesting experiment is reported by Jansen2".  He measured the change in 
finger pulse amplitude 20 seconds after >-he onset of white noise at 90 dB(A); 20 seconds 
after the onset of white noise at 105 dB(A); and 8 minutes after the onset of white noise 
at 105 dB(A).  Hearing was measured before exposure and the TTS at 2 minutes after expo- 
sure ceased.  The TTS was measured at 4000 Hz.  FIG. 4 is a graph relating TTS and change 
in finger pulse amplitude (peripheral vasoconstriction).  Note that for short exposures 
wherein you would expect little or no TTS there was rather greatly decreased FPA.  With 
longer exposures the TTS and change in FPA were similar.  Jansen concluded that the vege- 
tative response (VR), as manifested by changes in the finger pulse amplitude, and TTS 
can be influenced by noise acting through the vegetative system (A.N.S.).  Furthermore, 
a man who will not have a hearing loss from high intensity noise is, nevertheless, highly 
endangered by the non-auditory physiological effects of high intensity noise. 

In studies of our own  , we noted that even though 20 healthy young subjects showed 
little (3-6 dB) TTS after 30 days exposure to intermittent noise presented 0.66 seconds 
every 22 seconds 24 hours per day, they did have statistically significant shifts in 
plasma cortisol levels (FIG. 5) and blood cholesterol levels (FIG. 6).  This noise 
was in the 3000-4000 Kz range and was presented at 80, 85 and 90 dB(A) each for 10 days. 
These are allowable levels by many damage risk criteria.  This stimulus caused reduction 
in finger pulse amplitude during sleep and this, coupled with the relatively small TTS, 
supports Jansen1s findings. 

The shift in the 
cortisol is known to 
stress will elevate c 
normal values for ser 
Younger people should 
years and accordingly 
(Fredricksen)^l. If 
levels during noise e 
are statistically sig 
to decrease after the 
own controls since al 
persisted for 10 days 
that changed. 

blood cholesterol and plasma cortiso 
be influenced by ACTH and other studi 
holesterol and cortisol. Although co 
um cholesterol, the range is roughly 
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1 levels is inter 
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These findings support the concept that the physiological effects of noise are more 
serious than previously supposed, and more studies of the effects of noise exposure are 
indicated. 
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DISCUSSION 

Q. (Johnson) Do you feel that noise that is so low in level that It will not damage the auditory 
system will cause any non-auditory effects? 

A. (CantrelP Perhaps that is a loaded question because, as you know, there is a great deal of 
work going on to determine a safe level of noise that will not damage the auditory system. 
Some people think it is 90 dBA, others think it is as low as 70 dBA.  If one accepts this later 
statement of 70 dBA beinr, potentially hazardous, then I think that noise under 70 dBA will not 
cause any physiological effects.  The level of noise at which physiological effects begin, and 
the seriousness of these effects, 's not well-enough measured yet to answer your question.  My 
personal opinion is that somewhere between 75 and 80 dBA, both for hearing and fir physiological 
effects, will turn out to be the crUical level.  I would like to have Dr. Jansen comment on 
this quest ion also. 

A. (Jansen) One observes vegetative reactions at very low levels of noise.  It is only a 
question what method one uses.  For example, electrodermal response, or other sensitive 
physiological or pyschophysiological methods, will show that there are quantitative influences 

at low noise levels.  The question is what is the physiological relevance of these changes? 
I think the question cannot be answered until now as to where the point is that the normal 

physiological response is accumulated into a pathological one.  This is the question one 
needs to answer.  At the present one has no exact point to state where this begins.  It is an 
Increasing continuous augmentation of these reactions. 
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AN INVESTIGATION OF AIRCRAFT VOICE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
AS SOURCES OF INSIDIOUS LONG-TERM ACOUSTIC HAZARDS 

by 
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SUMMARY 

Military aviation operational environments contain various 
acoustic hazards many of which have been identified. Some sources 
of noise such as the aircraft voice communication systems, however, 
have not received much attention in terms of acoustic hazards. 
Recent investigations of this laboratory have shown that the acoustic 
output of aircraft communication systems may be an insidious long- 
term acoustic hazard. 

The purpose of this oresentation will be to quantify the acoustic 
output of voice communication systems in terms of magnitude and 
durations of exposures to these acoustic stimuli during training 
flights. The results of aMlyses of samples of aircraft voice com- 
munication systems noise will be presented. 

One formidable obstacle to research on the effects of sound on the auditory systems of humans and 
animals is the (ifficulty of obtaininn a precise measure of the actual acoustic input to the animals or 
humans under investigation. Even in controlled experiments where animals are exposed to controlled noise 
environments, often it is difficult to know what the animals receive due to the gradients within the 
noise environments and due to the orientation of the head and the pinna. Some investigators have spent 
years in the development of techniques and methods for measuring sound pressure levels in human external 
auditory canals. 

In hearing conservation programs and studies of the effect of aircraft noise on the aircrewmen the 
translation of the sound oressure level values measured in the acoustical environment into the actual 
acoustic stimuli of the peooie operating in the environment is no less difficult. The trend in the last 
decade of using overall dBA measures of sound pressure levels in various military and industrial environ- 
ments has perhaps spread some measure of confidence among the laymen that all one needs to do is to take 
a sound level meter survey of a working environment to predict the acoustic hazards in which personnel 
work. Our investigation of the acoustical environment of aircraft crewmen has led us to the philosophy 
that a true knowledge of the actual acoustic environment requires a continuous refinement of instrumen- 
tation and knowledge of the physical stimuli and a careful consideration of all factors that might affect 
or constitute the total acoustic iiiput into the ears of the crewmen under study. This presentation is 
about the results of some of our rccen* investigations which show how the acoustical environment 
measures of aircraft may be much more than a casual assessment with ambient sound pressure level readings 
taken with sound level meters. My subject is: "An Investigation of Aircraft Voice Communication 
Systems as Sources of Insidious Long-Tern Acoustic Hazards." 

We have heard from other presentations about 
and a report on the hearing loss statistics along 
operation of these aircraft. In the photographs, 
operation^ in these aircraft. The problem in rel 
alleged acoustic environment is that the aircraft 
the various compartments due to a multitude of no 
cult to know the exact positions anu the duration 
assessing the true acoustic input to a member of 
ears. Headsets are generally efficient attenuato 
attenuation in the low frequency range. But even 
the total acoustic input is to the crewmember, fo 
receiving conmunication signals from the intercom 
pressure le\el system noise. 
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with the sound pressure 
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have great variance of 

ise sources, gradients a 
s one operates in the ai 
a crew is due to the hea 
rs at high frequencies a 
with this knowledge, on 

r during training or f1i 
system and »-jdio transm 

of patrol aircraft crewmen 
levels associated with the 

g headsets which is normal for 
sties and the associated 
souid pressure levels inside 
nd reflections. It is diffi- 
rctaft. Another problem in 
dset which may cover his 
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U. S. Army helicopters, cockpit and passenger compartment noise, 
high and constitute a damage-risk to hearing. Since the develop- 
damage-risk to hearing by U. S. Army aircraft engine and rotor 
determined that the effective sound pressure levels, at the ears 
these noises are below 85 dBA. The attenuation characteristics 
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real-ear attenuation characteristics of the helmets. The measurements beneath the helmet during 
training flights have shown that our predictions of effective engine and rotor noise levels are 
correct, but also revealed that the aircrewmen are not entirely isolated from high sound pressure levels. 
It was found that the radio equipment coupled directly to the ears of the pilots is a source of sound 
pressure levels much higher than the effective level of the engine noise when the helmet is worn. 

Measurements of the duration of sound pressure 
without helmet are shown in Figures 1 and 2. 

levels in a CH-47C helicopter at the pilot's ear 
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Figure 1. 

Duration of Sound Pressure Levels in Percentage of Sample 
Time Measured in a CH-47C at the Pilot's Ear Without the Helmet 
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Figure 2. 

Duration of Sound Pressure Levels in Percentage of Sample 
Time Measured in a CH-47C at the Pilot's Ear Without the Helmet 

These figures contain data from samples in two different CH-47C's. The mode of the distributions of 
sound pressure levels in Figure 1 is 111 dBA, and in Figure 2 the mode is between 110 and 111 dBA. 
These data show the effective level at the ears of the pilots when no helmet is worn during the 
operation of the CH-47C helicopter. 
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Figures 3 and 4 contain duration of sound pressure level distribution in terms of percentage of 
sample time measureu in a CH-47C at the pilots' ears with the helmet on and without communication 
system operating. 
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Figure 3. 

Duration of Sound Pressure Levels in Percentage of Sample 
Time Measured in a CH-47C at the Pilot's Ear with the Helmet 

On and Disconnected from the Communication System. 
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Duration of Sound Pressure Levels in Percentage of Sample 
Time Measured in a CH-47C at the Pilot's Far with the Helmet 

On and Disconnected from the Communication System. 
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The effect of the operation of the conununication system on the acoustir input to pilots' ears is 
shown in figures 5 and 6. 
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Figure 5. 

Duration of Sound Pressure Levels in Percentage of 
Sample Time Measured in a CH-47C at the Pilot's Ear 
with the Helmet on and Normal Communication System 

Operation. 
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Duration of Sound Pressure Levels in Percentage of 
Sample Time Measured in a CH-47C at the Pilot's Car 
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istributions contain the duration of sound pressure levels in percentage of sample time measured 
-47C at the pilot's ear with the helmet on and with comnunication system operating intermittently. 
Id expect the obtained bimodal distributions in view of the hinh sound pressure levels emitted by 
communication systems and the effective levels at the ear when no comnunication system is operating, 

al value of the aircraft noise, at the ears while wearina the helmet, was 86 dBA, and other modes 
two figures ranged from 91 up to as high as 96 dBA when the voice cmmunications system was oper- 
It is therefore apparent that the communication system produces as much as 10 dB higher sound 

e level than the effective sound pressure levels of t.he aircraft engine noise. 

er it was determined that Lhe voice comrun ital ion system'. 'Jo produu' hi.jh sound pressure leve1 

c outputs, it was speculated that perhaps the distortion and rhe low 'luality of the systems miqht 
the level al which pilots set. the stdetone during flight one'Mt'i,n 
ed to invest i gat'.1 how the stdetone level was affected by various -i 
nderstandmij.   % 11 tiile-t.nuif. ..•' : i ; ■ •. ■ 1 > • , words werr- prosen' 
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In Figure 7 it is obvious that with speech alune the amount of peak-clipping had little effect on 
the adjusted level. However, with speech mixed with noise - which simulates the actual conditions in 
aircraft - the clipping caused an increased adjusted level of the sidetone. 
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Figure 7. 

Mean Level Adjusted by Four Pilots for Subjective 
"Best Understanding" as a Function of Amount of 

Clipping in dB. 

A second measure of the performance of the four aviators was done in terms of the actual intelligi- 
bility of the words as a function of adjusted level. Figure 8 depicts the results in terms of 
intelligibility in percent as a function of adjusted level. These data show that intelligibility was 
highest with the lower adjusted levels and that intelligibility decreased with the higher adjusted 
levels.  In other words, the aviators' attempt to adjust at the "best listening level" did not 
necessarily yield higher intelligibility scores. 
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adjust levels much lower than those depicted in these data, 
than necessary when distortion is introduced. 

But the tendency is to set levels higher 

It is therefore recommended that future communication systems be designed without distortion 
in order to yield higher intelligibility and speech communications efficiency, and also - to 
eliminate the acoustic hazards that high sound pressure levels may cause over a long period of time. 

DISCUSSION 

Q. (home) Can you Indicate why you think peak clipping will reduce speech intelligibility'' 

A. (Camn) As a matter of fact, peak clipping will not reduce speech intelligibility very mueh 
with normal speech if it is not mixed with noise.  However, under noisy conditions, such as 
those of the NATO mission where pilots are attempting to understand speech in noise, Llipping 
causes extra harmonics that are useless energy and also causes masking which obscures the 
speech.  This makes it difficult for the listener as you heard in the examples I gave   If 
you recall, first you heard speech without noise, and then mixed with noise, and then  peech 
that was clipped without noise, and with noise, and you could tell the difference. The 
inteI I iqibiI ity of the clipped speech was deteriorated over that of the non-clipped. 
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Physiological   Responses   Due   to   Noise 
in   Inhabitants   around   Munich   Airport 

Prof.Dr.mod.Dr.phi 1.   Gerd   Jansen 
Universitat«k1inikum   Kssen 
't 3   E-isen   1,   Huf e lands tr , 55 
(e(l<!ral   Kepublic   of  Germany 

Summary:    The   Deutsche   Korschungsgameinschaft    (DIG)    initiated   and   sponsored   an   intor- 
disciplinary   research   on   aircrolt   noise   effects   on   inhabitants   around   airports.    A   pilot 
study    (around   Hamburg   airport )   and   a   main   study    («round   Munich   airport I   were   conducted 
by   acoustical,    demographic,    social    scientific,    psychological,    physiological    and   medical 
sections   of   scientists.     It    was   found   out    that,    in   general,    there   was   no   adaptation   to 
aircraft   noise.    There    is   existing   a    linear   relatiui'.   between   increasing   noise   stimuli 
(combined   noise   exposure   measure   of   noise    levels   ami   number   o(    flyovers)   anil   human   re- 
actions   osp.    found   in   social    scientific    fields.   The   discussion   of   physiological    results 
leads   to    the   opinion   that   physiological    react ions   are   more   related   to   sound    levels 
whereas   the   "whole   reaction"    (annoyance,    blood   pressiu-e   etc. )    is   more   related   to   com- 
bined   noise   exposure   rne.isiu-es. 

1 ■    Scope 

The effect» ol aircraft nnise on men living around airports were studied hv an inter- 
disc ip 1 inarv team which was sponsored by the Deutsche Korschungsgemeinschaft (DIG). 
The main stud\ was conducted around Munich airport and the pilot study was done (»round 
Hamburg airport. 

There are existing some other 11 investigations in the world using survey technics but 
they confined to mainly sociological aspects such as complaints or annoyance. Thus DIG 
initiated than an interdisciplinary research including not only sociological and psy- 
chological, but also physiological impact of aircraft noise. 

2. Organization of the study 

The team of the project was composed of (> sections: 

- "Acoustics" 
- "Medie in" 
- "Organization' 
- "Psycho 1ogy " 

(II.-Ü. linke, I). Martin; I'i'll liraunschwe ig ) 
(A.W. v. Eiff, 1 • llorbach, II. Jürgens; Uniklinik Donn ) 
(li. Rohrmann; Una Mannheim) 
(H. Guski, II. Ilörmann; Uni Herlin, Uni llochum) 

- "Social-science"   (M. Irle, 11. Schiimor, A. Schiimei-Kohrs ; Un I Mannheim) 
- "Work-physiology"  (G. Jansen, Uniklinik Essen) 

Each section tested the same subjects to collect data for an interdisciplinary analysis. 

Preparing the whole study the organizational section first selected the human beings 
living around Munich airport according to the exposure to the noise levels and sacond- 
ly in accordance with demographic criteria. The whole area was divided into 'JLi areas 
with different noise levels; these "clusters" were combined to 'i "cluster-sets". 

660 persons from 15 to 70 years were tested in a first social scientific step. Inter- 
views based upon standardized ((uestionnaires were taken at the respondents homes. This 
interview had a contacting function in order to ask the people to follow the second 
step of our investigation in psychological, physiological and audiometric oxporimonts 
and tests. The examinations of 357 subjects in a separate test station took about 2 
hours for each person. 

The third stop contained the medical case history, clinical examination and experiments 
at the tost station. This step took another 2 hours for each person. The fourth step 
was a concommitant one, it consisted of acoustical measurements (one measuring point 
for each cluster). The tested subjects in the first and in the second step (psycho- 
physiological and medical examinations) wore restricted to 375 persons aging from 21 
to 60 years. 

The interviews of the sociological section wore extended in a second part to 152 former 
inhabitants of the clusters who had moved during the last 12 months preceding the study. 

3- Results 

3 • 1 ■ !• ormor publ icat ions 

The major results of the whole DKi-study were already reported at the congress at Dub- 
rovnik in May l'(73. Another survey o( the results was given at Intnr-Noise l( openhagen 
l')73). Especially the relations between acoustic parameters and noise roactinn.i in hu- 
man beings wore presnntod at the Transportation Noise Svntiosion (Southampton, In 1 \ _'J- 
J 1 , I '»7'' ' • The detailed 1)1 d 1 oi-.<u hung sber i r h t is in print and pub 1 t cat ion i ~ PXp«M t nd 
on lobruar\  1*.  IMT1». 
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3.2. Main results of the whole study 

According to the assumption of the crmpiex (multicausa1 Instead of monocuusal) aystom 
of interdependent variables these "moderator variables" wore being attributed and re- 
garded as decisive influences on the process of turning effecting stimuli into resulting 
reactions. This concept of moderators led to an interdisciplinary analysis und synthesis 
based en an analysis of the single sections. Thus, it is useful to knuw first the results 
of the single sections. 

3.1*. 1 Social survey 

By means of regression and correlation technics the social science section tried to 
clarify the relationship between stimulus moderators and reaction and between the rel- 
ative contribution of stimulus and moderator variables to the prediction of reactions. 
It was found out that the relationship between stimulus and reaction variables are by 
no means perfect ones; the highest correlations ranked to r   O.56. 

This result means that only about 30 % of the variability in reactions can bo pre- 
dicted by moans of one stimulus variable alone so that a considerable amount of the 
whole reaction remains unpredicted. 

As in other aircraft noise studies "disturbance of communication (disturbance in con- 
versation, in listening to radio, TV)" was the greatest one, whereas other ones like 
"perceived number of times of aircraft noise", "irritability by aircraft noisa"."dis- 
turbance of tranquillity and relaxation", "the number ol subjects spontaneously naming 
aircraft noise when asked for interconveniences" etc. they all had smaller correlations. 

All these relations are linear. Curvilinear determination coefficients led only to an 
insignificant increase as compared to linear determination coefficients. Even when 
correlating more than one stimulus variable no other result could be found. 

3.-.2 I'sychophys io logica 1 experiments 

The psychophysiological laboratory experiments were done by the psychologists and work- 
physiologists together. Un one side we had the hypothesis of "adaptive coping" with 
aircraft noise. On the contrary we tried to find out    a "defensive blocking" which 
assumes an interruption of information processing and physiological state of defensive 
against noise, as a consequence of frequent and intense aircraft noise. Therefore the 
investigation was done under the aspect of the "general activation theory" and its 
possible splitting into "orienting" and "defensive" components. 

Moreover it was assumed that damping or disturbance of the information input is in 
accordance to the "distraction theory"; further on it was expected,   there were con- 
nections between aircraft noise stimuli and aircraft noise reaction by personality 
characteristics. 

In order to find out the characteristical noise reaction of the people investigated, 
the psychologists used personality tests, recognition technics, memory tests, signal 
tracking test, and together with the physiological reaction they registered the be- 
haviour of vasomotoric and muscular activity which were continuously recorded in ex- 
perimental situations with quietness and noise interchanging. 

It was not possible to confirm the hypothesis of "adaptive coping" with aircraft noise. 
The pliysiological responses due to noise increased in all cases, In detail, we saw a 
contraction of the bloodvessels at the finger and at the temple, an increase in the 
electrical muscle acti/ity, and a decrease of the heart rate. This complex reaction 
was called "defensive reaction" ßllowing S0KOLOFF. One can conclude from this that 
there could be at least a blocking of information reception processes. These defensive 
reaction is correlated positively with the intensity and frequency of the aircraft 
(r = 0,21). It occurs especially with those persons who were characterized by a "low 
mobility", by "strong conservative tendencies" and by a "very high blood pressure". 

Moreover we saw that the hearing acuity decreased with increasing aircraft noise ex- 
posure. Rut this result is statistically insignificant. Other respects of human psy- 
chophysiological behaviour especially psychological behaviour were not so much effected 
by aircraft noise. 

3.2.3 Medical investigation 

The medical examinations were done separately from that of psychophysio1ogica1 sections 
after another two weeks. The people were assessed by means of anamnesis and examination 
of body containing the analysis of clinical status as well as experimental tests of 
vegetative functions. 

The annlysl« at    thi! medical data could not prove anv cause ol manifest illness which in 
duo to aircraft noise. In physIn logical oxporimonts systolic and diastnlic blood pros- 
suro , heart ratn, respiration rate and nloctrical muscle activitv were recorded for  I ri 
minutos. The subject« wore .iiibmi t t ed to i|tiio tnoiiK . mental nr i t hmiit 1 CM , continuous nois», 
and discontinuous noino. Thnre wan nnlv .1 tnndom^ >>( <li.ingo in vnRPtattvp I unction« 
f>iipoc lal 1 \ rog.u d 1 ng tlic •!> ni« t n 1 11 h 1 mul p: c : nuir .  Hi" RiO'il r a I Nriontknln hnvp t h« 
"p t nlun t h.i t it < .innn t !.e PXC I ud»d t hn 1 n ir crnl I rm 1 «n in   n      rink    factor'  I nr t ho 
generAtton '»I (»•■•ntlal t>^(.pi tonic it^ -»1 Mir bloodwaspln 
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3.3. InterdiaciplInary interpretat ions 

The different data from the single aectlona wore Integrated (N   357) to an inter- 
disciplinary analysis which  resulted only in low intercorrelatlone of the sociological, 
psychological, and physiological variables towards aircraft noise effects. 

Using an interdisciplinary net of sociological, psychological and physiological modera- 
tors 1/3 of the variability of the "social-psycho log lea 1" is determined by them wiiere- 
as another third is determined by the stimulus variables. By using 30 called path models 
the scientists doing the interdisciplinary interpretations found chains within one path 
model containing the factors "Indifference to noise", "age", "sex'V'fear associations" 
"attention performance" connecting them with "annoyance and disturbance reaction", "de- 
fensive reaction", "diastollc blood pressure" and the dependence of all of them to the 
noise load. 

With reference to the noise protection '.ones as they are defined in several countries 
like USA, Ciroat liritain, West Germany, etc, the scientists doing the interdisciplinary 
analysis found out that outuide of the ureas confined bv this protection values there 
is a cunsidoruble percentage of the pcpulation which is highly annoyed and influenced 
by aircraft noise. 

Hut the regression li.ies of the "disturbance of communication", "disturbunco of rest 
and recreation" and t.'ie "loellug of aircraft as a disturbing factor spontanoaous 1 y 
montioned" were linear regression lines. So there is no point which could be regariod 
us intolorablu noise loud. There is only an increasing number of people who leel an- 
noyed and who are influenced physiologically by increasing of aircraft noise. So   they 
conclude that the reduction of aircraft noise is a problem lor those producing noise 
and also for those distributing noise. They fool that it is u problem involving aspects 
ol engineering as well as ol policy. 

1. Discussion of results from physiological standpoint 

Already the pilot study around Hamburg airport showed and proved that the re^ult^ of 
former physiological noise research need no basic correction. The expor iiiien wi 1 physio- 
logy results of the Hamburg pilot study (aircraft noise, traffic noise aiid artificial 
white noise were applied), showed that the results were comparable to thcie ox] acted 
from results of former noise research. 

In the main study around Munich airport we tried to find out moderating factors of the 
physiological responses. These could give explanation of the value of the psychophy- 
siologlcal noise reaction within the total load of onvironniental factors of the human 
being. We stated already that the theory of "adaptive coping" had to be cancelled in 
favour of the "defensive reaction". The combined defensive reaction consisting of 
changes in finger and headskin blood volume, muscle activity and tracking test, were 
regularly influenced by single noise bursts. Though the whole defensive reaction is 
correlated in a linear regression to the combined noise measure FU1 (which contains 
the number of movements and the noise levels of the single movements similar to the 
English NNI (noise number index))we saw the most distinctive reaction in the finger 
pulse amplitudes. Comparing these results with former Investigations done with approach- 
ing aircraft noise and with the noise reactions of people with different personality 
moderator variables we think that the physiological measuring parameters are closer 
correlated to noise Intensity level whereas the combined reaction in the physical as 
well as in the psychical behaviour is more related to the combined noise exposure 
measure (number of movements and intensity level). 

This leads us to the conclusion that for noise asseasments around airports it is nec- 
essar- to have first a combined measurement unit (as they used already internationally) 
and second (for realistic assessment and protection of the population) to have a maxi- 
mum level for single noise events. 
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DISCUSSION 

Q. (von Gierke) I agree with Dr. Jansen's siaiemenl thai we have physiological responses to 

noise.  We also heard in br.   (.antrell's review atiout al) of the physiological responses to 

noise which most of us think are very healthy and natural responses to our environment. 

Unless we have evidence that some of these transient physiological responses become chronic 

or somehow lead to chronic diseases and pathological effects it is really nothing to worry 

about.  In all the research that I have followed over the past twenty years I have not been 

able to come up with any clear cut proof that there is a chronic health effect from the 

levels of noise exposure that we are talking about.  I am not saying that these effects don't 

exist, but the only study which shows such a   correlation was Dr. Jansen's study, which was 

cited before, on noise in industry.  This was done IS or 20 years ago and hasn't been 

replicated since.  This study showed a potential indication that noise exposure in industry 

flight be correlated with some increase in cardiovascular disease.  However, the same workers 

in noise that were studied had many other environmental factors associated with their work 

whic.i might have been just as bad if not worse than the noise itself.  Studies have ueen 

performed recently on mice and rats that show pathological effects to high level noises but 

I thinkwe should really concentrate on studies in the real life situation that are made on 

man rather than on mice and rats.  The stories we near about malformations -»nd reduced 

fertility In litters of rats and mice are open to some cuest'on.  first, the noist- levels 

are high.  Second, It happens that there are not good controls used.  When controls are 

handled the same way the experimental animals are handled these effects diminish. 

A. (Jansen) tou mentioned my study of twenty years ago.  Yes, It should be replicated and we 

are just now undertaking experiments in order to find out the relevance of noise along with 

otner factors In producing health effects on workers.  We have a group of young men who are 

doing their research thesis just on this point. Perhaps It is possible within one or two years 

that we will have the results that you were asking about 

A. iCantrell' I would like to answer Dr. von Gierke regarding the statement he ;ust made. 

I hope that from the presentation I ^ave one didn't infer that there was an attempt to 

offer any e'ear-cut proof tnat there is a patho-physlolog IcaI effect of noise, but rather 

that the Indication is clear.  it is clear in animals.  Although we cannot necessarily apply 

animal studies to humans, nonetheless we do have the human studies of Dr. Jansen as well as 

studies done in Russia and Europe.  Unfortunately, few studies have been done In the U. S. 

Part of my presentation was a plea for more activity in this problem area.  I do feel, how- 

ever, that prolonged exposure to noise, noise meaning unwanted sound, must act as a stress- 

ful stimulus.  Theories of the effects of accumulated stress have been present for over forty 

years.  Most people now agree that stress is a factor which causes followon patho-physiologlea' 

problems.  The stress of noise, if noise does cause stress, and I think it does, can very well 

lead to patho-physiological effects.  We should study this.  Whether we can ever say for cer- 

tain that noise exposure for a given period of time at a given level is going to cause hear' 

disease or biochemical abnormalities of certain kinds is not likely, but I think that cer- 

tainly further studies need to be performed and that we agree on this point. 

A, (von Gierke) I think it is simpler just to say that noise affects the quality of life 

and what we want to do is improve the qual ity of 1 ife. 

A. (Ward) I disagree with Dr. von Gierke.  Improving the quality of life Is only one of the 

things we are after.  More importantly, we are interested in the effects of noise on health. 

Not health as defined by the World Health Organization which includes such things as feelings 

of well-being.  Let's talk about health as absence of pathology. True, we are interested in 

protecting the public's feeling of well-being In the long run but first let's concentrate on 

protecting the public from pathology. 

A. (von Gierke)  Noise Is a stress, I agree.  But we ale exposed to many stresses during the 

day.  Sitting on these chairs for eight hours Is a stress and it just depends on how great 

the stress is.  In all seriousness we once tried to follow-up some of Dr. Jansen's work and 

that of some other workers by obtaining vasoconstrictive responses to vibration stimuli.  We 

exposed the arms of our subjects to vibration.  We worked for hours, even days, until we had 

a nice response of vasoconstrictIon resulting from localized vibratory stimuli on the skin. 

We had this effect, finally, and suddenly the pointer went completely off the scale.  It 

turned out that a young woman had walked through the room and our male subject was so 

stressed that the vaso-constrIction from this stimulus was far more violent than from the 

laboratory vibratory stimulus. 

0. (Olson) How many people moved away from the Munich airport because the noise irritated them' 

A. Those who moved did not do so because of noise nor were they found to be more sensitive to 

noise than was a control group. 

Q.    (Perdrtel )    I   wti i led unt i1   all 
because   I   thoui]ht   that one  of   the 
system.      for   ,i   number   ol    years    It 
several   minutes   jr   for several    ho 
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important to find out the anatomical location responsible for these interactions.  Wc be- 

lieve that the thalamus may be the responsible site for interaction between the auditory 

jnd visual functions.  In fact an afferent activity of the sensory visual and auditory 

processes (pathways) does take place in the thalamus.  Based on tIectro-cortico1d studies 

of the thalamus it may be assumed that an interference  disorder) occurs at this site 

leading to a diminished passage of the sensory visual messages when noise stimuli traverse 

the thalamus.  Moreover, an inverse study carried out in Italy confirms to a degree these 

findings.  If one exposes the eye to a strong light for several minutes one finds a decrease 

in the auditory threshold.  This proves again an interaction between the auditory and 

visual sensory messages. 

A. There have been many experiments performed In these areas.  We have done work in out 

own laboratory on these problems.  I think thai it is not justified to generalize from l*.'*se 

experiments to the real life situation, for one must consider man has motivation and has 

capability to compensate and these parameters must be taken into account.  What one needs 

to do is to make experiments untler real life conditions rather than laboratory conditions 

From the experimental situation we know man> things, but it is verv Jangerous to genera' i/e 

from experiments to the real life situation. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

by 

Dr. Mi I ton A. Whitcomb 
National Academy of Sciences 
Washington, D. C. 20M8, U.S. 

It is inpossible to summarize adequately, in the sense of several synopses, such an excellent set of 
papers as have been presented.  Rather, it might be desirable to present Instead a few reflections upon 
today's program. 

ons greater than eight hours present a hazard te 

Collection of data on incidence of stress-induced pathologies such as ulcers or emotional disorders 
for those exposed to long-duration noise, as compared to non-noise exposed might be worthwhile in order 
to resolve the question of whether or not health is affected.  It is therefore recommended first that 
flight crews exposed to such long durations of noise be monitored audiometricalIy and for abnormal 
incidence of cardiovascular disease, ulcers, and other psychosomatic complaints and that secondly, if 
possible, a study of an appropriate laboratory animal might be instituted over the next several years 
which could resolve perhaps the important problem of whether or not pathology can be induced because of 
long-duration noise exposure to the moderate levels of noise that occur in aircraft cockpits.  The 
following resejrch design might be a starting point for a study to be funded through the NATO system 

RESEARCH DESIGN  EFFECTS OF CHRONIC EXPOSURE TO LOW LEVEL NOISE UPON HUMAN HEALTH* 

Studies have been conducted over the past twenty years that indicate a possibility of 
chronic health effects in humans caused by moderate noUe levels (70-90 dBA) when their dura- 
tion extends over a major part of one's lifetime.  This possibility is suggested by three 
kinds of studies, none of which positively links moderate noise levels to human health. 
However, these studies are suggestive and ought to be validated by careful research techniques. 
If the results are negative one would feel a sense of relief.  If positive, then steps must be 
taken quickly to protect the public from these health effects since the hazardous noise level 
would then be considerably below present levels that are based mainly upon protection of hearing. 

The first line of research deals primarily with West-European studies of humans in an 
industrial setting and links non-auditory health effects with exposure to high levels of 
noise.  Unfortunately, these studies are merely suggestive since high levels of noise were 
studied rather than moderate levels.  Also, the deterioration in the health of the worker 
was not only linked to progression of years of exposure Lo these high levels but was con- 
founded with increases in the age of workers and in their exposure to other Stressors such 
as pollutants in the air and excessive temperatures. 

The second line of research involves the exposure, primarily of rodents, to rather 
high noise levels.  These studies indicated pronounced health effects such as enlargement 
of endocrine glands, loss of fertility, birth defects and genetic changes.  These findings, 
though of great interest, again are only suggestive since the noise level' were high and 
the animal selected for research is not particularly good for generalization to human 
health effects. 

The third line of research involves the laboratory exposure of humans to moderate 
levels of noise for brief periods of time.  Results indicate, for example, such effects 
as peripheral vasoconstriction, temporary shifts in heart rate, blood pressure and blood 
chemistry.  To some extent, these changes gradually approach the pre-exposure basel'ne 
as the exposure continues.  A question remains concerning whether the cumulative effect 
of the initial change could impair one's health. 

Since the question is obviously an important one to the health of NATO pilots, 
the following research design is suggested 

Sub i ect Primates or intelligent mammal" 
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The animals should be exposed throughout their life span to a constant 21* hour-day, noise 
level, spectrum, and temporal pattern while having periodical biochemical assays of blood, 
urine, etc. as well as a careful postmortem wherein any enlargement of endocrine glands and 
other abnormalities can be determined.  Each noise condition should be run on a sample of ät 
least 20 animals caged In a reverberant room Independent from the room housing the animals 
exposed to other levels and spectra.  The control group of perhaps UO  animals should be 
housed in a relatively guiet room of approximately SO dBA level.  The temperature, humidity 
and physical features of the control and experimental rooms should be as identical as possible. 
The noise producing eguipment in each experimental room should be engineered in such a way that 
It can produce accurate levels and spectra continuously for several years and be amenable to 
quick repair so that malfunctions will result in quiet periods having durations of no niore than 
a few hours. 

The parent animals should be examined prior to exposure to identify those having any ear 
pathology requiring their elimination from the study.  Behavioral threshold testing would also 
be advisable at this •.tage for the same reason.  Offspring born during the experiment should 
also be examined and given threshold tests as soon as they can be performed validly.  Exclu- 
sion, for these reasons, of offspring from the experiment, however. Is not advisable since 
these cases may be of Interest.  These data should be analysed .ndependent ly of those of 
heal thy anImals. 

To perform the biochemistry and autopsies competent academic and medical personnel should 
be Involved such as a recognized university and/or medical school in conjunction with an appro- 
priate 'aboratory having competent noise experts. 

The funding level may require $2,000,000 per year for several years. 

The papers presented leave little doubt that long-duration noise exposures not only permit less re- 
covery time before the next exposure period occurs within the 21«-hour cycle, but of more concern is the 
fact that these recovery curves are less rapid than one would like and the recovitry seems more refistant 
following the reaching of an asymptotic level of temporary threshold shift.  Thi1; leads to the conjec- 
ture that long-duration noise exposures may be considerably more hazardous than those of short duration. 
It appears that  asymptotic threshol'l shift occurs for humans sonewhere between eight and twelve hours 
exposure and that If sixteen hours of exoosure would occur, the recovery mav not be complete following 
just eight hours and the flight crew would be starting off the next dav with a residual temporary thres- 
hold shift to be added to by the exposures from the next day's duty.  This Is of sufficient concern that 
NATO should initiate studies to Investigate this possibility while simultaneously monitoring such crews 
carefully.  Alternatively mission cycles could be reduced to exposures of eight hours or less per day. 
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